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1 Introduction  The high standard of living in our modern society goes along with a high need for energy. From 2000 to 2014, the global energy demand increased by 30 %.[1] And this trend will continue, as economies around the world are emerging and the global population is rising: In 2040, the world population will increase from today’s 7.2 billion to 9 billion.[2] According to estimations made by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, in 2040 the energy consumption will increase by another 48 %.[1] But where does this energy come from? The main sources are fossil fuels. According to the International Energy Agency, 81 % of the global energy consumption in 2014 were based on fossil fuels like coal, oil and natural gas.[3] However, the consumption of these resources leads to the emission of the greenhouse gas CO2, which is one major contribution towards global warming. Furthermore, fossil fuels are not endlessly available. Considering this, it becomes apparent that sooner or later we have to overcome our dependence on fossil fuels as major energy source. Alternative energy sources are available- be it in the form of wind power, water power, geothermal energy, biofuels, solar light, etc.; however, the challenge still lies in the efficient transfer into that form of energy on which our energy-infrastructure is built on: Electricity. The preference to still take the tremendous efforts to extract fossil fuels for today’s energy demands, already indicates that the energy transfer from alternative sources is still accompanied by technological difficulties and high costs. To change this, contributions can be made by chemists and material scientists in developing new materials with desired electronic properties, best in an affordable and sustainable manner. An important source of energy is solar light. The amount of solar energy which reaches the earth per year, is estimated to be up to 49.8 · 1018 J per year.[4] Basic principle for the transfer of light into electricity is the intrinsic photoelectric effect, which describes the interaction of light with a semiconductor. A semiconductor is characterized by its electronic structure, in which a band of occupied electronic states (the valence band, VB) is separated from an energetically higher unoccupied band (the conduction band, CB) by a zone, in which no electronic states are available (the band gap with the energy Eg, see Scheme 1). If light with a wavelength of higher energy than the band gap energy is absorbed by the semiconductor, electrons (e- in Scheme 1) are excited into the conduction band, leaving behind positively charged holes (h+ in Scheme 1). The photogenerated electrons and holes are charge carriers, which can be used directly as photoelectric current in photovoltaics. In photocatalysis, the 
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charge carriers take part as redoxactive species in chemical reactions. An important application of this principle is the production of hydrogen for fuel cells by the photocatalytic splitting of water.   
Scheme 1. Photoexcitation of a semiconductor. If light with an energy hv exceeding the band gap energy Eg is absorbed by the semiconductor, electrons (e-) are excited from the conduction band (CB) into the valence band (VB), leaving behind a positive charged hole (h+). The charge carriers can then re-combine (dotted arrow) under energy-loss, e.g. photoluminescence (red arrow), or migrate to the surface (dashed arrows) and take part in redox-reactions.  However, one of the major challenges in controlling photoelectric processes is it to prevent the photogenerated charge carriers from their re-combination, which would result in complete loss of their energy, e.g. by photoluminescence (see Scheme 1). A way to inhibit this unwanted process is bringing the photoactive material into a heterojunction contact. In general, a heterojunction is the interface between two solid-state materials with different electronic properties. This leads to new electronic phenomena at the interface region. If two semiconductors with different band structures are in contact, crossing the interface for the photogenerated charge carriers is accompanied by changes in their energy. This facilitates the spatial separation of photogenerated electrons and holes and thus prevents their recombination. Apart from the field of organic photovoltaics,[5,6] the vast majority of materials for heterojunctions in photovoltaics and in photocatalysis are based on inorganic semiconductors. The highest efficiency for solar cells is achieved with GaAs,[7] and commercial solar cells are 
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made of silicon or CdTe. The most active materials in photocatalysis are transition metal oxides, –sulfides, or -nitrides.[8-11] However, these materials can have serious disadvantages: The production of silicon photovoltaics requires environmentally destructive compounds, and the transition metal based semiconductors are very often expensive, toxic and environmentally harmful. A class of materials which combines wide availability, non-toxicity and environmentally friendliness with a broad range of possibilities to tune their electronic and catalytic properties, are carbon-based solid state materials. Among them, carbon/nitrogen compounds are of special interest, as it is possible to tune their electronic structure with their nitrogen content: Depending on the carbon/nitrogen ratio, conducting as well as semiconducting materials with different band gaps can be obtained, ranging from semiconducting and photoactive high nitrogen content carbon nitride, to electrically conducting nitrogen-doped carbons. This potentially allows for preparing an “all-carbon” heterojunction, where the interface is built between carbon materials of different nitrogen content and thus different electronic properties. Besides the advantages of carbon/nitrogen compounds as non-toxic, “green” materials, a particular benefit of this concept lies in making a heterojunction composite between two components constituted by the same elements, however with different properties: This way, the performance lowering contact resistance which occurs at the interface due to a certain lattice mismatch between the heterojunction components, can be minimized. In a broader sense, this concept might be even extended towards a carbon/nitrogen material with local variations in the nitrogen content, introducing local variations of the electronic structure and thus multiple heterojunctions in one material. This can be realized in a gradient material with a spatial gradient regarding the nitrogen content, or in a material with regular spatial doping patterns. However, be it the heterojunction between two components or the vision of the material with local composition inhomogeneities on a small scale: Such an “all-carbon” composite requires synthetic strategies to obtain carbon/nitrogen compounds with tailored electronic properties and morphologies. Carbon materials are usually prepared by carbonization processes, i.e. the thermal treatment of organic precursors. However, carbonization reactions are still some sort of “black box” processes, where most of the occurring reactions are not yet understood and thus not easy to control. An approach to gain more control over the carbonization process is the attempt to pre-organize desired patterns of the final carbon material already on the stage of the presursor. 
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This can be done in the form of supramolecular organized precursor complexes, where specially arranged molecular patterns already give a guide-line towards desired reaction pathways during carbonization.[12] These supramolecular complexes can be formed between precursor molecules by non-covalent interactions like hydrogen bonding, π-π-, van der Waals- or ionic interactions.[13] By carbonizing these pre-organized complexes, in an ideal case the rather randomly carbonization process is replaced by the controlled condensation of neighbored molecular entities. In this work, strategies are shown to synthesize carbon/nitrogen materials with desired properties by applying pre-organized supramolecular complexes as precursor, as well as approaches towards combining them to an “all-carbon” composite.   
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2 Background 

 

2.1 Carbon and carbon/nitrogen compounds 

 

2.1.1 The element carbon  Among all 118 elements known so far to humanity, carbon can claim- without any doubt- being the “master” of diversity and complexity. Carbon is the basic building block of the most complex system on earth, which slowly developed in a process of billions of years: Life. A whole part of chemistry, organic chemistry, is dedicated to the combination of this element with only a few others. Furthermore, one should not forget the huge impact of carbon materials on technology and modern materials chemistry. But why is carbon such a versatile element? The answer might be found in the versatility of electronic states and bonding patterns carbon is capable of. Hybridization of carbon’s orbitals allows for at least three stable bonding schemes (sp, sp2 and sp3), each with their own bonding multiplicity and geometry. Furthermore, carbon can be present in all oxidation states from –IV (e.g. in methane) to +IV (e.g. in CCl4). And finally, carbon can form covalent bonds with a lot of other elements, like H, B, N, O, S, halogens, and more. However, the chemical versatility is not restricted to the molecular compounds, which make up the organic world or the chemistry of life. Also in the field of solid-state materials, carbon is probably the element with the biggest flexibility. This begins with elemental carbon, whose electrical properties, color or hardness can vary between different extremes for the different modifications. Carbon can exist as insulator, conductor or semiconductor, depending on the hybridization and structure. In the colorless and insulating diamond, the hardest naturally occurring material, sp3 hybridized carbon is arranged in a cubic crystal structure (Figure 2.1 (a)). Opposing properties exhibits the black and conducting graphite, which is a very soft material. Here, sp2 hybridized carbon atoms arrange in hexagonal layers by - and 
π-bonding. A monolayer of such arranged carbon atoms is known as graphene (Figure 2.1 (b)). Due to delocalized π-molecular orbitals, graphene is conductive, as well as graphite in the direction of the graphene layers. Structural homologue to graphite is the family of the fullerenes (carbon nanotubes and fullerenes). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are single- (SWCNTs) or multi-walled (MWCNTs) tubes with the structure of graphene, which can display conductive and semiconductive behavior (Figure 2.1 (c)). When replacing some 
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C6-rings in the graphene structure by C5-rings, fullerenes in form of hollow spheres can be obtained (buckyball clusters). The smallest isolated spherical fullerene is the Buckminster-Fullerene C60 (Figure 2.1 (d)).   
Figure 2.1. The allotropes of carbon. (a) Cubic diamond. (b) Structure of graphene. (c) (6,6)-armchair carbon nanotube and (d) the Buckminster-Fullerene C60.  Because of this versatility in structure and electronic properties, the allotropes of elemental carbon are very interesting for a broad field of technological applications. This ranges from the use of diamond as hard material for technological and medicinal applications, to the use of graphite in electrical engineering (e.g. as electrode or heating resistor material) or as corrosion resistant material.[14] Due to their unique structure and high chemical stability when compared to inorganics, the nanostructured elemental carbon modifications like graphene or fullerenes are especially interesting in modern materials chemistry, physics or medicine research. Graphene, which is referred to as a two-dimensional (2D) material, has unique physical and chemical properties like a fast charged carrier mobility (~ 200 000 cm2 V-1)[15], high thermal conductivity (~ 5000 W/mK)[15], high surface area (2630 m2/g)[16], a strong Young’s modulus (~ 1 TPa)[17] and a high chemical stability. This makes graphene a promising material in alternative-energy related applications like supercapacitors, batteries and fuel cells.[18]  

2.1.2 Carbon/nitrogen compounds  As can be seen by the above introduced well-known carbon allotropes, already materials constituted by only carbon can exhibit a very broad range of properties. These characteristics can be further tuned by the introduction of heteroatoms like boron,[19] nitrogen,[20] sulfur,[21] 
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phosphor,[22] etc. into the carbon lattice (which however should not be confused with post-functionalization). This can greatly affect their physical and chemical properties, potentially leading to a significantly increased catalytic or electrochemical performance. However, among all classes of heteroatom containing solid-state carbon materials, it is the group of carbon/nitrogen compounds, which is target of the most active research. This is due to certain unique properties of this materials class: I) Nitrogen can be included in a wide range of percentage into the carbon lattice, resulting in stable compounds with different structures and properties. This is because nitrogen “fits in” to the carbon lattice, with bonding schemes that allow chemical incorporation in different oxidative states and bonding multiplicities. And furthermore, nitrogen and carbon reveal not too much difference in their atomic radius, which allows incorporation without large structural disruptions. II) As nitrogen contains one more valence electron than carbon, the electronic properties of carbon/nitrogen compounds are greatly affected by their nitrogen content and can range from an increased conductivity to the behavior of semiconductors. This makes carbon/nitrogen compounds especially interesting for energy related applications. III) And finally, one of the reasons for the focus on carbon/nitrogen compounds especially in the field of alternative energy applications, is simply their facile synthesis and wide abundance: Compared to the carbon nanostructures like carbon nanotubes or fullerenes, whose synthesis is difficult and expensive, some carbon/nitrogen compounds with comparable properties can be derived from natural precursors (e.g. biomass, nitrogen/carbon containing compounds like nucleobases, urea, etc.) by simple carbonization processes. Depending on their nitrogen content, two classes of carbon/nitrogen compounds are distinguished in general: Nitrogen-rich carbons, with an elemental N/C ratio ≥ 1, and nitrogen-doped carbons (NDCs), with an elemental N/C ratio < 1.[23] Nitrogen-rich carbons can contain up to 61 wt%, however, also a compound with higher nitrogen contents and an estimated compositions of C3N5 has been reported.[24] In these nitrogen-rich carbons, new molecular units are formed, which goes along with entirely new properties with respect to the pristine carbon. They are usually semiconductors. Examples for nitrogen-rich carbons are modifications of carbon nitride, C3N4. In general, nitrogen-rich carbons are prepared by the thermal condensation of appropriate nitrogen-rich precursors with an elemental N/C ratio ≥ 1 at intermediate temperatures (ca. 550 °C). At higher temperatures, these structures usually decompose.   
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Nitrogen-doped carbon In nitrogen-doped carbons, single carbon atoms in the graphitic lattice are replaced by nitrogen atoms. Hence, the graphitic structure is retained in large parts of the material. Here, properties of the corresponding bulk carbon materials (like conductivity,[25] basicity,[26] oxidative stability[23] or catalytic activity[25]) do not change completely, but are further improved by the nitrogen doping. Nitrogen-doped carbons are usually synthesized by carbonization of nitrogen containing precursors (with an elemental N/C ratio < 1) or via post-treatment of carbon materials with reactive nitrogen containing reagents (NH3, CH3CN). There are interesting routes towards nitrogen-doped carbons by applying simple procedures and starting from naturally abundant precursors, like from nitrogen-rich biomass,[27] lignin,[28] or by the carbonization of ionic liquids (ILs)[23,29-31] and polyionic liquids (PILs),[32] which in turn as well can be potentially derived from natural precursors.[33] The possible configurations of nitrogen atoms incorporated in the graphitic lattice, are shown in Figure 2.2.[34] The two most stable incorporations are quaternary N (graphitic N), where nitrogen substitutes sp2 carbon in the hexagonal ring, and pyridinic N, where sp2 carbons at the edges of the structure are substituted (occurring at edges or defects). Less stable incorporations are the sp2 hybridized pyrazinic N in opposite positions at isolated hexagonal rings, and sp3 hybridized pyrrolic N. Also, pyridinic nitrogen oxides are observed in NDCs.[35]   

Figure 2.2. Bonding configurations of nitrogen in the graphitic lattice.  Among all bonding configurations, quaternary nitrogen is by far the most stable, which means that the relative amount of quaternary nitrogen usually increases with increasing carbonization temperature.[36] However, since quaternary nitrogens replace single carbon atoms in the graphitic lattice, there is an upper limit for the amount of incorporated nitrogen while 
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maintaining the graphitic structure. As calculations by Watanabe et al. revelaed, a graphitic nitrogen content above 16 wt% is energetically not favoured.[36] On the atomic level, the incorporation of nitrogen atoms into the carbon lattice primarily leads to three effects. First, the basicity of the carbon framework increases.[37] This is due to the additional valence electron brought in by the nitrogen, which contributes to the delocalized 
π electron system. This also leads to local positively charged carbon atoms neighbored to the electron-withdrawing nitrogen atoms.[38] Due to the additional valence electron, nitrogen can be seen as n-dopant. This leads to the second effect, i.e. the formation of localized electron donor states near the Fermi level, resulting in a significantly increased conductivity of nitrogen doped carbons.[39] Finally, incorporated nitrogen to a certain degree disrupts the graphitic structure and this way induces defects.[36] This however is desired for some catalytic applications, as defects are known to be the active sites in heterogenous catalysis.[40,41] As stated above, nitrogen-doped carbons are conducting materials. This makes them promising materials as metal-free electrodes for the electrochemical water splitting. The major challenge for electrochemical water splitting are the sluggish kinetics for the oxygen-involving half reaction (the oxygen evolution reaction, OER).[42] So far, the best electrode materials for the OER are based on noble metals, like Iridium- and Ruthenium.[43] However, to replace the expensive noble metals, the search for metal-free OER electrodes is subject of intensive research. Here, nitrogen-doped carbon has been revealed as a material with a nearly comparable activity.[37,44] It is still disputed why exactly nitrogen doping significantly increases the OER activity, but theoretical and experimental studies suggest the following contributions: Due to the higher electronegativity of nitrogen, adjacent carbon atoms obtain a lower electron density, which might favour the adsorption of OH- ions for OER.[44] And additionally, as stated above, nitrogen incorporation induces defects in the carbon lattice, which are known as the active sites in catalytic processes.[40,41] However, too high nitrogen contents are counterproductive to the OER activity, as they come along with semiconductive behavior and thus decreased electrical conductivity.  Carbon nitride and the photocatalytic splitting of water A nitrogen-rich compound with a defined structure is graphitic carbon nitride, g-C3N4. However, the empirical formula C3N4 summarizes several carbon nitride allotropes. In 1989, Liu et al. and Cohen et al. predicted the existence of sp3-bonded C3N4 carbon nitride, with the same structure like ß-Si3N4 and an extremely high bulk modulus and hardness, being comparable or even exceeding that of diamond.[45,46] Since then, several reports claimed the 
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observation of this[47] and further C3N4 allotropes (α-C3N4, pseudocubic or rhombohedral C3N4 and new phases with unknown structures).[48] However, several critical reviews on those reports conclude that a definite evidence for the existence of the mentioned C3N4 phases has not been presented yet.[49,50] There is only one allotrope of C3N4 which structure has been confirmed by several techniques like wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAX), electron microscopy or neutron diffraction: Graphitic carbon nitride, g-C3N4.[51-55] This allotrope has the structure of N-bridged tri-s-triazine units (“poly(tri-s-triazine”, with structural holes between three connected tri-s-triazine units), which form planar, π-conjugated 2D layers, which are stacked in the bulk material (Figure 2.3). Because of the structural analogues to graphite, this allotrope is denoted as “graphitic” carbon nitride. From diffraction patterns, a stacking distance between the layers of 0.326 nm can be determined experimentally, which is slightly smaller than in graphite (0.335 nm).[56] This indicates a stronger binding between the layers for g-C3N4, which is due to the nitrogen substitution. However, it should be noted that after tempering g-C3N4 at 600 °C, the interlayer distance is decreased to only 0.319 nm, indicating a more perfect packing. This interlayer distance is among the smallest values ever determined for the packing of aromatic units.[48]   

Figure 2.3. The tri-s-triazine structure of g-C3N4.  However, elucidating the structure of g-C3N4 has been a long story with a lot of speculations. A derivative of this compound was already known in 1834 by the name polymeric melon, initially prepared and described by Berzelius and Liebig by the thermolysis of mercury(II) thiocyanate.[57] Beginning with Franklin in 1922, structural investigations on “polymeric melon” were undertaken, finally coming to the agreement that this compound is a 
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mixture of several polymeric condensation products of melamine, like melam, melem, melon and their condensation products (see Scheme 2.1).[58] “Polymeric melon” was then forgotten until the 1990s, when the quest for the superhard ß-C3N4 (like predicted by Liu et al. and Cohen et al., see above) began. From then on, many compounds with a composition close to C3N4 were prepared.[48] However, as the preparation of single crystalline carbon nitride with an exact C3N4 composition has not been successful yet, structural investigations are still challenging. Two structures were proposed: The above described tri-s-triazine structure (see 
Figure 2.3) and a triazine-based structure (depicted as structure (10) in Scheme 2.1). Only the tri-s-triazine structure could be confirmed yet. Nevertheless, g-C3N4 still has to be considered as a theoretical compound, as the preparation of defect- and hydrogen free C3N4 and its complete structural resolution still has to be done. The degree of condensation, crystallinity and composition of the g-C3N4 greatly depends on the applied precursors. Up to now, a lot of different precursor systems have been applied. Most of them are based on cyanamide, melamine, cyanurchloride or other triazines.[48] Also urea has been applied for the synthesis g-C3N4.[59] In this work, g-C3N4 will be synthesized from melamine-based precursor complexes. A pathway for the condensation of cyanamide or melamine towards g-C3N4, based on DFT-calculations and the detection of intermediates by thermoanalytical methods (TGA, DSC) combined with XRD, is shown in Scheme 2.1.[48] Starting from cyanamide ((1) in Scheme 2.1), dimerization to dicyanamide ((2) in 
Scheme 2.1) and further reaction to melamine ((3) in Scheme 2.1) occurs when heating. Around 390 °C melamine can condensate to melem (triamino-s-triazine, (4) in Scheme 2.1), accompanied by the elimination of ammonia. Melem can be regarded as the single unit in the polymeric tri-s-triazine network of g-C3N4. This polymerization occurs around 520 °C, certainly via dimerization to di-melem ((5) in Scheme 2.1), further oligomerization to the linear chain melon ((6) in Scheme 2.1), and finally fusion of the melon chains into the g-C3N4 network ((7) in Scheme 2.1). However, starting from melamine, the reaction theoretically could also occur via the formation of melam ((8) in Scheme 2.1), a dimer of melamine, followed by further oligomerization into a melamine chain ((9) in Scheme 2.1) This route would finally result in the formation of a C3N4 structure based on triazine units ((10) in 
Scheme 2.1). However, as described above, structural investigations on obtained C3N4 samples revealed them to be composed of tri-s-triazine units. Indeed, experiments and DFT calculations showed that melam (the melamine-dimer leading to the triazine-route) is metastable and thus that the formation of melem (tri-s-triazine-route) is favoured.[60] 
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Graphitic carbon nitride is stable only up to a certain temperature (until ≈ 650 °C, depending on the degree of condensation).[48] Above that limit, the material decomposes completely into nitrogen and cyano fragments.   
Scheme 2.1. Increase of cohesive energy Ecoh per mass unit along the condensation of cyanamide (1) into g-C3N4 (7), with the intermediates dicyanamide (2), melamine (3), melem (4), di-melem (5) and melon (6) (“tris-s-triazine route”) and with the side products melam (8), melamine-chains (9) and triazine-based C3N4 (10, “triazine route”, dashed lines). The relative contents of Ecoh are depicted according to ref.48.  Due to their fully conjugated π-electron structures, graphene (and N-doped graphene with quaternary nitrogens) have a vanishingly small band gap and are conducting materials.[61] Contrary to that, the holey tri-s-triazine structure of g-C3N4 leads to the opening of a band gap of ≈ 2.7 eV (depending on the degree of condensation), which makes g-C3N4 a semiconductor.[56] Basically, semiconducting materials can be capable of photocatalytic reactions, e.g. photocatalytic water splitting or photocatalytic dye degradation. Using the 
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example of g-C3N4 for photocatalytic water splitting, the basic principles of semiconductor photocatalysis are shown in Scheme 2.2. When light (sunlight or an illuminating light source) with an energy matching or exceeding the band gap energy of the semiconductor is absorbed by this semiconductor, electrons are excited from the valence- (VB) to the conduction band (CB). The semiconductor is now in a “photo-excited” state, with the excited electrons (e-) in the conduction band leaving behind positively charged holes (h+). An electron/hole pair is called exciton. Its lifetime depends on the applied material, and is usually in the order of nanoseconds. The photogenerated charge carriers (electrons and holes) can then either recombine (accompanied by the loss of energy as photoluminescence or phonon-vibration), or migrate to the semiconductor surface (dashed arrows in Scheme 2.2). Here, at the interface between the surface and the surrounding solution, electrons and holes can take part in redox-reactions. The electron then acts as reducing agent, whereas the holes take part in oxidation reactions.   
Scheme 2.2. Basic principles of photocatalytic water splitting with a semiconductor, with the positions of the reduction potential of H+/H2 (0 V vs. NHE), the oxidation potential of O2/H2O (1.23 V vs. NHE) and the potentials for the valence band- (1.85 V vs. NHE) and conduction band edge (-0.85 V vs. NHE) of g-C3N4 according to ref. 62.    
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In photocatalytic water splitting, photogenerated electrons reduce H+ to hydrogen and holes oxidize OH- to oxygen. The overall process is endergonic, a standard Gibbs free energy of ∆G = 237 KJ/mol is needed (Equation 1).  H O → O + H ; ∆G = + 237 KJ/mol (Eq.1) This energy corresponds to a band gap energy of 1.23 eV or light with a wavelength of 1000 nm. However, not only the size of the band gap is important, but also the positions of the valence- and conduction band. The bottom level of the conduction band has to be more negative than the reduction potential of H+/H2 (0 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)), whereas the top level of the valence band has to be more positive than the oxidation potential of O2/H2O (1.23 V vs. NHE). All these requirements are matched by g-C3N4: With an energy of ≈ 2.7 eV (corresponding to a light wavelength of ≈ 460 nm), the band gap is sufficiently large and the band structure is suitable for both water reduction and oxidation.[56] In Scheme 2.2, the positions of the valence band edge (1.85 V vs. NHE) and the conduction band edge (-0.85 V vs. NHE) of g-C3N4 relative to the reduction potential of H+/H2 (0 V vs. NHE) and the oxidation potential of O2/H2O (1.23 V vs. NHE) are shown:[62] It can be seen, that the reduction and oxidation potential of water are located within the band gap of g-C3N4. Furthermore, g-C3N4 is insoluble in water, stable in acidic and basic solution and widely stable against oxidation and photocorrosion.[63] Indeed, the first report of light-driven water splitting with polymeric carbon nitride as photocatalyst, was given in 2008 by Wang et al.[56] However, for applying carbon nitride as a photocatalyst, still certain challenges have to be faced: I) The overall quantum efficiency for the photocatalytic process is low, which is due to a high recombination rate of the photogenerated charge carriers. In photocatalysis experiments, the recombination rate can be decreased by adding platinum as co-catalyst.[64] However, even if this is done in very low amounts (≈ 0.5 wt%), it basically makes it a not metal-free system anymore. II) Second, with a band gap of 2.7 eV (which corresponds to absorbing light with  > 460 nm), the absorption-coefficient in the visible light part of the spectrum is low, which limits the use of solar light.[56] III) And third, the activity for oxygen evolution is very low. In photocatalysis experiments, this problem can be bypassed by adding triethanolamine (TEOA) as a sacrificial electron donor to accelerate the oxidation side.[56] 
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Hence, to apply carbon nitride as completely metal free photocatalyst for the production of hydrogen with solar light, these problems have to be overcome. It should be noted, that photocatalysis is not limited to the splitting of water. Another important application is the photodegradation of organic molecules, which can be used for removing pollutants from water. The degradation of organic molecules can occur either directly by oxidation with photogenerated holes, or indirect by the reaction with solvent radicals (e.g. �OH-radicals in water) created at the photocatalyst surface.[65] As model compound for organic molecules, usually organic dyes are applied, as here the degradation process can be monitored by UV/Vis-spectroscopy. Carbon nitride has been revealed as an active compound for the photodegradation of several organic dyes (including methylene blue,[66] methyl orange,[67] Rhodamin B (RhB)[68]).  C2N carbon Besides graphitic carbon nitride, recently another nitrogen-rich carbon compound with a defined structure was described. A first report on that was given by Fechler et al. in 2015, who prepared a carbon material with an unusually high nitrogen content (36 wt% when prepared at 500 °C) from a eutectic precursor mixture of hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea (Scheme 2.3).[69] For this compound, a composition of “C0.6N0.4” was determined by elemental combustion analysis. Powder x-ray diffractommetry (PXRD) analysis indicated a structure of conjugated layers, which are stacked in a graphite-like manner. According to x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements, the nitrogen in this material is predominantly bound in pyridinic/ pyrazinic- (67 % of the total nitrogen) and pyrrollic positions (23 %). Only a minor amount of nitrogen is bound in graphitic positions (8 %). The high overall nitrogen content could be retained up to high carbonization temperatures: The material obtained at 800 °C still revealed a nitrogen content of 28 wt%, with still 46 % of the nitrogen bound in pyridinic/ pyrazinic positions and 23 % in pyrrollic positions. The amount of quaternary graphitic nitrogen, which usually increases with increasing carbonization temperature,[36] was then at a still relatively low level of 18 %. For a carbon/nitrogen compound, these findings were quite surprising and raised the question for structural explanations. The low amount of quaternary nitrogen excludes the formation of N-doped graphite, whereas the overall high nitrogen content at high temperatures excludes the formation of g-C3N4. As the only possible way to incorporate pyrazinic nitrogen in a regular fashion and without C-H bonds into a conjugated carbon network, the structural motif which 
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is highlighted in red for structure (2) in Scheme 2.3 (a) was proposed. This structural element consists of repeating units with a C2N composition, in which benzene rings are connected with pyrazine units into a conjugated 12-membered ring system (Scheme 2.3 (b)). However, due to the relatively high amount of pyrrolic nitrogen, a defect-rich structure and absence of long-range order was assumed. The defective C2N structure was also confirmed by 15N- and 13C-solid state NMR spectroscopy and by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).   
Scheme 2.3. (a) Preparation of C2N from a eutectic precursor mixture of hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea. According to ref. 69, a representative structure for the intermediate obtained at 90 °C is shown as structure (1), a representative structure for the obtained defective C2N carbon is shown as structure (2), with the C2N structural motif highlighted in red. (b) Idealized C2N structure.  As the hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate/urea precursor system will be applied in this work, the processes occurring during the condensation of the precursor molecules into C2N will be introduced in more detail. The condensation process between hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea occurs in several steps. A mixture of hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea in the molar ratio 1:3 forms a deep eutectic, which melts at 68 °C (below the melting points of the respective components). At 90 °C, the color of the molten mixture turns from beige to deep orange, the viscosity increases and the evaporation of H2O can be observed. As can be seen by optical microscopy of the supercooled 90 °C melt, in the early stages the eutectic melt shows liquid crystalline behavior. With fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and 1H solution 
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state NMR spectroscopy, it could be seen that the eutectic in the early stages is formed due to an extended hydrogen bonding network between the precursor molecules. After the water evaporation, covalent amine linkages are formed, and aromatization sets in. The formation of stacked aromatic networks can be observed with PXRD and is supported by characteristic 1H solution state NMR signals. Furthermore, the formation of covalent amide linkages can be observed with FT-IR. These findings indicate an intermediate like depicted as structure (1) in 
Scheme 2.3 for the late stages of the melt at 90 °C. To obtain C2N, the 90 °C melt is cooled to room temperature, resulting in a dark red resin, and then carbonized at temperatures above 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. During the carbonization process, with increasing temperature the formation of larger stacked aromatic networks can be observed, where nitrogen is incorporated in pyrazinic units, finally condensating into the C2N structure (structure (2) in Scheme 2.3). It should be noted that it is the special geometry of the precursor complex, which directs the condensation process towards the formation of the C2N structure. The high order of the liquid-crystalline hydrogen bonded precursor complex aligns molecular entities in positions, which allow for the directed condensation into the C2N network. During the condensation, the nitrogen atoms are incorporated in stable aromatic position, which leads to their retention during the carbonization process, resulting in the high nitrogen content and high yields. The concept of pre-organizing desired motifs of the carbon material already on the stage of the precursor, will be pursued in this work and is explained in more detail in the next chapter. Interestingly, the C2N structure as depicted in Scheme 2.3 was reported very shortly after also by Baek et al., who used a precursor system also based on hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate.[70,71] Here, hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate was reacted with hexaaminobenzene trihydrochloride in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidon (NMP) catalyzed by sulfuric acid, resulting in a graphite-like dark black solid. Elemental combustion analysis, XPS, SEM- and TEM- EDS suggested an overall composition of C6H2N3O. With XPS, mainly pyrazinic bound, sp2 hybridized nitrogen was confirmed. After succeeding to deposit this material on a Cu(111)-substrate, the C2N-structure, could be confirmed with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). This revealed a holey structure with an interhole-distance of approximately 8 Å. With that findings, Baek et al. denoted the observed C2N structure as “C2N-h2D” (here, “h2D” stands for holey and two-dimensional). Compared to the fully conjugated structures of graphene and nitrogen doped graphene, significantly altered electronic properties can be expected for the C2N structure with its structural holes. The material synthesized by Fechler et al. from hexaketocyclohexane and 
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urea at 500 °C, possess a pronounced metallic gloss, which is very unusual for such low carbonization temperatures.[69] Conductivity measurements revealed a conductivity of 2 S cm-1 at 423 K for the material prepared at 800 °C, Seebeck measurements indicated a mainly n-character for the charge transport. With UV/Vis spectroscopy, for the material synthesized by Baek et al. from hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and hexaaminobenzene a band gap of 1.96 eV was determined and further confirmed by cyclic voltammogramm (CV) measurements and DFT calculations.[70,71] This makes C2N a medium band gap semiconductor, with a band gap smaller than that of g-C3N4 (≈ 2.7 eV). A further interesting finding for the material prepared by Baek et al., was that the as-prepared C2N-h2D crystals (before annealing) showed semi-metallic behavior in a field-effect transistor with a high electron- (13.5 cm2V-1s-1) and hole- (13.5 cm2V-1s-1) mobility.[70,71] The authors attributed this to doping effects of residual impurities and/ or adsorbed gases. The findings that C2N is a material with a medium band gap and at the same time can reveal good electronic conductivity and high mobility for charge carriers (upon doping or with the introduction of defects), make this material a promising compound with regard to electronic applications.   
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2.2 “All-carbon”-heterojunction materials  

2.2.1 The physics of heterojunctions  In the previous chapter, it was described how the electronic properties of carbon/nitrogen compounds can be tuned by their nitrogen content. Whereas carbon and nitrogen-doped carbons are electrical conductors with a vanishingly small band gap, the carbon nitrides g-C3N4 and C2N are semiconductors with band gaps of ≈ 2.7 eV and ≈ 1.96 eV, respectively.[56,70,71] This in principle makes it possible to fabricate an “all-carbon” heterojunction, i.e. bringing carbon materials with different electronic properties in contact. The interface between a semiconductor and a material with different electronic properties, i.e. between a conductor and a semiconductor, between two semiconductors with different band structures or between differently doped semiconductors (n-doped and p-doped semiconductor) is referred to as a heterojunction. At a heterojunction, electronic phenomena are occurring, which are the basis for important semiconductor applications like solar cells, transistors or photocatalysis. The reason for the observed electronic phenomena at the heterojunction is a bending of the semiconductor band structure towards the interface. The characteristics of the band bending depend on the applied electronic system, i.e. if it is a metal/ semiconductor or a semiconductor/ semiconductor interface. As in this work the semiconductors g-C3N4 and C2N are used, a heterojunction between two semiconductors will be described in more detail. To describe the band bending at the interface region between two semiconductors, certain characteristics of the respective components have to be considered: These are the energy positions of the valence band edge (EVB, the highest electronic state in the valence band), the conduction band edge (ECB, the lowest electronic state in the conduction band) and the Fermi level (Ef). The energy of the Fermi level correlates to the chemical potential of the electrons in the semiconductor and is the (hypothetical) energy level which is occupied with an electron by the probability of 50 %. The separation between the valence band edge and the conduction band edge is the band gap (Eg, see Scheme 2.4). Depending on the differences ΔEVB and ΔECB between the respective EVB and ECB values of two semiconductors, three types of semiconductor-heterojunctions are distinguished (Scheme 2.4 (a)): I) Type I (“straddling gap”): Here, the band gap of one component is included in the band gap of the other one. 
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II) Type II (“staggered gap”): The band gap overlaps, but the EVB and ECB values of one component are of lower energy than for the other component. III) Type III (“broken gap”): Like for type II, the EVB and ECB values of one component are of lower energy than for the other component, but the band gaps do not overlap.   
Scheme 2.4. (a) Different types of semiconductor heterojunctions. (b) Band-alignment and separation of photogenerated charge carriers for a type II heterojunction. Blue arrow indicates the transfer of photoexcited electrons (e-) across the interface, while the transfer across the interface for the photogenerated holes (h+) is energetically not favored (red arrow).  If the two semiconductor materials are brought into contact, differences in the chemical potential of the electrons (i.e. different Fermi-Levels on both sides) will result in the flow of charge carriers from one side to the other, until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. This leads to a bending of the band edges towards the heterojunction and a space-charge region around the interface. The bendings of the band structures at a heterojunction are depicted in 
Scheme 2.4 (b), applying the example of a type II heterojunction. Band structure bending affects the flow of charge carriers across the semiconductor/ semiconductor interface, as the drop or increase of the conduction- or valence band edge means an altered energy level of the charge carriers: Hence, the flow of the charge carriers in certain directions would be an energetic uphill process, and for that reason will not take part. The energetically favored direction of the charge carrier flow depend on the type of the 
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heterojunction: In Type I heterojunctions, migration of charge carriers from the large band gap to the small band gap material is accompanied by a gain of energy, whereas the other way round additional energy is required. Thus, type I heterojunction devices are capable of trapping the charge carriers in one material. In a type II heterojunction, migration of the electrons from the material with a higher conduction band edge across the interface is energetically favoured, whereas the migration of holes is favored in the other direction (see 
Scheme 2.4 (b)). The same effect applies for type III heterojunctions, but even more pronounced. Hence, type II and type III heterojunctions facilitate the separation of charge carriers. This is of great importance for certain applications, e.g. in photocatalysis: One of the major challenges for photocatalysts, is it to decrease the rate of charge carrier recombination. This can be achieved by making a type II heterojunction between the photocatalyst and another semiconductor as co-catalyst: When excitating near the interface region, photogenerated electrons are drained towards the co-catalyst, whereas the photogenerated holes will not cross the interface region. This leads to a spatial separation between electrons and holes and thus prevents their recombination and increases the quantum efficiency (i.e. the ratio between incident photons and generated hydrogen molecules) of the photocatalyst.  

2.2.2 “All-carbon” heterojunction composites  In principle, all three types of heterojunctions could be achieved by combinations of carbon or carbon/nitrogen compounds, as with different members of this materials “family” a broad range of band-structures is covered. An “all-carbon” heterojunction would combine several advantages: Carbon compounds are non-toxic, they can be derived from cheap and naturally abundant materials and they are of good chemical and thermal stability. And furthermore, with a composite made from similar materials, the problem of the lattice-mismatch is minimized, which for a composite between different materials leads to a performance-lowering contact resistance. For a heterojunction which can be applied in photocatalysis, two components are needed: A photoactive material with a band structure fitting to the occuring redox processes, and a co-catalyst which allows electronic contact and thus a heterojunction band alignment. Due to a suitable band structure and a good stability, the carbon/nitrogen compound which is usually applied as active compound in photocatalytic reactions, is g-C3N4 (see chapter 2.1.2 on carbon nitride). However, as with many photocatalyst, also g-C3N4 is characterized by a relatively 
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high charge carrier recombination rate, resulting in a low quantum efficiency. To prevent this, there are already various reports on the construction of a type II heterojunction of g-C3N4 with various inorganic semiconductors (including TiO2,[72] Ag2CO3,[73] Ag3PO4,[74] AgBr,[75] AgI,[75] CdS,[76] and several others[77]), which finally significantly increased the photocatalytic performance in water splitting or dye degradation. However, applying transition metal based co-catalysts destroys the metal-free character of the g-C3N4 system. Hence, a metal-free “all-carbon” heterojunction between g-C3N4 and another carbon or carbon/nitrogen compound would be highly desirable. First attempts towards an “all-carbon” heterojunction for photocatalytic water splitting were made in 2011 by Jaroniec et al., who prepared a composite of g-C3N4 and graphene.[78] The obtained increased photocatalytic activity was attributed to a charge carrier separation at the graphene/g-C3N4 interface, as well as to an increased optical absorption of the composite. However, the exact underlying mechanisms were not completely resolved. In a following study by Smith et al., DFT calculations revealed that at the graphene/g-C3N4- interface electronic coupling occurs, which leads to the opening of a small band gap of 70 meV in the graphene.[79] Also g-C3N4/g-C3N4- composites have been reported, where between g-C3N4 and sulfur-doped g-C3N4 a type II heterojunction is formed.[80,81] Very recently, the preparation of a composite of mesoporous g-C3N4 nanofibers coated with nitrogen-doped carbon has been reported.[82] When tested for photocatalytic water splitting, the obtained material was capable of an extremely high rate of hydrogen production from water (18.3 times higher than pure g-C3N4, even without platinum as co-catalyst). The authors attributed the increased photocatalytic efficiency to an improved optical absorption and an efficient charge carrier separation due to the nitrogen-rich carbon. There are several other reports on the preparation of “all-carbon” composites, however not for photocatalysis, but as electrode material for electrochemical water splitting[83-85] or fuel cell applications.[86-88] As stated before, the recently discovered C2N possesses properties which are complementary to form an efficient photocatalyst with g-C3N4. It possesses a smaller band gap than g-C3N4 (1.96 eV[70] vs. 2.7 eV for g-C3N4[56]) and a high charge carrier mobility (see chapter 2.1.2),[70] which makes it likely that in a heterojunction between the two components the transport of photogenerated electrons from g-C3N4 to C2N is facilitated. In respect to g-C3N4, the optical absorption of C2N is shifted further towards the visible light range.[70] As the low optical absorption of g-C3N4 in the visible light range is one of the major drawbacks for the use of 
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g-C3N4 in photocatalytic applications, a composite with C2N can be a way to achieve a better light harvesting. Indeed, in a recently published study which was motivated from the previous discovery of the synthesis of C2N, it was calculated with DFT that the g-C3N4/C2N- interface is a type II heterojunction, with a valence band offset (difference in the potentials of the valence band edges) of 0.1 eV and a conduction band offset (difference in the potentials of the conduction band edges) of 0.4 eV, respectively.[89] The potentials for the splitting of water (reduction of H+ to H2 and oxidation of H2O to O2) are located inside the calculated band gap of the g-C3N4/C2N- composite, which makes it a potential candidate for photocatalytic water splitting. It was also calculated that compared to the pure materials, the band gaps for the respective materials in the composite are slighty widened (3.01 eV for g-C3N4 in the composite vs. 2.7 eV[56] for pure g-C3N4 and 2.7 eV for C2N in the composite vs. 1.96 eV[70] for pure C2N).[89] A scheme for the aligned band structures of the g-C3N4/ C2N- heterojunction as calculated in ref. 89, is shown in Scheme 2.5. The conduction- and valence band edge of C2N in the composite are located at lower energies compared to g-C3N4: This facilitates the transport of photogenerated electrons in g-C3N4 across the interface into C2N (blue arrow in 
Scheme 2.5), while photogenerated holes remain on the g-C3N4– side (red arrow in 
Scheme 2.5). Vice versa, photogenerated electrons in the C2N remain on this side, whereas the migration of holes across the interface into g-C3N4 is favored. In combination with the experimentally obtained fast charge carrier transport in C2N, for the g-C3N4/C2N composite an efficient separation of the photogenerated charge carriers can be expected.   
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Scheme 2.5. Schematic plot of the band alignment for the g-C3N4/C2N heterojunction as calculated in ref. 89, with the relative positions of the conduction band edges (ECB) and valences band edges (EVB) and the reduction potential of H+/H2 (-4.44 eV) and the oxidation potential of O2/H2O (-5.67 eV). Blue and red arrow indicate the separation of photogenerated electrons/ holes at the interface.  It was also calculated that the g-C3N4/C2N composite has a broad absorption in the visible- and UV-light region, with a high absorption coefficient of 104 cm-1.[89] Thus, a composite with C2N would also increase the low optical absorption of g-C3N4 in the visible light region. Taking together the increased optical absorption and an enhanced separation of the charge carriers, it can be expected that making a composite with C2N would significantly increase the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4. Furthermore, the DFT calculations presented in ref. 89 predicted that the formation of the g-C3N4/ C2N interface from the single components is exothermic. However, even though C2N was independently two times discovered synthetically before theoretical calculations to the composite were made, up to now a g-C3N4/C2N- composite has not been synthesized yet. It is therefore the main objective of this work to synthesize an “all-carbon” heterojunction from g-C3N4 and C2N for photocatalytic applications. This includes the research on the synthesis and appropriate structuring methods for each carbon material, as up to now this remains challenging.   
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2.3 “Rational design” of CxNy materials  Carbon materials are usually obtained by carbonization, i.e. the heating of organic precursors under inert atmosphere. However, the problem with carbonization reactions is that processes occurring at high temperatures are not easy to control, which makes carbonization reactions some sort of “black box process”. Additionally, most organic molecules decompose at higher temperatures into low-molecular weight volatile fragments (e.g. CO, CO2, water, ammonia, H2S), leaving behind not much of a residue. Hence, the quest for suitable precursors and structuring methods for a desired carbon material are not a trivial task. This problem becomes even more complicated, when carbons with special properties are needed, such as carbon/nitrogen compounds with the nitrogen being in a desired bonding state (graphitic, pyrazinic, etc.). For the material chemist who targets a specially designed carbon for a particular application, a precursor has to be found which upon heat treatment reacts towards a carbon with desired structural motifs. An attempt towards this is the idea of pre-organizing the desired motifs of the final carbon material already on the stage of the precursor.[12] This can be achieved by applying precursors which contain fragments of the desired carbon motifs, which are stable and already give a guide-line for a potential reaction path, leading to the desired motif in the final carbon. Such potential reaction paths can be organic reactions like condensation, cyclization, Diels-Alder reactions or defined elimination schemes. With the idea of the pre-organized precursors, the rather randomly occurring carbonization process is in an ideal case replaced by a controlled condensation of neighbored molecular entities. Pre-organization can be achieved with several precursor systems, like polymers or other large molecules.[12] They are not volatile and can contain molecular motifs of high thermal stability, which means that they can be transferred into carbon materials in high yields and with preservation of their certain structural motifs. Here, interaction forces like hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions become the main prerequisites for the formation of pre-organized precursors. Eventually, suitable substances have to fulfill these criteria. This work is focused on supramolecular assemblies as precursors. In supramolecular assemblies, molecules as building blocks are assembled by non-covalent, reversible interactions (e.g. hydrogen-bonding, van der Waals-interactions, π-π-interactions, etc.) into larger, highly ordered assemblies.[13] The supramolecular assemblies applied in this work 
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include 2D hydrogen-bridged supramolecular complexes, liquid crystalline precursors and organic crystals.  

2.3.1 Supramolecular chemistry  Supramolecular chemistry is the field of chemical systems, in which molecules as building blocks assemble to larger superstructures, the supramolecules (supramolecular complexes, supramolecualr assemblies), by non-covalent, reversible interactions. Examples for supramolecular systems include bio-molecules like DNA, enzyme-interactions, micelles, organic crystals or liquid crystalline systems. Using an analogy made in 1988 by one of the pioneers of modern supramolecular chemistry, Jean-Marie Lehn, “supermolecules are to molecules and the intermolecular bond what molecules are to atoms and the covalent bond.”[13] Such “intermolecular bonds” are weak, reversible interactions like hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic forces, metal-coordination, π-π-interactions, electrostatic effects, or van der Waals-forces. Supramolecular assemblies are interesting for carbon synthesis in that sense, as they provide highly organized precursor complexes, in which adjacent molecular entities can contain pre-formed units of the final carbon material and thus pre-determine certain reaction pathways. With a broad variety of organic molecules as potential building blocks, various combinations of suitable molecules into supramolecular assemblies allows for the targeted synthesis of carbon materials with desired structural motifs. The synthesis of organic supramolecular complexes with desired structural motifs is the field of organic crystal engineering. Supramolecular assemblies and organic crystals can be formed by self-assembly of suitable molecules via molecular recognition: Due to specific, directed interactions like hydrogen bonding, under the right reaction conditions suitable molecules can “recognize” each other and arrange in ordered patterns. It is one of the main tasks of organic crystal engineering, to build desired larger structural units in a supramolecular complex by the assembly of suitable molecules.[90] For the relation between those larger structural units and the molecules they are assembled of, Desiraju, one of the pioneers of organic crystal engineering, introduced the term “supramolecular synthon”, which he defined as the structural units in a supramolecular complex that can be formed by intermolecular interactions by a known synthetic procedure.[90] Of special interest for the preparation of supramolecular assemblies are molecules which can assemble due to hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonds are strong but reversible interactions. 
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They are directed, which allows for geometrical considerations for the design of hydrogen bonded supramolecular complexes. The supramolecular assemblies applied as precursors for the synthesis of carbons in this work, are based on hydrogen bonding. In the next chapter a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular precursor complex for the synthesis of g-C3N4 is presented, which is applied in this work.  

2.3.2 The cyanuric acid/melamine complex as precursor for g-C3N4  In Scheme 2.1 in chapter 2.1.2, the condensation cascade of melamine into g-C3N4 is shown. For this process, not only melamine but also molecules that decompose during heating into melamine (like cyanamide or dicyanamide) can be applied. However, the quality of the obtained g-C3N4 in degree of condensation and crystallinity greatly depends on the applied precursor. For instance, it has been shown that for applying pure melamine as precursor, to a certain degree the condensation process does not proceed further than to the stage of the polymeric melon (structure (6) in Scheme 2.1).[91] Another problem of applying melamine as precursor is the easy sublimation of this compound. A precursor system to g-C3N4 which overcomes the problems of incomplete condensation and precursor sublimation is the supramolecular complex between melamine and cyanuric acid (in this work denoted as CM-complex, Scheme 2.6). In this complex, which was first described by Whitesides et al. in 1991,[92,93] melamine ((1) in Scheme 2.6) and cyanuric acid ((2) in 
Scheme 2.6) self-assemble into a planar 2D complex ((3) in Scheme 2.6) by three hydrogen bonds per molecule. The hydrogen bonding pairs are formed between the melamine NH2-groups and the cyanuric acid carbonyl-groups, and between the melamine triazine- nitrogens and the cyanuric acid NH-groups (see Scheme 2.6). The complex can be prepared by shaking equimolar amounts of cyanuric acid and melamine in a solvent (e.g. water,[92,93] ethanol,[94] dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO),[95] chloroform[94]), which leads due to self-assembly of the respective components to the precipitation of the solid complex.  
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Scheme 2.6. Formation of the hydrogen-bonded cyanuric acid/melamine complex (CM complex) (3) from cyanuric acid (1) and melamine (2). Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds. When carbonized at 550 °C, the CM complex can be transformed into g-C3N4.[95,96]  The first report on applying this complex as precursor to g-C3N4, was given by Thomas et al. in 2013, who obtained g-C3N4 by heating the solid complex to 550 °C under nitrogen atmosphere.[95,96] The formation of g-C3N4 from the precursor complex occurs due to the reaction of cyanuric acid with ammonia (which is released from the condensation of melamine) at temperatures above 325 °C into melamine, which then condensates into g-C3N4. The CM complex as precursor to g-C3N4 can serve as a perfect example for the above described concept of gaining more control over the carbonization process by pre-organization and fixation of precursor molecules: In contrast to the rather randomly and poor controllable condensation of single molecule precursors (like melamine) to g-C3N4, for the supramolecular CM precursor complex the carbonization process is directed by the pre-organization of molecular entities. In the CM complex, the triazine-units of the final carbon nitride are already pre-aligned in the form of the hydrogen- bonded melamine and cyanuric acid molecules. This spatial proximity facilitates complete condensation and the hydrogen bonds prevent the sublimation of melamine. Furthermore, it is known from other heteroatom-containing precursors for g-C3N4 (like urea, thiourea or trithiocyanuric acid) that additional heteroatoms like oxygen or sulfur provide further leaving groups, which facilitate the condensation process and lead to more condensed g-C3N4-structures.[97,98] The higher degree of condensation for the g-C3N4 obtained from the CM-complex when compared to g-C3N4 prepared from melamine or dicyandiamide, is reflected in a lower distance between the tri-s-triazine- layers.[95] 
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The CM precursor complex not only leads to higher quality g-C3N4, but also allows for additional opportunities to process carbon nitride. Processing of carbon nitride, e.g. coating of electrodes for electrochemical applications (like water electrolysis, fuel cells or solar cells) is not an easy task, as carbon nitride is insoluble and the carbon nitride prepared from the most precursors has a large particle size. For deposition methods like spin coating and screen printing, this leads to a poor coverage and low adhesion of g-C3N4 on the most substrates. Thus, methods for processing g-C3N4 on conductive substrates are highly desired. Here, applying the CM complex offers a solution, as the precursor complex contains free hydroxy- and amino-groups, which allow for attachment on different substrates. Shalom et al. showed that the CM-complex can be deposited on glass, as well as on conducting materials like fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and porous metal oxide electrodes (TiO2, ZnO), due to interactions between the substrate and the hydroxyl- and amino-groups of the CM-complex.[99] After carbonization, the resulting g-C3N4 was still tightly bound to the substrate. The carbon nitride coated on a FTO-electrode, revealed a high activity for the electrochemical hydrogen evolution from water. Another possibility to process carbon nitride can be achieved with a slightly modified precursor complex: If melamine in the CM complex is replaced by a melamine-derivative with a phenyl-group at the C6-position (2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazine), a hydrogen-bonded precursor complex is obtained which turns to liquid at temperatures above 350 °C and also leads to the formation of g-C3N4 upon carbonization.[100] Hence, this precursor complex (here denoted as CMp-complex) can as well be applied for the coating of substrates. A strength of the CM-complex as precursor system is the opportunity to address desired changes in the carbon nitride properties (e.g morphology, electronic properties) by targeted variations of the structure of the precursor complex. This can be done as illustrated above for the CMp-complex by using derivatives of the precursor molecules, or by adding a third component which as well can fit by hydrogen bonding into the precursor complex. For instance, it is known that if dicyandiamide is co-condensated with small amounts of barbituric acid, the resulting g-C3N4 has an enhanced optical absorption.[101] The explanation for this is that for every incorporated barbituric acid molecule, in the resulting g-C3N4 a nitrogen atom is replaced by a carbon atom, which alters the electronic structure. Barbituric acid can be also incorporated into the CM-complex by hydrogen bonding:[102] After carbonization, a carbon nitride material with domains of different C/N-ratios is obtained. As the C/N-ratio affects the electronic properties, the obtained material obtains local differences in the electronic structure. At the interfaces of these domains, heterojunctions are formed. Thus, the 
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incorporation of barbituric acid leads to the formation of in-situ heterojunctions. It could be shown, that the carbon nitride obtained from the barbituric acid- doped CM-complex obtains an increased activity in photocatalytic water splitting. This was attributed to the higher optical absorption and to the in-situ formation of the heterojunctions, which favor the separation of photogenerated charge carriers. Furthermore, by addition of barbituric acid also the optical properties of carbon nitride derived from the CMp precursor can be tuned. In combination of both concepts, Shalom et al. succeded in fabricating an organic solar cell by coating barbituric acid- doped CMp- carbon nitride on a TiO2/ITO substrate.[100] This proof-of-concept solar cell revealed an open circuit voltage of more than 1 V, which is a record value for organic systems. In chapter 4.1, another possibility to tune the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4 by adding a third compound to the CM precursor complex will be presented.  

2.3.3 The hexaketocyclohexane/urea eutectic as precursor for C2N  Another supramolecular precursor system which is applied in this work is the hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate/ urea precursor for the synthesis of C2N. As described in chapter 2.1.2, a mixture between hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea in the molar ratio 1:3 forms a deep eutectic, which melts at 68 °C and shows liquid crystalline behavior.[69] For the material obtained from carbonizing this precursor complex at 800 °C, a defective C2N structure as presented in Scheme 2.3 (see chapter 2.1.2) was confirmed. This precursor complex is a further example for the concept of gaining more control over the carbonization process by pre-organizing desired motifs of the carbon material already on the stage of the precursor, which substitutes the rather randomly carbonization process by the controlled condensation of adjacent molecular entities. This allows for the preparation of carbons in high yields, with the retention of nitrogen atoms at desired atomic positions. Due to its low melting point, the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea eutectic allows for several processing possibilities.[69] The melt can be used for coating on substrates or molding into macroscopic shapes. Furthermore, templating techniques can be applied. With SBA-15, a mesoporous silica template, nanostructured C2N can be obtained. Another approach to get nanostructured materials which can be applied to the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea eutectic, is the so-called salt-templating.[31] Here, inorganic salts are dissolved in a liquid precursor. When carbonizing this mixture, the salt phase can act as a “molecular template”, by forming ion-pairs or small salt clusters in the precursor phase. The salt can be washed out after the 
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carbonization process is completed, leaving behind the porous carbon material. This templating method has several advantages: The dissolved salt as a template is homogenously distributed in the liquid precursor phase, leading to homogenously distributed pores. Furthermore, with the nature and the concentration of the salt, the pore size can be tuned. However, this method requires precursors which are liquid at one point of the synthesis, to achieve homogenous distribution of the applied salt. For the synthesis of porous carbon materials, ionic liquids are suitable precursors.[31] However, due to the liquid nature of the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea deep eutectic, also this precursor system can be processed by salt-templating. With ZnCl2 as salt-template, microporous nanolayers of C2N carbon with a specific BET surface are of 1512 m2g-1 were obtained.[69] In chapter 4.2.1, another possibility for processing the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea precursor will be presented.   
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3 Outline  This work targets the synthesis of a heterojunction solely from carbon-based materials, i.e. an “all-carbon heterojunction”. Here, the difference in electronic properties of the two components is achieved by the introduction of different nitrogen motives into the carbon lattice. For the two components, the semiconductor g-C3N4 and the recently described less nitrogen containing C2N will be used. As described in chapter 2.2.2, a g-C3N4/C2N composite is a promising material for photocatalytic applications, like photocatalytic water splitting or -dye degradation. The smaller band-gap of C2N extends the optical absorption of the composite further into the visible light range. At the interface, band-alignment to a type II heterojunction is predicted, which promotes the separation of photo-generated charge carriers and thus leads to an increased quantum efficiency for the composite.[89] Efficient charge-carrier separation will also be supported by the high charge-carrier mobility observed for C2N.[70] It has furthermore been calculated, that the interface formation between C2N and g-C3N4 is exothermic.[89] With the central aim of constructing a g-C3N4/C2N “all-carbon composite” for photocatalytic water splitting, this work is divided into three parts. An overview to the chapters in the discussion part of this work, are depicted in Scheme 3.   

Scheme 3. Overview to the chapters in the discussion part. Band gap energies Eg for g-C3N4 and C2N were taken from ref. 56 and ref. 70, respectively. 
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In the first part (chapter 4.1), component one of the desired composite is in the focus, which is the photoactive semiconductor g-C3N4. Here it is demonstrated how with pre-organizing precursor molecules in a supramolecular complex, targeted variations in the properties of g-C3N4 can be addressed. By introducing caffeine as “growth-stopper” molecule into the supramolecular cyanuric acid/melamine precursor complex, defects in the final g-C3N4 are induced, which lead to an increased photocatalytic activity of the obtained material. The second part (chapter 4.2) is focused on C2N as the second component of the desired composite. As C2N is an only recently described compound, the composite preparation comprises the inherent difficulty that there is not much known yet about processing C2N, or how to obtain it from different precursors. Hence, this chapter presents attempts towards the processing of a known C2N precursor, which is the hexaketocyclohexane/urea eutectic, as well as the exploration of a novel precursor system for C2N. In chapter 4.2.1, attempts towards structuring the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor with the biopolymer chitosan are presented. Guided by the concept of pre-organization on the precursor stage, in chapter 4.2.2 attempts towards the preparation of C2N from an organic crystalline precursor from squaric acid and urea are presented. Finally, in the third part (chapter 4.3), first attempts towards combining g-C3N4 and C2N into a composite material are presented. Here, attempts towards the self-assembly of exfoliated nanolayers of g-C3N4 and C2N carbon are presented. The preparation of nanolayers should be achieved by sonicating dispersions of the respective components. As components, g-C3N4 from the CMp-precursor and the material obtained from the squaric acid/urea precursor are applied. The obtained composites are then tested for their activity in photocatalytic water splitting.   
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4 Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 g-C3N4 with enhanced photocatalytic activity from a “caffeine doped” CM precursor  In chapter 2.1.2, it was described that g-C3N4 is a promising material for metal-free photocatalysis. It has a band gap and band structure suitable for photocatalytic water splitting (see Scheme 2.2), is insoluble in water and the most solvents, highly stable in most chemical environments and against photocorrosion and it can be synthesized from cheap and non-toxic precursors. However, challenges for the use of g-C3N4 are the low optical absorption in the visible light range and the relatively high rate of photogenerated charge carrier recombination. Central aim of this work is it to overcome these problems by preparing a composite with C2N. In this work, the components of this composite are prepared from pre-organized precursors, where desired motifs in the carbon/nitrogen materials are already pre-organized on the precursor stage. This concept will be presented in this chapter, by attempts towards increasing the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4 by applying specially designed precursor complexes. It has been observed in heterogeneous catalysis, that materials which have a certain degree of defects or are rich in surface terminations (like edges), are superior in their catalytic activity when compared to their more crystalline counterparts.[40,41] For heterogenous catalysis, defects and surface terminations are regarded as the catalytic active sites. In photocatalysis, defects or surface terminations can lead to an increased photocatalytic activity, however, too high concentrations of these sites can also have the contrary effect.[103-105] Defects or surface terminations are the interface between the crystalline material and the vacuum or amorphous domains. At this interface, the electronic band structure of the bulk material changes, which leads to the creation of new electronic states, the so called defect- or surface states. For semiconductors, defect- or surface states are usually located in the band gap right below the conduction band.[106-108] In Photocatalysis, these states can “trap” photogenerated charge carriers, which prevents them from their recombination and thus leads to an increased photocatalytic activity.[103-105] In this chapter, the approach is presented to enhance the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4 by the targeted introduction of defects or surface terminations. This is done by applying a modified supramolecular cyanuric acid/ melamine complex as g-C3N4 precursor.*                                                             * The results of this approach are published by the author of this thesis as: T. Jordan, N. Fechler, J. Xu, T. J. K. Brenner, M. Antonietti, M. Shalom: “Caffeine Doping” of Carbon/Nitrogen-Based Organic Catalysts: Caffeine as a Supramolecular Edge Modifier for the Synthesis of Photoactive Carbon Nitride Tubes, ChemCatChem 2015, 7, 2826–2830 (ref. 68). 
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As presented in chapter 2.3.2, cyanuric acid and melamine can assemble into a supramolecular complex by hydrogen bonding, which can be applied as precursor for g-C3N4 (see Scheme 2.6). Given enough supply from the monomers cyanuric acid and melamine, the precursor complex can potentially grow endlessly. However, here the idea is it to integrate a “growth-stopping” molecule into the CM precursor complex, which blocks the growth of the precursor complex at certain sites and this way induces structural vacancies in the precursor complex, which can be preserved as defects or surface terminations in the g-C3N4 after carbonization. As defects or surface terminations are regarded to increase the (photo)catalytic activity, integrating a “growth stopper” molecule into the precursor complex can be a way to increase the photocatalytic activity. As a “growth-stopper”, caffeine was chosen. Like cyanuric acid, the caffeine molecule obtains two carbonyl groups in a 120° angle, which potentially allows it to integrate into the CM complex by two hydrogen bonds (see Scheme 4.1.1). However, at the sides of assimilated caffeine molecules, further growth of the CM complex is blocked in one direction, as the caffeine molecule does not provide further sides for hydrogen bonding. Consequently, the caffeine might induce vacancies in the 2D CM complex. The supramolecular precursor complexes are then transformed into g-C3N4 by heating to 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. During this process, structural vacancies in the CM complex might be preserved as defects or surface terminations in the final g-C3N4 materials, leading to an improved photocatalytical performance. This way, “caffeine-doping” of the CM precursor would provide an easy route to enhance the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4.   
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Scheme 4.1.1. Proposed reaction scheme for the preparation of g-C3N4 from “caffeine doped” cyanuric acid/melamine precursor complexes. In the first step, melamine (1), cyanuric acid (2) and caffeine (3) form a supramolecular precursor complex (4) by hydrogen bonding. In a second step, this complex is condensed to g-C3N4 (5) at 500 °C. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.  
4.1.1 The “caffeine doped” CM precursor complex  The “caffeine-doped” CM complexes were prepared by shaking equimolar amounts of melamine and cyanuric acid with small amounts of caffeine (5 mol-%, 7.5 mol-% and 10 mol-% in relation to the molar amount of melamine/cyanuric acid) in water, to allow the formation of the supramolecular precursor complex.[68] The precursor complexes are denoted as CM for the CM complex prepared without caffeine addition, and CM-xC for the CM complexes prepared with the addition of 5 mol% (x = 5), 7.5 mol% (x = 5) and 10 mol% (x = 10) caffeine. The precursor complexes are obtained as white powders. For all samples, the formation of a hydrogen bonded CM complex is confirmed by fourier-transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (Figure SI-4.1.1 (a)). Due to hydrogen bonding, the (C=O) stretching vibrations of cyanuric acid are shifted to higher wavenumbers (from 1691 cm-1 and 1753 cm-1 for cyanuric acid to 1713 cm-1 and 1777 cm-1 in the prepared complexes), whereas the triazine ring vibration of melamine is shifted to lower wavenumbers (from 815 cm-1 in melamine to 805 cm-1 in the prepared complexes).[109] No distinct differences can be observed between the samples prepared with different amounts of caffeine. 
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The high crystallinity of the precursor complexes is confirmed by powder x-ray diffractometry (PXRD) (Figure SI-4.1.1 (b)). The diffraction patterns for all samples reveal sharp peaks, with the typical in-plane diffraction peaks for CM complexes at 2θ = 10.7° ((100)-peak), 2θ = 19.8° ((110)-peak) and 2θ = 21.75° ((200)-peak).[95] Similar to the FT-IR data, no distinct differences can be observed between the different samples. As observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the caffeine does not affect the morphology of the precursor complexes. Regardless of the amount of caffeine added, for all the samples a roll-like morphology can be observed (Figure SI-4.1.2). This morphology is typical for CM complexes obtained in water.[94,95,99,102] As neither the binding motifs of the CM complex nor the crystal structure or the morphology are affected by the caffeine addition, it is assumed that the caffeine is not incorporated into the bulk supramolecular structure, but is instead found at the edges of the 2D complex.   
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4.1.2 g-C3N4 from “caffeine doped” CM precursor complexes  The g-C3N4 materials are prepared by heating the precursor complexes for 4h at 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. The obtained materials are denoted as CM-500 (obtained from the precursor CM) and CM-xC-500 (obtained from the caffeine containing precursors CM-xC, with x = 5, 7.5 and 10; see chapter 4.1.1). The formation of g-C3N4 is confirmed by elemental analysis, FT-IR and PXRD. With elemental combustion analysis, a molar C/N ratio of approximately 0.6 is determined for all samples (Table SI-4.1.1). This is close to the theoretical C/N ratio for g-C3N4 of 0.75, and typical for g-C3N4 prepared from CM precursor complexes.[94,95,99,102] The hydrogen content is less than 3 wt% for all samples, which indicates that most of the amino groups reacted during the condensation. Furthermore, the total weight of all elements indicates less than 5 wt% oxygen for all samples, which implies the elimination of most of the carbonyl groups from cyanuric acid. Apparently, the amount of caffeine added to the precursor mixture does not affect the elemental composition of the obtained g-C3N4 in an experimentally detectable fashion. When only caffeine is heated to 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere, almost no residue is obtained, which indicates that caffeine nearly completely decomposes at the applied carbonization temperature. Hence, it can be assumed that most of the caffeine molecules which are bound at the edges of the 2D CM precursor complex decompose during the carbonization process, which explains why the elemental composition of the carbonized samples is not affected by the addition of caffeine. The FT-IR spectra of the obtained samples show the characteristic vibrations for g-C3N4, i.e. the breathing modes of the triazine units at 800 cm-1 and the stretching modes for CN heterocycles between 1200 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1 (Figure 4.1.1 (a)).[110] Between the samples prepared with different amounts of caffeine, no differences can be observed. The PXRD data show three diffraction peaks, at 2θ = 13.1°, 27.3° and 43° (Figure 4.1.1 (b)). These reflections are attributed to the interplanar aromatic stacking peak of g-C3N4 (2θ = 27.3°, (002)-peak) and the inner-plane peaks for graphitic materials ((100)-peak at 2θ = 13.1° and (101)-peak at 2θ = 43°).[56] As already observed for the FT-IR data, no differences in the diffraction pattern between the samples prepared with different amounts of caffeine can be observed. This indicates that the caffeine addition does not affect the binding motifs and crystal structure of the obtained g-C3N4s. Taking together with the observation that also the elemental composition of the obtained g-C3N4s is not influenced by the caffeine addition, this further 
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supports the assumption that caffeine is located at the edges of the 2D CM precursor complex and decomposes during carbonization.   
Figure 4.1.1. (a) FT-IR spectra and (b) PXRD pattern of the g-C3N4 materials obtained by carbonization (500 °C) of the CM complex (CM-500, orange) and by carbonization of the CM complex with addition of 5 mol-% caffeine (CM-5C-500, blue), 7.5 mol-% caffeine (CM-7.5C-500, yellow) and 10 mol-% caffeine (CM-10C-500, red).  However, one effect of the caffeine addition becomes apparent when examining the morphology by SEM (Figure 4.1.2). Without caffeine addition, mainly the typical plate like morphology for g-C3N4 from supramolecular CM complexes is observed.[102] Indeed, the addition of only 5 mol% caffeine to the CM complex leads to g-C3N4 materials with a primarily tubular morphology, which becomes more pronounced with increasing amount of caffeine. The observed tubes are of hexagonal shape, hollow and partially twisted. They are up to several m in length, with a thickness between ≈ 100-500 nm (see also Figure SI-4.1.3). However, it is important to note, that single tubes can also be observed for the g-C3N4 prepared without the addition of caffeine, but only in small amounts. With caffeine in the precursor mixture, the obtained g-C3N4 is predominantly of tubular morphology and the tubes get significantly longer with increasing caffeine content.  
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Figure 4.1.2. SEM images of the g-C3N4 materials obtained by carbonization (500 °C) of (a) the CM complex (CM-500), (b) the CM complex with addition of 5 mol-% caffeine (CM-5C-500), (c) the CM complex with addition of 7.5 mol-% caffeine (CM-7.5C-500) and (d) the CM complex with addition of 10 mol-% caffeine (CM-10C-500).  As measured by nitrogen physisorption, the obtained samples have only a negligible inner surface area. BET surface areas between 20 m2/g and 41 m2/g are determined, which are typical values for bulk g-C3N4 prepared from the CM precursor (Table SI-4.1.1, 
Figure SI-4.1.4).[102] The mechanism for the formation of the observed tubular morphology is not resolved yet. However, there are already several literature reports on the formation of g-C3N4 nanotubes[111-114] or microfibers.[115,116] Nevertheless, for none of the reported tubular structures a formation mechanism could be confirmed. Gracia et al., who presented ab initio DFT calculations for the folding of g-C3N4 layers into tubes of different diameters, claimed that compared to pure carbon nanostructures, the folding energies for g-C3N4 are significantly reduced.[117] The reduced folding energy is attributed to the presence of vacancies, which are peculiar to the g-C3N4 structure of linked tri-s-triazine units, as well as to the corrugated character of this structure. It can be assumed that the addition of caffeine to the CM complex 
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leads after carbonization to a g-C3N4 structure, in which those structural characteristics, i.e. the vacancies and the corrugated character of the structure, are even more pronounced: Due to the restricted possibilities of hydrogen bonding, incorporated caffeine molecules are supposed to induce large structural vacancies in the CM precursor complex (and potentially in the condensed g-C3N4 structure, see Scheme 4.1.1). Additionally, the steric effect of the methyl group in the caffeine can be expected to lead to a corrugated structure of the CM precursor complex, which in turn might lead to a more corrugated character of the tri-s-triazine structure in the g-C3N4 after condensation. On the basis of these considerations, it can be assumed that the folding energy for the resulting condensed g-C3N4 layers is even further decreased. Hence, the tube formation might start with the folding of single condensed g-C3N4 layers, which then induce the growth of further layers on top, to assemble into the observed microtubes. The hollow character of the tubes is probably due to the evaporation of gaseous products during carbonization.[115] The hexagonal shape is expectable, as both the supramolecular CM complex[92,93,118] and g-C3N4 have a hexagonal unit cell.[119] However, to gain further insights on the mechanism of the tube formation, electron backscatter diffraction in high resolution scanning (or transmission) electron microscopy (EBSD with HR-SEM or HR-TEM) would be useful analytical techniques. Here, the crystallinity and the orientation of the carbon nitride layers can be determined. For the proposed mechanism of the folding of carbon nitride layers, the tubes should be aligned along the a-axis (in-plane axis) of the g-C3N4 structure. The caffeine was added with the purpose to act as “growth stopper” for the CM complex, which is supposed to lead to the introduction of defect sites or surface terminations in the resulting g-C3N4 and thus affect the photocatalytic properties. A potential influence on the photophysical properties can already be seen from the color of the obtained products. While the material obtained from the CM precursor without addition (CM-500) are of the yellowish color typical for g-C3N4, with increasing amount of caffeine the color of the obtained materials turns darker (Figure SI-4.1.5). The sample prepared with the addition of 10 mol% caffeine (CM-10C-500) is of brown color. With UV/Vis diffusive reflectance spectroscopy, for all materials an absorption edge at 
≈ 460 nm can be observed (Figure 4.1.3 (a)). This absorption edge is typical for the semiconductor g-C3N4, and is due to an electronic transition between the valence band and the conduction band, corresponding to the band gap energy of g-C3N4 of ≈ 2.7 eV.[56] No considerably shift of the absorption edge can be observed between the differently prepared samples, which means that the band gap energy remains nearly constant. However, with increasing amount of caffeine, for the obtained g-C3N4 samples the optical density in the 
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wavelength region right below the absorption edge (≈ 460- 600 nm) increases. An optical absorption tail at wavelengths right below the absorption edge can be attributed to the so-called Urbach absorption edge. The Urbach absorption edge is described for disordered semiconductor solids, and is the optical absorption due to defect- or surface states.[106-108] As these states are located in the band gap right below the conduction band, an increased optical absorption tail at wavelengths right below the absorption edge can be observed. Thus, the increased optical absorption indicates the formation of defects or surface terminations due to the caffeine addition. Electronic transitions to defect- or surface states are also reflected in the brown color of the samples prepared with caffeine. In addition, also the photoluminescence spectra of the obtained samples show characteristics, which point towards the formation of defects or surface terminations. Upon excitation at 405 nm, for all samples an emission at ≈ 470- 480 nm can be observed (Figure 4.1.3 (b)). The emission wavelength remains nearly constant, only a small redshift (Δ  ≈ 10 nm) can be observed for the samples prepared with caffeine. However, with increasing amount of caffeine, the emission intensity significantly decreases. The same trend applies for the emission lifetime, which decreases from 10 ns for the non-doped sample (CM-500), to 5.7 ns for the sample prepared with 5 mol% caffeine (CM-10C-500) and to 5.1 ns for the sample prepared with 10 mol% caffeine (CM-10C-500) (see inlet in Figure 4.1.3 (b)).   
Figure 4.1.3. (a) UV/Vis diffusive reflectance spectra and (b) emission spectra ( exc = 405 nm) and emission lifetime  for the g-C3N4 materials obtained by carbonization (500 °C) of the CM complex (CM-500, orange) and by carbonization of the CM complex with addition of 5 mol-% caffeine (CM-5C-500, blue), 7.5 mol-% caffeine (CM-7.5C-500, yellow) and 10 mol-% caffeine (CM-10C-500, red).  
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The decreased photoluminescence intensity and lifetime can be attributed to a quenching of the fluorescence by alternative non-radiative charge-transfer paths to defect- or surface states. Thus, photoluminescence spectroscopy gives another indication, that caffeine addition induces the formation of defects or surface terminations in the g-C3N4.  

4.1.3 Effect of “caffeine doping” on the photocatalytic properties  Defect or surface states can trap photogenerated charge carriers and prevent them from their recombination, which will result in an increased photocatalytic activity.[103] To test the effect of the caffeine addition on the photocatalytic activity of the g-C3N4, the obtained materials were tested for photocatalytic dye degradation. As organic dye, Rhodamin B (RhB) was chosen. The photodegradation experiments were carried out by measuring the RhB concentration in solution during time while stirring with the respective samples (CM-5C-500, CM-10C-500 and CM-500 as reference sample) under white light irradiation. The RhB concentration is calculated from the optical absorption at the absorption maximum (554 nm) by applying the Lambert-Beer law. The time-dependent decrease of the relative RhB concentration and the RhB absorption spectra are shown in Figure 4.1.4.   
Figure 4.1.4. (a) Decrease of the relative RhB concentration as a function of illumination time for the photodegradation assay with the catalysts CM-500 (orange), CM-5C-500 (blue) and CM-10C-500 (red). (b) Absorption spectra of the RhB solution after different illumination times with addition of the photocatalyst CM-5C-500.  It can be seen that the RhB photodegradation is faster for the samples prepared with caffeine. The sample prepared with the addition of 5 mol% caffeine (CM-5C-500) demonstrates the highest photocatalytic activity and after 30 min. the RhB dye is completely degraded (50 min. 
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for the reference sample CM-500 which was prepared without caffeine addition). The degradation mechanism can be determined from the RhB optical absorption spectra. During irradiation, the RhB absorption maximum shifts gradually from 554 nm to 499 nm, which is the absorption maximum of Rhodamine, a compound obtained by N-deethylation of RhB (Figure 4.1.4 (b)). Thus, degradation occurs via N-deethylation of Rhodamine B.[120] To explain the increased photocatalytic activity of the samples which were prepared with caffeine, different factors which contribute to the activity of a photocatalytic system have to be considered. These are mainly the overall light absorption, the life time of the photogenerated charge carrier and the surface area of the photocatalyst.[103] Regarding the surface area, the most active sample (CM-5C-500) is also the one with the highest surface area (BET surface area of 41 m2/g, see Figure SI-4.1.4). However, the sample with the lowest surface area (CM-10C-500, BET surface area of 20 m2/g, see Figure SI-4.1.4) is still more active than the reference sample prepared without caffeine (CM-500, BET surface area of 31 m2/g, see Figure SI-4.1.4). Furthermore, all obtained surface areas are low, and the differences are small. This makes it likely, that the superior photocatalytic activity is not mainly due to the surface area. Considering the obtained UV/Vis absorption and emission data, it is more likely to attribute the superior photocatalytic activity of the samples prepared with caffeine either to a better light harvesting, or to a decreased recombination rate of the photogenerated charge carrier. However, an increased optical absorption of the samples prepared with caffeine cannot be the only factor contributing to its superior photoactivity, as the sample CM-10C-500 reveals a lower photodegradation rate than CM-5C-500 (despite increased optical absorption). Indeed, the quenched photoluminescence intensity and lifetime for the more photoactive samples prepared with caffeine indicate that a decreased recombination rate is the primary factor. It is known from other semiconductor photocatalysts that a decreased recombination rate can be due to defects or surface terminations, which provide trapping sites for the photogenerated charge carriers.[104,105] Hence, the obtained results point to the interpretation that the increased photocatalytic activity of the g-C3N4 prepared with caffeine is due to the creation of defects or surface terminations, which lead to defect- or surface states in the electronic band structure of the obtained g-C3N4. The defect- or surface states can “trap” the charge carrier, prevent them from recombination and provide them for redox-processes at the catalyst surface. However, defect- or surface states can also trap charge carrier in that way, that they are prevented from further migrating to the active sites and instead recombine.[103] That means that an increased defect concentration alone not necessarily correlates with an increased 
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photodegradation rate, which could explain the inferior photocatalytic activity of the sample prepared with the higher amount of caffeine (CM-10C-500). To test the stability of the photocatalytic performance, sequential degradation cycles were performed for the photocatalyst CM-5C-500. In three degradation cycles, the photodegradation rate remains unaffected, which means that no photocorrosion occurs. The materials stability during photocatalysis is confirmed by PXRD and FT-IR measurement of the photocatalyst CM-5C-500 after the third photodegradation cycle (Figure SI-4.1.6). When comparing the obtained data to the samples before the photodegradation testing, no changes can be observed, which proves that the material remains stable during photocatalysis.  In summary, this chapter showed how the morphology, electronic structure and photophysical properties of g-C3N4 can be modified by applying a “caffeine-doped” precursor complex. The obtained results suggest that the caffeine molecules act as a “growth-stopper” for the cyanuric acid/melamine complex, which introduces structural vacancies in the precursor complex that are preserved as defects or surface terminations in the g-C3N4 after carbonization. The defects or surface terminations lead to the formation of defect- or surface states in the electronic band structure of the obtained g-C3N4s, which can lead to a decreased rate of recombination of photogenerated charge carriers, and thus to an increased photocatalytic performance. This chapter is meant to demonstrate the concept of the pre-organized precursor complexes, where desired properties of the g-C3N4- or carbon-material are addressed by the choice of appropriate precursor molecules. A further example for this concept is presented in chapter 4.2.2, where organic crystals between squaric acid and urea are applied as pre-organized precursor for C2N carbon.   
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4.2 C2N carbon 

 A further addition to the family of nitrogen containing carbon materials is C2N, a compound which was very recently described for the first time. In chapter 2.1.2, the synthesis of C2N from eutectic mixtures of hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea is described.[69] Shortly after, the existence of C2N was further confirmed by Baek et al., who succeeded to prepare this material from hexaketocyclohexane and hexaaminobenzene in NMP.[70,71] To the best of our knowledge, these are the only reports given on this novel carbon/ nitrogen compound so far. However, as for any new material, a lot of basic knowledge regarding preparation and properties of C2N still has to be collected. Nevertheless, the findings gathered so far suggest very interesting structural and electronic properties, like a pyrazinic structure, a semiconductive behavior and the fast charge carrier mobility. As described in chapter 2.2.2, these properties make C2N a promising material as composite component with g-C3N4 for photocatalysis, as this potentially provides a way to increase the optical absorption of g-C3N4 and decrease the rate of charge carrier recombination. However, as the preparation of nanocomposites is not a trivial task, it is highly beneficial to have certain opportunities of processing the single components. This includes the availability of different precursor systems. For C2N, only two different precursor systems have been explored so far, which both apply the same component (hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate). Regarding the processing, the eutectic hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor allows due to its liquid nature for interesting opportunities, like molding, and hard- or salt- templating (see chapter 2.3.3).[69] For the precursor system developed by Baek et al., the fabrication of a thin C2N-film by solution casting is described.[70] In this chapter on C2N, a further approach towards processing the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor is presented, as well as the exploration of a novel precursor system for C2N. In chapter 4.2.1, the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor is structured with the biopolymer chitosan, resulting in mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and –beads. Although the composition of the obtained materials on the atomic scale still has to be further resolved, the applied methods depicts an interesting way to obtain a free-standing nitrogen-doped carbon monolith, without the use of additional binders. In chapter 4.2.2, the preparation of C2N from a novel precursor system is approached. Following the concept of the pre-organized precursor systems, here supramolecular assemblies between urea and the cyclic oxocarbon squaric acid are applied as precursor. From these two compounds, organic crystals are prepared, from 
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which upon carbonization materials with an unusual sheet-like morphology and a composition of C2N are obtained.  

4.2.1 Nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and –beads by structuring the 

hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor with chitosan 

 The two monomers hexaketocyclohexane and urea form a liquid mixture upon gentle heating at 90 °C, from which upon carbonization C2N is obtained.[69] In chapter 2.3.3, it was described how the liquid nature of the eutectic C2N precursor enables several processing opportunities: The molten precursor can be molded into desired shapes, and hard-templating (with SBA-15) or salt-templating (with ZnCl2) can be applied to obtain porous C2N.[69] More potential opportunities for processing are given by the observation that the eutectic hexaketocyclohexane/ urea precursor at 90 ° is miscible with water, which holds the potential of being structured by water-soluble structuring agents. In this chapter, attempts to structure the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea precursor in solution by interaction with the biopolymer chitosan (CTS) are presented. In the early stage of the condensation, the 90 °C melt of the monomer mixture of urea and hexaketocyclohexane is miscible with water. As confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopy, it contains a high density of ketone groups, which offers the possibility of interacting and being structured by other functional molecules.[69] On that purpose, an interesting option is the use of polymers from biomass as structuring agents. Biopolymers like natural polypeptides, polyaromatics or polysaccharides offer structural and functional diversity and can be obtained easily in large quantities from renewable resources.[121] By interactions between the biopolymer functional groups and certain materials, the natural structure of the biopolymer can be replicated. This concept is especially suitable for the directed growth of inorganic materials like metals and metal oxides.[122-125] However, this concept as well opens a route to structure carbon materials when applying it to compounds which can be further processed by carbonization.[126,127] Here, structuring of the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor with the polysaccharide CTS is demonstrated. This leads to gel formation, which can be transferred to mesoporous nitrogen rich carbon by drying and subsequent carbonization. CTS is a biopolymer obtained by the deacetylation of the natural polysaccharide chitin. The degree of deacetylation can vary, so it can be regarded as a random copolymer of 2-Acetamido-2-desoxy- -D-glucopyranose units and its deacetylated form (Figure 4.2.1). 
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Figure 4.2.1. Representative repeating unit of chitosan.  Since chitin is the main compound of the exoskeleton of crustaceans (e.g. crabs, lobsters and shrimps), chitosan can be produced from natural resources and is completely biodegradable and biocompatible. Properties of the CTS polymer like solubility or conformation are mainly influenced by the interplay between the hydrophobic polysaccharide backbone and the hydrophilic NH2-groups. In acidic media, the amine groups can be protonated and CTS dissolves as a polycation.[128] CTS dissolved in diluted acetic acid, is obtained as highly viscous solution. When compounds with functional groups which allow for interactions with the protonated NH2- groups (e.g. by hydrogen bonding) are mixed with the CTS solution, the CTS chains can be crosslinked, which results in gel formation.[129,130] When molding the gel into monolithic shape, after drying a monolithic polymer can be obtained. When drops of an acidic CTS solution are introduced into alkaline environment, the hydrophobic interactions of the now deprotonated CTS-chains become pivotal and coagulation leads to the formation of gel beads.[129] Thus, the properties of the CTS-network can be easily tuned by varying the pH-value. Also for the gel beads, suitable compounds can be mixed with the gel and by specific interactions induce the crosslinking of the CTS-chains.[131] Three types of functional groups are available for the crosslinking: The amino-group and both primary and secondary OH-groups at the C-2, C-3 and C-6 position. Crosslinking can occur non-covalent (reversible, e.g. by hydrogen bonding or complexation) and by covalent bonding (e.g. by Schiff Base reaction between the amino groups and aldehydes).[132] Typical crosslinking agents are ionic compounds (charged metal ions[133-135], oxidic compounds like silica[134-136], titania[131,135] or other metal oxides[137]), polymers (e.g. PEG,[138] PVP,[139] PVA,[140] PAA[141]) and molecules with appropriate functionalities (carboxylic acids,[142] epoxides[143 65], aldehydes[144,145]). The use of CTS as structuring agent provides the inherent advantage, that in the gel stage the CTS based materials can be shaped into monolithic form or into the form of beads. Due to its 
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unique properties, the shaping of carbon materials into a monolithic macromorphology is highly desired and subject of intensive research. Materials of monolithic shape are especially suitable for various practical applications like as column materials for adsorption (water purification,[146] CO2 adsorption,[147-149] dye adsorption[150-152]) or as a structured support material, be it as catalyst support[153] or as electrode material in electrochemical devices.[154-156] Here, direct shaping of the required materials into the monolithic form is highly advantageous, as the use of additional binders for powders or grain particles affects the material properties and morphological features (e.g. the porosity).[155] Generally, there are several routes to the synthesis of carbon monoliths: The infiltration of monolithic materials (e.g. silica, PMMA spheres) by organic compounds and subsequent carbonization,[155-159] the carbonization of polymers (e.g. phenolic resins),[147,154,159,160] the activation of mesophase pitch[161] or the solvothermal treatment of biopolymers.[148] With the use of CTS, the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea precursor can be structured according to 
Scheme 4.2.1. CTS ((1) in Scheme 4.2.1) is dissolved in acidic media ((2) in Scheme 4.2.1) and mixed with a solution of the eutectic intermediate ((3) in Scheme 4.2.1) obtained from hexaketocyclohexane and urea (in the following discussion denoted as HkU precursor), which acts as crosslinker. The crosslinking is completed at hydrothermal conditions (12 h at 100 °C in an autoclave). After drying of the obtained gel monolith, carbonization finally leads to a nitrogen containing carbon monolith (Route (a) in Scheme 4.2.1).   
Scheme 4.2.1. Preparation of the nitrogen-doped carbon monolith (Route (a)) and -beads (Route (b)). 
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With a variation of this process, the nitrogen containing carbon can be also shaped into the form of spheres (beads) with tunable diameter. Here, the solution of the protonated CTS ((2) in Scheme 4.2.1) is dropped with a syringe into aqueous alkaline media. When in contact, deprotonation of the CTS amino groups occurs. This affects the solubility of the CTS chains, the hydrophobic interactions of the carbohydrate backbone become pivotal and lead to coagulation of the CTS polymer. The coagulation process is apparent as a direct transformation of the CTS solution drops into gel spheres ((4) in Scheme 4.2.1), which also means that the diameter of the CTS solution drops determines the diameter of the obtained gel beads. After washing the gel beads to neutral pH, they can be soaked into an aqueous solution of the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor ((3) in Scheme 4.2.1), which penetrates into the CTS network and leads to crosslinking. This process can again be completed at hydrothermal conditions. Finally, drying and carbonization of the obtained gel spheres lead to nitrogen containing carbon beads (Route (b) in Scheme 4.2.1).  In the following discussion, the prepared composite samples are denoted as x-CTS/HkU-y for the dried gels before carbonization and x-CTS/HkU-y-500 for the materials carbonized at 500 °C, with: x = m for monolithic samples and x = b for bead- samples, y = f for freeze-dried samples and y = sc for supercritical dried samples. As references, samples were prepared without adding the HkU precursor. These samples are denoted as x-CTS-y for the dried gels before carbonization and x-CTS-y-500 for the materials carbonized at 500 °C, with the indications for x and y as given above. The freeze dried reference samples which were prepared with the addition of only urea or hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate are denoted as m-CTS/U-f and m-CTS/Hk-f, respectively. A summary to all important data obtained (EA, carbonization yield, physisorption data) is given in Table SI-4.2.1.   
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4.2.1.1 Preparation and characterization of the CTS/HkU precursor gels 

 The different stages of the carbon monolith and carbon spheres preparation are depicted in 
Figure 4.2.2 and Figure 4.2.3, respectively.   
Figure 4.2.2. Photographs of different stages of the nitrogen-doped carbon monolith synthesis. (1) CTS dissolved in acid. (2) CTS solution after addition of the HkU precursor. (3) Polymer monolith after hydrothermal treatment. (4) Polymer monolith after the solvent exchange step. (5) Polymer monolith after supercritical drying (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc). (6) Monolith after carbonization at 500 °C (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500).  The addition of the dissolved HkU precursor to the acidic solution of the protonated CTS ((1) in Figure 4.2.2) goes along with a color change to deep red and viscosity increases ((2) in 
Figure 4.2.2). After the hydrothermal treatment of the obtained mixture for 12 h at 100 °C in a steel autoclave, a deep red gel monolith is obtained ((3) in Figure 4.2.2). It should be noted that the described changes only occur for the addition of the HkU precursor and cannot be observed when performing the synthesis with the addition of only urea or hexaketocyclohexane or none of these components. The addition of only urea leads to yellowish gel flakes after the hydrothermal step, whereas the same procedure with the addition of only hexaketocyclohexane results in small, black gel flakes. When performing the hydrothermal step with only the solution of the protonated CTS, no gelation at all can be 
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observed (Figure SI-4.2.1). Hence, the observation that gelation to a one piece monolith only occurs for the addition of the HkU precursor, already points to its ability to crosslink the CTS chains. When the CTS gel beads, which are obtained after dropping dissolved CTS into aqueous alkaline media, are soaked in a solution of the HkU precursor, the former colorless gel spheres ((1) in Figure 4.2.3) turn their color to deep red and a significant swelling of the gel beads can be observed ((2) in Figure 4.2.3). It should be noted that if the gel beads are mixed with more concentrated solutions of the HkU precursor, swelling of the gel beads is more pronounced and can even lead to bursting of the beads. It can be assumed that the swelling is due to changes in the osmotic pressure, which occur when the HkU precursor penetrates into the gel beads and thus induces a concentration gradient between the inside of the gel beads and the surrounding solution. After hydrothermal treatment (12 h at 100 °C in a steel autoclave), brown gel beads are obtained ((3) in Figure 4.2.2). For comparison, photographs of the CTS gel beads prepared without the addition of the HkU precursor are shown in 
Figure SI-4.2.1.   
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Figure 4.2.3. Photographs of different stages of the nitrogen-doped carbon beads preparation. (1) CTS beads before and (2) after soaking in a solution of the HkU precursor. (3) Gel beads after hydrothermal treatment. (4) Polymer beads after the solvent exchange and supercritical drying (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc). (5) Beads after carbonization at 500 °C (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc-500).  To gain maximum retention of the original gel microstructure, an appropriate drying method has to be chosen. Freeze drying or simple drying at reduced pressure bears the risk of a collapsing pore structure due to capillary forces at the occurring gas/ liquid interface. This problem can be avoided when drying with supercritical liquids, e.g. with supercritical CO2.[129] For both, the gel- monolith and the gel- beads, it turns out that the more complex method of supercritical drying is essential when the gel microstructure should be retained. The more simple method of freeze drying leads to golden shimmering monoliths or beads, but as determined by electron microscopy (SEM), no microstructure can be observed (Figure SI-4.2.2). With nitrogen physisorption measurements, no apparent surface area can be detected for the freeze dried samples (Table SI-4.2.1). It can be assumed that the golden color of the freeze-dried samples is due to thin layers of the dried HkU- precursor at the outer surface of the materials, as thin crystals of the solid HkU- complex reveal this color. When drying the gel monolith or gel beads with supercritical CO2, the obtained monolith or bead samples are of matt brown appearance. Photographs of the supercritical dried monolith and bead samples are shown in Figure 4.2.2 (5) and Figure 4.2.3 (4), respectively. Prior to the supercritical drying, the water of the gels has to be exchanged against acetone, which has a better miscibility with liquid CO2. This step is necessary to achieve a complete exchange of the gel solvent against CO2. It can be expected that during the solvent-exchange step a certain amount of the HkU-precursor gets washed out. This assumption is further supported by 
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differences in the elemental composition between the freeze-dried- and supercritical dried samples, which will be discussed in more detail below. Compared to the freeze dried materials, the supercritical dried monolith and beads are reduced in size (compare Figure SI-4.2.2 and Figure 4.2.2/ 3, all materials obtained from the same sized gel monolith or beads). This shrinking not only occurs during the supercritical drying, but already during the solvent exchange step. With SEM, for the supercritical dried samples a mesoporous structure can be observed (Figure 4.2.4). While the monolithic material reveals the structure of a porous network with pores in the range of ≈ 10- 20 nm, for the structure of the beads interconnected spheres with sizes ≈ 20 nm can be observed. The different structures indicate different degrees of crosslinking for the monolith- and beads- sample. This is due to differences in the preparation process: For the preparation of the monoliths, the protonated CTS-chains are dissolved and thus distributed over the whole solution, which means that crosslinking is likely to occur between single CTS chains. However, for the CTS-beads before the addition of the HkU precursor, hydrophobic interactions of the CTS-backbone lead to a much denser network, where all of the CTS-chains are assembled in a few bead- particles (see Scheme 4.2.1): This is expected to exacerbate the penetration of the carbon precursor into the CTS-network. Here it can be assumed that the HkU precursor does not fully penetrate into the CTS network, but crosslinks at different positions at the surface of domains of assembled CTS- chains. Hence, this process can be better described as coating of small spherical CTS domains by the HkU precursor. After drying, the coated CTS domains remain as interconnected spheres. It can be assumed that the matt brown appearance for the supercritical dried materials (in contrast to the golden glossy appearance for the freeze dried samples), is due to multiple reflections at the rough, nanostructured surface. 
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Figure 4.2.4. SEM images of the supercritically dried CTS/HkU gels. (a,b) CTS/HkU polymer monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc) and (c,d) CTS/HkU polymer beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc).  With nitrogen physisorption, the mesoporous character of the supercritically dried monolith- and beads- samples can be confirmed (Figure 4.2.5, Table SI-4.2.1). For the supercritical dried polymer monolith an apparent BET surface area of 76 m2/g can be detected. The sample reveals a mainly mesoporous pore-size distribution, with an average pore size of 12 nm and a mesopore- volume of 0.17 cc/g (total pore volume: 0.21 cc/g). The supercritically dried beads reveal an apparent BET surface area of 168 m2/g and also a mainly mesoporous pore-size distribution. Here the average pore-size is 16 nm and the mesopore- volume is 0.8 cc/g (total pore volume: 0.87 cc/g). 
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Figure 4.2.5. (a) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and BET surface area and (b) cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution of the supercritical dried CTS/HkU precursor gel monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc). (c) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and BET surface area and (d) cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution of the supercritical dried CTS/HkU precursor gel beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc). Cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution were calculated applying the QSDFT model for slit/ cylindrical pores applied on the adsorption isotherm.  For the supercritical dried beads which were prepared without the HkU precursor (sample b-CTS-sc), only a low surface area can be detected (BET area of 39 m2/g, see Figure SI-4.2.3). This huge influence of the HkU precursor on the porosity of the beads indicates its ability to interact with and stabilize the CTS network. The elemental composition of the dried gel monolith- and beads- samples was determined with elemental combustion analysis and is listed in Table SI-4.2.1. Both, the freeze dried and supercritical dried polymer monolith which were prepared with addition of the HkU precursor (samples m-CTS/HkU-f and m-CTS/HkU-sc) reveal a higher nitrogen content than the reference sample m-CTS-f which was prepared without the HkU-precursor (nitrogen contents of 8.8 wt% for m-CTS/HkU-f and 8.3 wt% for m-CTS/HkU-sc vs. 6.1 wt% for m-CTS-f). As 
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all materials were prepared with the same amount of chitosan, the higher nitrogen content indicates the successful incorporation of the HkU- precursor into the monolithic samples. The same trend applies for the bead- samples, with nitrogen contents of 8.3 wt% for the freeze-dried sample (b-CTS/HkU-f) and 7.9 wt% for the supercritically dried sample (b-CTS/HkU-sc), vs. 7.4 wt% and 7.5 wt% for the freeze-dried (b-CTS-f) and supercritical dried (b-CTS-sc) reference samples. However, taking into account the nitrogen content of the HkU precursor (22 wt%, see ref. 69) and the nitrogen content of the dried CTS-gels (≈ 7 wt%, see Table SI-4.2.1), from the initial CTS/HkU ratio applied for the synthesis (200 mg CTS and 328 mg HkU precursor) a theoretical nitrogen content of 16 wt% could be estimated for the CTS/HkU composites. Compared to that, the lower obtained nitrogen contents indicate that not the whole amount of the applied HkU precursor is incorporated into the CTS network. This was already indicated during the washing procedure and the solvent exchange, where a brown coloration of the applied solvents after washing indicated a leaking of a certain amount of non-bound HkU precursor. Presumably, also some urea which is not covalently linked in the HkU precursor is staying molecularly dissolved in water. Attempts to increase the amount of the incorporated HkU precursor by applying higher initial HkU/CTS ratios for the synthesis did not result in stable gel monoliths or beads. For the monolithic samples, with higher HkU/CTS ratios small gel-flakes were obtained after the hydrothermal treatment: It can be assumed that above a certain concentration of the crosslinking HkU precursor the contact between the CTS chains in the network is disrupted, which prevents the formation of a one-piece monolith. As stated above, attempts to prepare the beads with higher concentrations of the HkU precursor leads to bursting of the beads due to an increased osmotic pressure. Hence, the applied concentration of the HkU precursor (328 mg HkU precursor plus 200 mg CTS) is the highest possible to obtain a one-piece monolith or beads. Furthermore, for both the monolith- and the beads- samples, the nitrogen content for the supercritically dried samples is slightly lower than for the freeze-dried samples. As stated above, this indicates that a certain amount of the HkU precursor or urea gets washed out during the solvent exchange and the drying with liquid CO2. It can also be observed that the nitrogen content for the HkU- containing beads- samples is lower than for the HKU- containing monolithic samples, which indicates that for the beads a lower amount of the HkU precursor is incorporated. As already stated above for the discussion of the different microstructures between monolith- and bead- samples (see Figure 4.2.4), this is due to the more difficult penetration of the HkU precursor into the denser network of the beads. 
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To further determine the interaction between the HkU precursor and the CTS-network, FT-IR spectra of the samples m-CTS/HkU-sc and b-CTS/HkU-sc were compared with the FT-IR spectra of the reference sample m-CTS-f (freeze dried CTS gel without additives) and the pure HkU precursor (Figure 4.2.6).   
Figure 4.2.6. FT-IR spectra of the HkU precursor (black) and the samples m-CTS-f (CTS reference sample, red), m-CTS/HkU-sc (orange) and b-CTS/HkU-sc (blue), in the (a) 3600 cm-1 -2750 cm-1 range and (b) 1800 cm-1 -1000 cm-1 range.  Characteristic vibrations for the HkU precursor are amine vibrations at 1106 cm-1, 1694 cm-1, 3212 cm-1, and 3450 cm-1.[69] They can be traced back to the ρ(NH2)- and δ(NH2)-vibrations of urea at 1150 cm-1 and 1674 cm-1 as well as the (NH2)-vibrations of urea at 3257 cm-1 and 3427 cm-1, which are shifted during the condensation with hexaketocyclohexane to the HkU precursor.[162,163] Additionally, the (CN)-vibration of urea at 1460 cm-1 is still present in the HkU precursor.[162,163] All the characteristic vibrations of the HkU precursor appear for the HkU containing samples m-CTS/HkU-sc and b-CTS/HkU-sc, but cannot be observed for the reference sample prepared without additives (m-CTS-f). This indicates that the HkU precursor is incorporated into the CTS-network. The signals at 2870 cm-1 can be assigned to vibrations of the aliphatic CH2 groups of the CTS backbone, the signals at 1640 cm-1 and 1540 cm-1 are due to NH2-vibrations of the CTS-backbone.[164,165] The signal at 1540 cm-1 (Amide II vibration) appears for solid CTS powders around 1580 cm-1, the shift to 1540 cm-1 usually occurs due to protonation of the amide group.[166] A shift of the Amide II vibration to even lower wavenumbers can occur due to gradual disruption of present hydrogen bonding between the CTS chains.[133,167,168] This way, the shift of the Amide II vibration can be considered as an indication for an increased 
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distcance between the CTS chains. Compared to the CTS reference sample (m-CTS-f), the HkU containing monolith and bead samples (m-CTS/HkU-f, m-CTS/HkU-sc, b-CTS/HkU-f and b-CTS/HkU-sc) reveal a distinct shift of the 1540 cm-1 vibration to lower wavenumbers (1432 cm-1). This can be taken as another evidence for the incorporation of the HkU precursor into the CTS network.  

4.2.1.2 Nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and -beads 

 The dried monoliths (m-CTS/HkU-f, m-CTS/HkU-sc) and beads (b-CTS/HkU-f, b-CTS/HkU-sc) were carbonized by heating for 1h at 500 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. While the carbon materials derived from the freeze dried monolith and beads are obtained as silver glossy materials (m-CTS/HkU-f-500, b-CTS/HkU-f-500, photographs in 
Figure SI-4.2.4), the carbonized supercritical dried materials are of matt black appearance (m-CTS/HkU-sc-500, b-CTS/HkU-sc-500, photographs in Figure 4.2.2 (6) and 
Figure 4.2.3 (5)). This is in accordance to the golden color of the freeze-dried HkU containing polymers, which was attributed to thin layers of the HkU precursor on the surface of the respective samples (see Figure SI-4.2.2). As the C2N carbon obtained from the carbonization of the pure HkU precursor at 500 °C has a metallic shine (see chapter 2.3.3 and ref. 69), the silver glossy appaerance of the carbonized freeze-dried monolith can be indicative towards the formation of C2N layers on the materials surface. Contrary to the freeze-dried samples, the supercritically dried polymer samples were of matt brown appearance, which was attributed to the nanostructured surface of the supercritical dried samples. The matt black appearance of the carbonized supercritical dried samples indicates that the surface roughness is preserved during the carbonization. The monolith samples prepared with the HkU precursor are obtained in slightly higher yields for the carbonization step than the m-CTS-f-500 reference sample (35 % yield for m-CTS/HkU-sc-500 and 38 % for m-CTS/HkU-f-500 vs. 28 % for m-CTS-f-500, see 
Table SI-4.2.1). The same observations can be made for the carbon beads prepared with the HkU precursor, which are obtained in yields of 34 % for b-CTS/HkU-sc-500 and 35 % for b-CTS/HkU-f-500 vs. 30 % carbonization yield for the reference sample b-CTS-sc-500 and 33 % for b-CTS-f-500 (see Table SI-4.2.1). This indicates that the HkU precursor is incorporated and stabilizes the CTS network. The higher carbonization yield for the monolithic samples when compared to the bead- samples is in accordance to the lower nitrogen content of the beads, which indicated that less amount of the HkU precursor or urea 
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is incorporated into the beads. As already stated above, this was attributed to an inhibited penetration of the HkU precursor into the denser network structure of the beads sample. The carbonization step goes along with a reduction in the monolith size or beads diameter. However, the monolithic shape or bead shape is completely retained during the carbonization process. To determine whether the porous structure of the monolith- or beads- samples is retained after the carbonization process, SEM was applied. During carbonization, the network structure of the supercritical dried monolith polymer is transformed into a much denser structure of interconnected spheres with sizes around 20 nm (Figure 4.2.7 (a,b)). It can be assumed that this structural transformation is due to a melting of the HkU precursor during the carbonization, leading to spherical particles. However, as the precursor is linked to the stabilizing CTS network, the overall monolithic shape is retained. For the carbonized beads, a network of interconnected spheres with sizes ≈ 10 nm can be observed (Figure 4.2.7 (c,d)). However, compared to the monolithic sample and the beads- sample before carbonization, the density of the spheres-network is much lower. It was assumed for the microstructure of the beads, that CTS-rich domains are coated by the HkU precursor: From the lower yield for the carbonization of the CTS reference sample, it can be expected that the CTS domains decompose first during carbonization, which could explain the less dense microstructure of the beads-samples.   
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Figure 4.2.7. SEM images of the supercritically dried and carbonized (500 °C) monolith and bead samples. (a,b) Carbonized monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500) (c,d) Carbonized beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc-500).  The porous structure of the carbonized monolith and –beads is confirmed by nitrogen physisorption (Figure 4.2.8, Table SI-4.2.1). For the monolithic sample, an apparent BET surface area of 348 m2/g can be determined. The pore size distribution reveals pores with sizes mainly in the mesopore range. However, compared to the sample before carbonization, also some micropores can be detected, which is also reflected in a decreased average pore size of 8.2 nm. For the carbonized beads, an apparent surface area of 445 m2/g can be detected. The pore size distribution is mainly mesoporous, but also here after the carbonization some micropores can be detected. This is reflected in a decreased average pore size of 5.2 nm. Thus, for the monolith and the beads, during the carbonization process the inner surface area increased significantly, also the amount of micropores, which is attributed to the decomposition of a certain amount of the material during carbonization.  
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Figure 4.2.8. (a) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and BET surface area and (b) cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution of the supercritically dried and carbonized monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500). (c) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and BET surface area and (d) cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution of the supercritically dried and carbonized gel beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-sc-500). Cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution were calculated applying the QSDFT model for slit/ cylindrical pores applied on the adsorption isotherm.  Expectedly, for the freeze dried carbonized samples (m-CTS/HkU-f-500, b-CTS/HkU-f-500) no considerable inner surface area can be detected by nitrogen physisorption (Table SI-4.2.1).  Also with SEM, no microstructure is observed (Figure SI-4.2.4). This is to be expected, as already the freeze-dried samples revealed no porosity. To determine the elemental composition of the obtained samples, elemental combustion analysis was performed. The monolithic carbons reveal nitrogen contents of 12 wt% (both for the supercritical dried and the freeze dried monolith) and C/N-ratios of 5.2 (m-CTS/HkU-sc-500) and 5.8 (m-CTS/HkU-f-500), respectively (Table SI-4.2.1). This is slightly higher than the nitrogen content obtained for the reference sample m-CTS-f-500 (nitrogen content of 10.4 wt% and a C/N-ratio of 6.0, see Table SI-4.2.1), which was 
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prepared without addition of the HkU precursor. The same observations can be made for the carbon beads, which reveal a higher nitrogen content than the reference materials (nitrogen content of 10.8 wt% N and a C/N-ratio of 6.8 for b-CTS/HkU-sc-500; nitrogen content of 10.5 wt% and a C/N-ratio of 7.1 for the reference sample b-CTS-sc-500; The same trend applies for the freeze-dried bead samples, see Table SI-4.2.1). The higher nitrogen contents for the samples prepared with the HkU precursor are in accordance to the higher carbonization yields of those samples and indicate the successful incorporation of the HkU precursor into the CTS network. As already indicated from the carbonization yield, also the nitrogen content of the beads samples is lower than for the monolithic samples, which gives further indication that for the beads- samples a lower amount of the HkU precursor is incorporated. It is known that the HkU precursor at 500 °C leads to a material with a nitrogen content of 36 wt% and a carbonization yield of ≈ 30 wt%.[69] Taking into account the yield and nitrogen content of the dried CTS gels after carbonization at 500 °C (≈ 10 wt% nitrogen and yield of 
≈ 30wt% see Table SI-4.2.1), and combining this with the initial CTS/HkU ratio applied for the synthesis (200 mg CTS and 328 mg HkU precursor), a theoretical nitrogen content of 26 wt% could be estimated for the carbonized CTS/HkU composites. This value is distinctly higher than the experimentally obtained nitrogen contents. However, already the elemental analysis of the monolith- and beads- samples before carbonization indicated that only a small amount of the applied HkU precursor is really incorporated into the CTS network. From the overall nitrogen content determined by elemental combustion analysis, the obtained materials can be classified as nitrogen-doped carbons (and will be denoted as nitrogen-doped carbons in the following discussion). However, the composition determined by elemental combustion analysis is an average value over the whole material, while the composition on a molecular scale is still not resolved yet. To explain the extra nitrogen found in the composite materials, two options can be discussed. The additional nitrogen can be due to C2N domains, resulting from the carbonized crosslinking HkU precursor, beeing in a composite with nitrogen-doped carbon domains resulting from the carbonized CTS support. However, it can also be that due to the applied synthetic conditions the reaction cascade of the HkU precursor into C2N is intermitted. Furthermore, contrary to the C2N synthesis from the solid HkU precursor as described in ref. 69, here the HkU precursor is applied in a dissolved state, Here, not covalently bound urea might be dissolved out during the preparation process, inhibiting the condensation of the precursor into C2N. 
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To furthermore resolve the question of the atomic composition of the carbonized CTS/HkU composites, further analytical techniques with a high spatial resolution (like high resolution TEM or STM) would be necessary.  In summary, mesoporous nitrogen doped carbon monoliths and beads can be prepared in a simple fashion by scaffolding the hexaketocyclohexane/urea eutectic with the biopolymer chitosan, followed by carbonization. Although the hexaketocyclohexane/urea eutectic is known to be a precursor to C2N carbon, the local atomic composition of the obtained composites still has to be resolved. However, assuming that the obtained CTS/HkU composites contain C2N- (from the HkU precursor) and nitrogen- doped carbon domains (from the carbonized CTS) in contact, the interfaces between these domains of different nitrogen content can be regarded as heterojunctions. For such a material with many local heterojunctions on a small scale, which even resembles to the vision of a “checkerboard doped” material as described in the introduction, interesting electronic properties can be expected. Apart from that, mesoporous and binder-free materials of monolithic shape are especially suitable for various practical applications. However, this requires the accessibility to the pore system. To obtain more information regarding accessibility and potential surface functionalities of the monolithic pore system, carbon dioxide- and dye- adsorption experiments were performed with the carbonized monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500).   
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4.2.1.3 The monolithic nitrogen-doped carbon for CO2- and dye-adsorption 

 In this chapter, the accessibility of larger molecules to the monolithic pore system is presented, as well as the role of nitrogen functionalities on the pore surface as favored surface adsorption sites. The obtained results indicate interesting potential for applications of the monolith in the fields of CO2- capture or dye- removal. Due to its additional valence electron, the structural incorporation of nitrogen into the carbon framework increases the Lewis basicity of the carbon material,[37] which can be expected to improve the interaction of the framework with the Lewis acid CO2. However, comparative studies which clearly reveal the influence of nitrogen incorporation into the carbon framework on the CO2 adsorption are difficult to perform, as many parameters (surface area, pore architecture, presence of oxygen functionalities) contribute to the adsorption process. Nevertheless, the recent publications agree in the findings, that most important for CO2 adsorption is the surface area and pore architecture, but in addition to that, incorporated nitrogen significantly improves the CO2 heat of adsorption and thus the selectivity for CO2 adsorption.[169-172] This is also supported by theoretical studies.[173] A parameter which describes the strength of the interaction between the porous carbon material and the adsorbent CO2, is the isosteric heat of adsorption (QSt). As the gas adsorption on a solid surface is an exothermic process, this thermodynamic value is the standard enthalpy for the adsorption at a fixed surface coverage. It can be calculated from the sorption isotherms obtained at different temperatures by applying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.[174] The CO2 sorption isotherms recorded at 273 K, 284 K and 302 K are shown in Figure 4.2.9 (a). The QSt values calculated for the CO2 adsorption at different CO2 loadings are displayed in 
Figure 4.2.9 (b).   
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Figure 4.2.9. (a) Carbon dioxide physisorption isotherms for the carbon monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500) at various temperatures (273 K (blue), 284 K (red) and 302 K (black)). (b) Calculated isosteric heat of adsoption (QSt) for the CO2 adsorption branch for the sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500.  For the monolithic carbon, the isosteric heat of adsorption decreases with an increasing CO2 loading. This decrease is typical for porous heteroatom doped carbons, and can be explained by different adsorption sites at different CO2 loadings. At a low CO2 coverage, specific sites like nitrogen functionalities lead to an increased CO2 uptake, while at a higher CO2 loading unspecific sites at the carbon surface are the determining factor.[175,176] Thus, the decreasing of QSt reflects an inhomogenous surface in terms of adsorption energy, probably due to the nitrogen functionalities. At a low CO2 loading (6 cm3 CO2 per g, see Figure 4.2.9 (b)), the monolithic material shows an isosteric heat of adsorption of 36 kJ/mol. This is a significantly higher QSt value than the average QSt values reported for microporous carbons without nitrogen content, which are around 20-25 kJ/mol.[175,177] The high QSt value indicates the presence of strong adsorption sites. This, and the onlyslightly decrease of QSt with increasing CO2 loadings, point to the presence of nitrogen functionalities at the pore surface as favored CO2 adsorption sites. Recently published DFT calculations on the effect of nitrogen functional groups in carbon materials for the adsorption of CO2, revealed that pyridone and pyridine groups have a much higher energy for CO2 adsorption than amine or quaternary nitrogen groups or pristine carbon.[178] This was attributed to Lewis acid- base interactions between the electron lone pair at the pyridinic nitrogen and the Lewis-acid CO2. It is known from the carbonization of the pure HkU precursor, that the resulting material has a high content of pyridinic/ pyrazinic nitrogen (see chapter 2.2.2).[69] Hence, the high QSt values for the carbonized 
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CTS/HkU monolith can be indicative for pyridinic or pyrazinic nitrogen from the carbonized HkU precursor. Applications for materials with good CO2- adsorbing properties are capturing-, storing- or converting carbon dioxide. In times of global warming, this is a field of intensive research, as it opens ways to tackle the emission of the greenhouse gas CO2. Requirements on appropriate materials regard the CO2- adsorption capacitiy and – selectivity, as well as opportunities to again release captured CO2 from the sorbent material. The opportunity to easily release the captured CO2 is important for practical applications, as this allows for a re-cycling process. However, as a high CO2 adsorption energy goes along with a high energy for the desorption process, it is still challenging to find materials with good adsorption capacities and the opportunity to easily release the captured CO2. However, a very interesting approach in this regard, is the idea of electrocatalytically switchable CO2 capture:[179-181] The idea here is it, to reversibly alter the structure of the sorbent by charging, which affects the character of the interaction with CO2. For instance, it was recently proposed for nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes with pyridinic nitrogen, that injecting electrons significantly and reversible alters the strength of interaction with CO2.[180] Thus, CO2 adsorption and desorption can be switched electronically. This requires conducting materials with a high electron mobility and good CO2 adsorption properties. Promising materials in this regard are carbon/nitrogen compounds, as here the nitrogen atoms are at the same time the adsorption sites for CO2 and sites for charge accumulation. Recently published DFT calculations also proposed g-C3N4 nanosheets as material suitable for that.[181] However, here the low conductivity can be expected to be problematic for practical applications. For C2N, a good conductivity and high electron mobility have been confirmed (see chapter 2.2.2) and it contains pyridinic/ pyrazinic nitrogen, which in ref. 180 have been proposed to be switchable charge accumulation/ sorption sites.[69,70] As shown in this chapter, the HkU precursor can be processed into monoliths with good CO2 adsorption properties. Although the composition of the obtained monolith still has to be further resolved, it is therefore a promising material to be tested for the electrocatalytic switching of CO2 capture.  To demonstrate the accessibility of the monolith pore network also to larger molecules, additionally dye adsorption experiments have been performed. As organic dye, Rhodamine B was applied. The time dependent RhB uptake was calculated from the RhB optical absorption maximum at 554 nm and is shown in Figure 4.2.10 (a). It can be seen, that the monolithic material is capable of a very fast dye adsorption, after only 10 min. adsorption almost reaches 
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saturation. To determine the maximum adsorption capacity, a RhB solution of higher concentration (200 mg/l) was applied. With the concentrated solution, after 48 h an adsorption capacity of 63 mg/g is reached. This is in the range of adsorption capacity values typically obtained for mesoporous carbon materials (for RhB adsorption) and thus proves the efficient transport of the dye molecule into the monolith pore system.[182,183]   
Figure 4.2.10. (a) Time dependent dye adsorption capacity q of the sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500 as powder, with initial RhB concentrations  of 20 mg/l (black) and 200 mg/l (blue). (b) Decolourization of a RhB solution (initial concentration: 20 mg/l) after 3 h by the macroscopic monolith sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500.  With regard to a final application as adsorbate material, the adsorption abilities of the macroscopic monolith are demonstrated in Figure 4.2.10 (b). After only 3 h, the monolith is capable of completely decolorizing a RhB solution. This proves that the inner pore system is accessible to larger molecules not only for the monolithic material as powder, but also for the as-obtained one-piece monolith after carbonization.   
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4.2.2 C2N carbon from organic crystals between squaric acid and urea  In this chapter, attempts towards the preparation of C2N from another supramolecular precursor system are presented. Here, a precursor system related to the hexaketocyclohexane/urea system is applied, but with the substitution of hexaketocyclohexane by another cyclic oxocarbon, i.e. squaric acid. In general, cyclic oxocarbons like deltic acid, squaric acid, croconic acid or rhodizonic acid are interesting candidates as compounds for supramolecular precursors for carbon/nitrogen materials. This is for several reasons: They possess aromaticity or tend to condensation reactions to gain aromaticity.[69,70,184] They do not possess C-H-bonds, which hinder later thermal elimination and this way dimish sp3 sites within the carbon.[12] And finally, they possess carbonyl-groups, which allow for the formation of hydrogen bonds or salt-formation with organic amines. An interesting cyclic oxocarbon with an unusual molecular structure is squaric acid (3,4-Dihydroxycyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione, Figure 4.2.11). It is a strong organic acid, has approximately the structure of a square and possesses non-classical aromaticity.[185-189] Squaric acid and its deprotonated form, the squarate- and disquarate- anions, are known to form layered supramolecular complexes by hydrogen-bonding with several organic amines, which assemble to stacked layers by van-der-Waals-, ionic- or π-π-interactions.[189-193] Furthermore, as described in chapter 2.3.3, it has been revealed that urea can crosslink with acidic OH-groups in organic molecules, like it was observed for the crosslinking of urea with hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate.[69]   

Figure 4.2.11. (a) Squaric acid and the (b) squarate- and (c) di-squarate- anion.  
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In this chapter, supramolecular complexes between squaric acid and urea were investigated as potential precursor for C2N.† The choice of these monomers was based on the concept of pre-organization as described in chapter 2.3: Squaric acid, which is known for the formation of layered, stacked supramolecular assemblies, is meant to induce the structural information, i.e. the structure of stacked 2D layers which is also the basis for graphitic materials. Furthermore, the delocalized π-electron system of squarate anions allows for the formation of aromatic units. On the other hand, urea is meant to serve as bridging agents to the squaric acid units and as nitrogen source.  

4.2.2.1 The squaric acid/urea precursor crystals  The precursor crystals were prepared by the crystallization of mixtures of squaric acid and urea dissolved in water.[194] Suspensions of squaric acid and urea (molar ratios: 1:1 and 1:2) in water were dissolved by heating to 90 °C. When cooling down, crystallization of colorless needles (molar ratio squaric acid : urea = 1:1, denoted as SaU-1) or smaller white crystals (molar ratio squaric acid : urea = 1:2, denoted as SaU-2) can be observed (inlets in Figure 4.2.12). Both samples are obtained in a yield of 68 wt% each. Optical microscopy images of the obtained crystals reveal a plate like morphology for the 1:1-crystals (SaU-1) and flower-like bundles for the 1:2-crystals (SaU-2) (Figure SI-4.2.5). Both observed crystal morphologies are different from the respective morphologies of the educts squaric acid (cubes) and urea (needles, see Figure SI-4.2.5). This already indicates the formation of new crystalline species during the preparation, and not just co-crystallization of the educts. In the optical microscope, both samples are birefringent. More information on the crystal morphology are obtained by electron microscopy (Figure 4.2.12). SEM images of the SaU-1 crystals reveal stacked sheets with a thickness of 
≈ 0.5 m. For the sample prepared with the 1:2 molar ratio (SaU-2), rhombohedral crystals of irregular geometry and a thickness of several m can be observed.                                                              † The results presented in this chapter are published by the author of this thesis as: T. Jordan, M. Shalom, M. Antonietti, N. Fechler: Carbon Nanoarchitectures by Design: Preorganizing Squaric Acid with Urea, Asia-Pac. J. Chem. Eng. 2016, 11, 866-873, (ref. 194). 
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Figure 4.2.12. SEM images of the precipitated crystals of the (a,b) 1:1 squaric acid/urea crystals (sample SaU-1) and (c,d) the 1:2 squaric acid/ urea crystals (sample SaU-2). Inserts show photographs of the respective samples after precipitation.  PXRD analysis of the samples SaU-1 and SaU-2 reveals sharp and defined peaks, which indicates high a degree of crystallinity (Figure 4.2.13). The obtained diffraction pattern differ from the educts urea and squaric acid, as well as from each other. This indicates that the applied preparation method leads to the formation of new compounds with own crystal structures and not just to co-cyrstals of the educts.  
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Figure 4.2.13. PXRD pattern of re-crystallized squaric acid (yellow), urea (red), and the SaU-1 crystals (orange) and SaU-2 crystals (blue).  In both samples, a new intense diffraction peak at 2θ = 28.3° appears, corresponding to a lattice distance of 0.31 nm. This is in the size range of the interlayer distance in graphitic materials.[195] With regard to the layered morphology observed by SEM for the SaU-1 crystals (see Figure 4.2.12 (a,b)), this diffraction peak suggests a structure of stacked 2D sheets. This would be in accordance to reports on the formation of stacked 2D-complexes between squaric acid with several organic amines (e.g. with 4,4-bipyridine,[191] imidazole,[192] histidine,[192] 2-aminopyridine,[192,193] 4-aminopyridine,[192,193] or several alkylamines[190]), which are stacked by π-π-, VdW-, or ionic interactions. It can be also observed that the diffraction pattern of the SaU-2 crystals reveals more and less defined peaks than SaU-1. Along with its irregular morphology (as observed by SEM, see Figure 4.2.12 (c,d)), this suggests that the sample SaU-2 consists of a mix of several structures. The elemental composition of both samples was determined by elemental combustion analysis (Table SI-4.2.2). For both samples, the composition is almost identical with the calculated theoretical composition when assuming stochiometric incorporation of all educts, which means that the whole amount of the applied educts is consumed in the respective SaU- crystals or corresponding mixtures. More information on the binding motifs of the SaU-crystals were obtained by FT-IR spectroscopy. Compared to the educts squaric acid and urea, in the infrared spectra of the obtained complexes significant changes can be observed (Figure 4.2.14).[162,196] In general, 
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infrared spectroscopy gives indications for hydrogen bonding between squaric acid and urea, as well as for a proton transfer from squaric acid to urea. This is in accordance to the above described reported supramolecular complexes between squaric acid and several organic amines (see ref. 190-193), which are formed by hydrogen bonds between squarate anions and the protonated amine. As these complexes were also prepared by crystallizing dissolved mixtures of squaric acid and the respective amine from water, it is likely that complex formation between squaric acid and urea occurs in the same manner. Indications for hydrogen bonds at the urea amine groups are given by the shifts of the urea 
δ(NH)2-vibrations from 1674 cm-1 to 1690 cm-1, and of the (NH)2-vibrations from 3426 cm-1 to 3464 cm-1 (Figure 4.2.14).[162,163,197] Furthermore, evidence for the protonation of urea is given by the appearance of two new peaks for the SaU complexes: A strong peak at 3156 cm-1 (SaU-1) and 3144 cm-1 (SaU-2), and a broad weak peak at 2780 cm-1 (SaU-1) and 2764 cm-1 (SaU-2). Both peaks are attributed to stretching modes of the (NH3+)-group in protonated urea.[198] The occurrence of these peaks is reported for several supramolecular complexes between squaric acid and organic amines, indicating an intermolecular proton transfer of the acidic squaric acid OH-groups to urea.[197,198] This is further supported by the shift of the urea ρ(NH2)-vibrations from 1150 cm-1 to 1144 cm-1 in SaU-1 and 1129 cm-1 in SaU-2, which is as well reported for protonated urea.[198] Strong evidence for urea protonation is also given by the shift of the (C=O)-vibration from 1590 cm-1 to 1627 cm-1 (both SaU-complexes) and of the (CN)-vibration from 1460 cm-1 in urea to 1465 cm-1 in SaU-1 (for SaU-2, this vibration is overlayed by aromatic signals, see below), as protonation alters the bonding multiplicity of these atomic bonds.[198] It should be noted that the mentioned changes in the infrared spectra are much more pronounced for SaU-2, which gives indication for a higher degree of urea protonation in SaU-2. This is to be expected, as this sample was prepared with the double amount of urea.  
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Figure 4.2.14. FT-IR spectra of squaric acid (yellow), urea (red) and the SaU-1 crystals (orange) and the SaU-2 crystals (blue) in the (a) 3750 cm-1 – 2500 cm-1 range and the (b) 1950 cm-1 -600 cm-1 range.  Evidence for hydrogen bonding and proton transfer are also reflected in the signals assigned to the vibrations of squaric acid. The vibrations at 1804 cm-1 and 1643 cm-1, which are attributed to (C=O)-vibrations of squaric acid, are shifted in the SaU complexes to 1810 cm-1 (SaU-1) and 1634 cm-1 (SaU-2).[196] This indicates changes in the environment of the squaric acid carbonyl group, e.g. by hydrogen bonding.[199,200] Obvious indications on the assumed proton transfer can be gained from examining the aromatic region in the infrared spectra of squaric acid (around 1500 cm-1). For pure squaric acid, in this region only the (C=C)-vibration at 1497 cm-1 appears.[196] However, with increasing electronic delocalization in the oxocarbon ring, the (C=C)-vibration disappears and is replaced by weak and broad aromatic signals.[201] This can be seen in the infrared spectra of the SaU-complexes, which reveal weak and poor defined peaks at 1505 cm-1, 1511 cm-1 and 1560 cm-1 (SaU-1) or a very broad peak centered at 1560 cm-1 (SaU-2). It is reported, that the degree of electronic delocalization also affects the intensity of the (C=O) vibration, which gets less intense with an increased aromaticity of the oxocarbon ring.[201,202] For both complexes, the (C=O) vibration is significantly weaker than in pure squaric acid, and less intense for SaU-2 compared to SaU-1. For squaric acid, the degree of electronic delocalization increases with the degree of deprotonation. Thus, the aromatic signals support the assumption of a (partially) deprotonated squaric acid core, with a presumably higher degree of deprotonation in the SaU-2 complex. 
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4.2.2.2 The carbonized squaric acid/urea-crystals  To obtain carbon materials, the SaU crystals were carbonized at 550 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. After carbonization, a matt-black (starting from the 1:1 crystals and denoted as SaU-1-550) or a metallic (graphitic gloss) black powder (starting from the 1:2 crystals and denoted as SaU-2-550) are obtained in yields of 31 wt% and 24 wt%, respectively. It should be noted, that the metallic gloss for carbons prepared below 800 °C is very unusual and gives a first indication towards the formation of a conjugated 2D network. Despite the distinct appearance and carbonization yield, both samples reveal nearly the same elemental composition (SaU-1-550: 62 wt% C, 26 wt% N, 2 wt% H, 10 wt% O; SaU-2-550: 61 wt% C, 27 wt% N, 2 wt% H, 10 wt% O), with a C/N-ratio of 2.3 (Table SI-4.2.2). This is equivalent to an atomic composition of C5N2H2O0.6. The elemental composition is almost identical to that of the C2N carbon obtained from hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and urea at 800 °C (63 wt% C, 28 wt% N, 1.3 wt% H; C/N ratio: 2.2; see ref. 69), and regarding the C/N-ratio identical to the C2N carbon reported by Baek et al. (see ref. 70). The formation of graphitic domains is confirmed by PXRD. The diffraction pattern for both samples reveal the characteristic aromatic stacking peak for graphitic structures at 2θ = 26° ((002)-peak) (Figure 4.2.15).[195] This corresponds to an interlayer distance of 0.34 nm between the graphitic sheets, which is slightly larger than in graphite (0.335 nm).[203] This is in contrast to the smaller interlayer distance (compared to graphite) for the C2N carbon reported by Baek et al. (0.328 nm).[70] However, the stacking distance of the C2N like carbon derived from the hexaketocyclohexane/urea system is also slightly larger than in graphite (0.338 nm for the materials obtained at 550 °C and 800 °C, as calculated from the (002)-peak at 2θ = 26.3°; Figure SI-4.2.6). In our cases, the increased interlayer distance can be due to a more defectous structure. A further indication for the existence of graphitic domains is a broad peak of low intensity at 2θ = 43°, which is the inner-plane peak ((101)-peak) for graphitic materials.[204] Interestingly, for both samples an additional peak at 2θ = 11° can be observed, corresponding to a lattice distance of 0.8 nm. This is in the same range as the inner-plane peak at 2θ = 13.1° for g-C3N4, which for g-C3N4 is attributed to the interhole-distance between the nitride pores (see chapter 4.1.2 on the carbon nitride from “caffeine doped” CM complexes).[48] For the C2N obtained from the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor, these peaks (here: at 2θ = 13°, corresponding to a lattice distance of 0.68 nm; see Figure SI-4.2.6) can be also observed.[69] As the C2N structure has periodically arrayed pores which are 
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flanked by the pyrazinic nitrogen, the peaks around 2θ = 11° for the SaU- carbons and at 2θ = 13° for the C2N carbon derived from the HkU precursor might be attributed to the interhole distance between these pores. For the C2N synthesized from hexaaminobenzene and hexaketocyclohexane by Baek et al., with STM a interhole- distance of 0.83 nm between the pyrazinic pores was determined.[70] This is in the same range than the observed periodic pattern in the PXRD data for the SaU- and HkU- carbons. Thus, also PXRD gives evidence towards the formation of C2N domains from the squaric acid/urea complexes. However, it should be noticed that the obtained PXRD peaks for both SaU- carbons are rather broad, which indicates small crystal sizes of the domains with the graphitic structure and no long-range order.   
Figure 4.2.15. PXRD pattern of the carbonized 1:1 complex (sample SaU-1-550, orange) and 1:2 complex (sample SaU-2-550, blue).  Further indication for the formation of a conjugated, graphitic-like carbon network can be obtained from solid state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (cross-polarization magic angle spinning (CP MAS) 13C-NMR) of the carbonized 1:1 crystals (SaU-1-550). Here, only one signal at δ = 137 ppm can be observed (Figure SI-4.2.7). This is in the 
δ = 100- 150 ppm region of chemical shifts typically observed for aromatic, graphitic-like carbons.[27] However, compared to the characteristic carbon signal at δ = 129 ppm for not heteroatom- containing graphene or aromatic carbons,[205] the signal observed for SaU-1-550 is de-shielded, which indicates less electron density at the carbon atoms. In aromatic carbons, de-shielding of the carbon atoms can be attributed to the presence of adjacent incorporated 
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oxygen- or nitrogen-atoms. For aromatic carbons with nitrogen atoms in quaternary or pyridinic positions, shifts in the δ = 150- 170 ppm range can be observed.[91,206] As for the obtained materials a high nitrogen-content was determined by elemental analysis, the de-shielded aromatic carbon signal can be attributed to the presence of nitrogen atoms incorporated into the aromatic carbon framework. The absence of additional signals (or peak shoulders) in the 150 ppm- to 190 ppm-range, which would be due to carbonyl or amine carbons, indicates that no significant amounts of residual carbonyl- or amine-functionalities are left in the carbon material.[27] For the squaric acid/urea 1:1 crystals (SaU-1), a layered sheet-like morphology can be observed. Interestingly, this morphology can be preserved during the carbonization process: As can be seen by SEM, the carbonized SaU-1 complex (SaU-1-550) reveals the structure of stacked sheets (Figure 4.2.16 (a,b)). In contrast to that, the carbonized 1:2 crystals (SaU-2-550) reveals a hollow tubular morphology (Figure 4.2.16 (c,d)). The retention of the sheet-like structure of the 1:1 complex shows that condensation occurs without a melting process. Along with the high carbonization yields, the retention of the morphology from the crystals to the carbon shows that no significant re-arrangements in the original structure of the complex occurs, which proves that the idea of pre-organization was successfully applied.   
Figure 4.2.16. SEM images of (a,b) the 1:1 squaric acid/urea crystals carbonized at 550 °C (sample SaU-1-550) and (c,d) the 1:2 squaric acid/urea crystals carbonized at 550 °C (sample SaU-2-550). 
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Both, the layered morphology of the 1:1 crystals and the tubular morphology of the 1:2 crystals can be preserved even at a temperature of 900 °C (Figure SI-4.2.8). However, with increasing temperature, the sheet-like structure gets more buckled and porous, due to the evaporation of gaseous decomposition products at elevated temperatures. For the SaU-1-550 carbon, no considerable BET surface area can be detected by means of nitrogen physisorption. For SaU-2-550, an apparent BET surface area of 79 m2/g can be detected, going well with its tubular structure (Figure SI-4.2.9). To obtain more information on the formation-process of the carbon materials, thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spectrometry (TGA-MS) was performed. Additionally, samples obtained after heating the SaU-complexes for 2 h under nitrogen atmosphere at 200 °C (and 235 °C, respectively), were analyzed by UV/Vis-spectroscopy, FT-IR-spectroscopy and elemental analysis. According to TGA, the condensation of SaU-1 into the carbon/nitrogen material occurs in three major reaction steps (at 170 °C, 230 °C and 270 °C, Figure 4.2.17 (a)). For the condensation of SaU-2, four major reaction steps can be distinguished, with the first three steps (at 165 °C, 215 °C and 270 °C) occurring at nearly the same temperature than for SaU-1 and one additional reaction step at 335 °C (Figure 4.2.17 (b)). With coupled mass spectrometry, the evolution of CO2, H2O and NH3 can be identified. The release of H2O and CO2 (m/z = 17, 18, 44 g/mol) occurs mainly in the first two reaction steps (170 °C and 230 °C). Additionally, for the SaU-2 complex the release of CO2 (m/z = 44 g/mol) and NH3 (m/z = 16 g/mol) at temperatures above 335 °C can be observed. Furthermore, FT-IR spectroscopy of the samples obtained at 200 °C and 235 °C reveals the development of characteristic aromatic vibrations in the 1400- 1700 cm-1 range, indicating the formation of aromatic species (Figure 4.2.17 (c)).[201] The formation of oligomeric species is further supported by a color change during the carbonization process, from colorless for the SaU-crystals to yellow (200 °C), dark brown (235 °C) and finally black (550 °C) (Figure SI-4.2.10). With UV/Vis diffusive reflectance spectroscopy, this can be seen as an increasing absorption at higher wavelengths with increasing temperature (Figure 4.2.17 (d)).  
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Figure 4.2.17. TGA-MS data for the samples (a) SaU-1 and (b) SaU-2. (c) FT-IR spectra (1000- 2000 cm-1- range) of the samples SaU-1 (orange), SaU-2 (blue), SaU-1-200 (magenta), SaU-2-200 (black), SaU-1-235 (brown), SaU-2-235 (green) and squaric acid (yellow) and urea (red). (d) UV/Vis diffusive reflectance spectra of the respective samples SaU-1, SaU-2, SaU-1-200, SaU-2-200, SaU-1-235 and SaU-2-235.  On the basis of these results, the reaction of squaric acid and urea to the carbon/nitrogen material could proceed along the mechanism proposed in Scheme 4.2.2. In the initial reaction step, the preparation of the SaU crystals, supramolecular hydrogen bonded assemblies of protonated urea and squarate (or disquarate) anions are formed ((1) in Scheme 4.2.2). When heating the complexes, the urea could react with squaric acid by transamidation to a squaramide ((2) in Scheme 4.2.2), under the release of H2O and CO2. This reaction can be attributed to the first reaction step at 170 °C. Further heating could result in the reaction of several squaramide-units to conjugated, N-heterocyclic intermediates. This is represented by the structure (3) (in Scheme 4.2.2), which contains a pyrazine unit (highlighted in red in 
Scheme 4.2.2), and can be obtained formally by the condensation of the squaramide (2) with an additional squaric acid unit. The oligomerization could be attributed to the reaction steps at 230 °C and 270 °C, supported by the increase of the aromatic FT-IR signals and the rapid color changes at temperatures above 200 °C. Finally, further condensation leads to a 
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conjugated, N-heterocyclic carbon network. In (4) in Scheme 4.2.2, the structure of a C2N network with pyrazinic units (highlighted in red) is displayed, which could be obtained formally by further condensation of the pyrazinic intermediate (3).   
Scheme 4.2.2. Proposed reaction pathway towards the nitrogen containing carbon from the squaric acid/urea crystals. Dotted lines for the C2N structure in (4) indicate connection to the carbon lattice.  However, this is an idealized reaction scheme. To confirm the proposed reaction pathway and intermediates, further analytical techniques are necessary. Of special interest would be a temperature-resolved solid state NMR- or XPS-analysis, which could confirm the existence of the proposed pyrazinic C2N structure motifs, like it is observed for the carbon derived from the hexaketocyclohexane/urea- system.[69] At temperatures above 550 °C, some nitrogen gets expelled from the structure. The C/N-ratio shifts towards a value of 4 at 800 °C and 900 °C (Table SI-4.2.2). This indicates that the nitrogen is less stable incorporated than in the materials obtained from the hexaketocyclohexane/urea system (C/N-ratio of 2.2 at 800 °C, see ref. 69). It is interesting to note, that the SaU-1- and SaU-2-carbons are different in morphology, but reveal the same elemental composition. However, convergence of the elemental composition between the two samples cannot be observed until temperatures of 235 °C. Until this 
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temperature, the C/N-ratio of the SaU-2 materials remains nearly constant at values around 1.4, which is, due to the double amount of the nitrogen-source urea in the precursor, lower than for the SaU-1 materials (see Table SI-4.2.2). An increase of the C/N-ratio, which is equivalent with a loss of nitrogen, can be observed between the samples obtained at 235 °C and 550 °C. At 550 °C, both SaU-carbons reveal nearly the same C/N-ratio (2.4 for SaU-1-550 and 2.3 for SaU-2-550, see Table SI-4.2.2). In the same temperature range appears the TGA-signal at 335 °C for the SaU-2 material, which cannot be observed for the SaU-1 material (see Figure 4.2.17 (b)). This signal is attributed to the release of H2O, CO2 and NH3 (m/z = 16, 17, 18 and 44 g/mol). Combined with the lower carbonization yield for the SaU-2 samples, it is likely to attribute the additional TGA signal and the sudden increase of the C/N-ratio to a decomposition process occurring for SaU-2 around 335 °C. This leads to the assumption that the SaU-2 complex consists of a mixture of several crystalline structures with different thermal stability, with the less thermally stable structures decomposing around 335 °C, leaving behind the same carbon compound as obtained for SaU-1. The assumption of SaU-2 as a mixture of crystalline structures is also supported by its irregular morphology and (in comparison to SaU-1) more complex PXRD pattern (see Figure 4.2.12 and 
Figure 4.2.13). The decomposition of less stable structures can as well be responsible for the formation of the hollow, tubular SaU-2-550 morphology. It is assumed that the decomposition of structurally integrated, but thermally unstable domains leads to structural defects, which in turn lead to buckling or rolling up of otherwise planar, conjugated carbon networks. Evaporation of gaseous decomposition products might then lead to the observed hollow morphology. A similar effect (void or tube formation), based on a related mechanism as the proposed one, can be observed for some metal alloys (Kirkendall-effect).[207,208] If the contact of two different metals (or metal alloys) is heated, it can result in the expansion of one metal phase accompanied by shrinking of the other one, leading to the formation of voids or tubes. The reason for this behavior is the difference in the diffusion rates of the two metals. This principle might be adapted to the SaU-2 system. If in a system of stacked layers, one layer develops structural defects (due to decomposition of thermally less stable domains), bending of the stacked layer system can occur.  In summary, by carbonization of organic crystals between squaric acid and urea, carbon/nitrogen materials with a composition of C5N2H2O0.6 were obtained. The data obtained so far, point towards the formation of domains with C2N- motifs as depicted in 
Scheme 4.2.2 (4), however without long-range order. To further prove the existence of the 
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C2N domains, analytical techniques with a high spatial resolution like HR-TEM or STM are required. However, for a simple and large-scale solid-state synthesis like it was applied here, the formation of defect-free materials cannot be expected. As it is well-known for carbon nitride, which until now as well could not have been prepared in sufficient amounts as single-crystalline defect-free material, a long-range order of the material is not really important for most applications. To the contrary, for many applications the presence of defects is highly beneficial (see chapter 4.1).[40,41] If C2N motifs for the material prepared here can be proven by the techniques mentioned above, the applied synthetic procedure is due to its simplicity and cheap educts highly advantageous to that developed by Baek et al., who applied complex preparation methods resulting in low amounts of C2N.[70,71] In any case, the applied precursor system shows an interesting example for the idea of the pre-organized precursor complexes, as here the carbonization reactions occur in such a well- arranged manner, that the morphology of the precursor crystals is completely retained after carbonization. This shows the potential of a template-free route towards structured carbon materials, by applying organic crystals of special morphology as precursors.  

4.2.2.3 Porous SaU-carbons by templating with ZnCl2 

 Due to its liquidity, the eutectic hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor holds inherent advantages for processing, e.g. hard-templating with SBA-15 or salt- templating with ZnCl2 (see chapter 2.3.3), which allows for the facile synthesis of microporous C2N.[69] This is highly beneficial in regard to applications which depend on the surface area of the active material, like adsorption, catalysis or electrochemistry. But also with respect to the construction of a composite material, an increase in surface area correlates with an increased interfacial area. However, contrary to the eutectic hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor, templating of the squaric acid/urea precursor is more difficult, as here a solid, crystalline precursor is applied. This precursor does not melt during the synthesis, which makes it difficult to achieve a homogenous mixture with hard- or salt-templating agents. Furthermore, adding the salt-template before precipitation of the crystals could affect the structure of the crystals. However, with variations in the synthetic procedure, also homogenous mixtures between squaric acid, urea and ZnCl2 can be obtained: It is known, that urea forms deep eutectics by complexation with the Lewis-acid ZnCl2.[209,210] As it has been revealed for the squaric acid/urea- precursor system, that the amount of urea in the precursor does not affect 
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the composition of the material after carbonization, an excess of urea in the precursor mixture can be used as eutectic solvent, allowing for the homogenization with the ZnCl2. Taking advantage on this, microporous carbon with a C2N composition were obtained from 1:2 mixtures of squaric acid and urea (molar ratio), mixed with ZnCl2 in the weight-ratio 1:1, after carbonization at 550 °C (sample denoted as SaU-2-550-Zn). The obtained material reveals a specific BET surface area of 865 m2/g, a total pore volume of 0.4126 cc/g, and a micropore volume of 0.3217 cc/g (Figure 4.2.18 (a)). The pore size-distribution, which is obtained from the physisorption data and reveals microporosity, is shown in Figure 4.2.18 

(b). The average pore size is 2 nm, confirming the microporous character of the SaU-2-550 sample. With electron microscopy, additional macropores can be detected (Figure 4.2.18 (c)).   
Figure 4.2.18. (a) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and BET surface area, (b) pore size distribution (c) SEM image and (d) PXRD pattern of the sample SaU-2-Zn-550. Cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution were calculated applying the QSDFT model for slit/ cylindrical pores applied on the adsorption isotherm.  As determined by elemental combustion analysis, the obtained material reveals a C/N- ratio of 2, with a nitrogen content of 22.3 wt% and a carbon content of 43.5 wt% (see Table SI-4.2.2). 
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However, when compared to the pristine SaU-carbon, the material prepared with ZnCl2 reveals significantly higher oxygen content (20.9 wt% oxygen for SaU-2-550-Zn and 9.9 wt% oxygen for SaU-2-550, see Table SI-4.2.2). It is known, that the deep eutectic between urea and ZnCl2 is built by complexation of the Zn-atom and the urea carbonyl group.[209] During carbonization, the additional urea which is bound to the ZnCl2 and does not get incorporated into the resulting carbon/nitrogen material, will decompose into CO2, ammonia and lead to the formation of ZnO. To remove the resulting ZnO or residual ZnCl2, the material obtained after carbonization is washed with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid. However, it can be assumed that despite the washing step, a certain amount of residual ZnO will remain in the micropores. In the PXRD pattern of the obtained material, no peaks for residual Zn-spezies can be observed (Figure 4.2.18 (d)). But as the sample still can contain residual amorphous Zn-spezies which do not appear in the PXRD pattern, other analytical methods (e.g. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, ICP-MS) are required to detect residual metal spezies. From the PXRD pattern it can be also seen that the addition of ZnCl2 does not affect the structure of the obtained carbon/nitrogen material, as the same refelections at 2θ = 11°, 26° and 42 ° as for the pristine SaU-2-550 carbon can be observed. Indication towards the role of urea as deep-eutectic with ZnCl2 are given by the elemental composition of the material which is obtained under the same conditions but with applying a squaric acid/urea 1:1 molar mixture: Here, the material obtained at 550 °C (denoted as SaU-1-550-Zn) has a lower nitrogen content when compared to SaU-2-550-Zn (nitrogen content of 17.7 wt%, carbon content of 45.4 wt% and C/N- ratio of 2.6, see Table SI-4.2.2). The lower nitrogen content can be attributed to a smaller amount of urea available for the reaction with squaric acid to the carbon/nitrogen material, as a certain amount of urea is complexed by ZnCl2.   
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4.3 The g-C3N4/C2N composite  In chapter 2.2.2, it was described how the inherent limitations for the use of g-C3N4 as photocatalyst, which are the low optical absorption in the visible light part of the spectrum and the relatively high rate of charge carrier recombination, can potentially be overcomed by making a nanocomposite with the recently described C2N. DFT calculations predicted an increased optical absorption in the visible light part of the spectrum and the formation of a type II heterojunction for this composite.[89] The band alignment at the heterojunction will lead to the separation of photogenerated electrons and holes, which prevents them from recombination and this way leads to an increased photocatalytic activity (see Scheme 2.5 in chapter 2.2.2). Furthermore, it was calculated that the composite has a negative interface adhesion energy, which means that the interface formation is exothermic.[89] Recently, the preparation of a g-C3N4/nitrogen-rich carbon composite was reported, which showed an extremely high rate of hydrogen evolution in photocatalytic water splitting (18.3 times higher compared to pure g-C3N4).[82] In this reference, a 3D network of g-C3N4 fibers was prepared by the hydrothermal treatment of a dicyandiamide solution, followed by freeze-drying. The framework was afterwards treated with pyrrole, which is a well-known precursor for N-doped carbons.[211] After carbonization at 600 °C, a fiber-network of g-C3N4 coated with nitrogen containing carbon was obtained, which had a BET surface area of 372 m2/g and an overall C/N ratio of 0.86.[82] In accordance to the theoretical predictions in ref. 89, the increased photocatalytic activity of the obtained composite was attributed to its increased light harvesting and a decreased electron/hole recombination rate, which is due to a charge transfer of the photogenerated electrons into the nitrogen-rich carbon. However, up to now, a nanocomposite between carbon nitride and C2N has not been synthesized. In this chapter, first attempts towards the preparation of a composite of g-C3N4 and C2N carbon are presented. For materials with a layered graphitic structure, nanocomposites are described in which layers of different 2D materials are stacked onto each other by van der Waals interactions, the so-called van der Waals heterostructures.[212] There are already reports on van der Waals heterostructures of g-C3N4 and other 2D materials like graphene or N-doped graphene, which were applied as efficient electrocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction.[83-85] These nanocomposites can be prepared in two steps: In the first step, 2D nanosheets of the respective materials are prepared. This is done by de-stacking of the bulk material, which can be achieved by chemical methods, e.g. via thermal oxidation etching, or by liquid exfoliation. 
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For thermal oxidation etching, attractive forces between the stacked 2D layers are disturbed by oxidation of the material.[213] A more simple method is liquid exfoliation: Here, dispersions of the respective materials are treated by sonication, which leads to the exfoliation of 2D nanosheets or even single layers from the bulk material.[214] To achieve exfoliation, the surface energy of the 2D layers has to be matched by the surface energy of the applied solvent, which means that the choice of the solvent plays a crucial role to achieve exfoliation. For the preparation of the nanohybrids, dispersions of the exfoliated nanosheets of the respective materials are mixed, which can lead to the formation of the heterostructures by self-assembly of the nanosheets.[83-85] For conjugated carbons like graphene, g-C3N4 or N-doped carbons, self-assembly can occur due to van der Waals- interactions or π-π stacking of the conjugated 2D layers.[83] Furthermore, the surface charge of the 2D layers can be affected by chemical methods, e.g. by protonation.[215,216] If dispersions of exfoliated nanosheets with different surface charges are mixed, self-assembly can also occur due to electrostatic interactions.[83] In this chapter, attempts towards the preparation of a composite of g-C3N4 and the C2N-carbon by the self-assembly of exfoliated g-C3N4- and C2N-nanosheets are presented. To achieve exfoliation, dispersions of the respective components are treated in a sonication bath. For the single components, g-C3N4 from the CMp-precursor (a supramolecular precursor complex between cyanuric acid and a phenyl-modified melamine-derivative, see chapter 2.3.2) and the C2N carbon obtained from the squaric acid/urea crystals are applied. In chapter 4.3.1, the preparation of nanosheets by the sonication method is presented, as well as attempts to obtain g-C3N4 nanosheets with a positive surface charge by protonation. In chapter 4.3.2, the obtained composites are tested for their activity in photocatalytic water splitting.  

4.3.1 Preparation of g-C3N4 and C2N nanosheets by liquid exfoliation  Recently, the preparation of carbon nitride nanosheets by sonicating dispersions of the g-C3N4 obtained from the CMp precursor was reported.[217] This procedure has been repeated here to obtain dispersed nanosheets of g-C3N4. For this purpose, dispersions of the CMp-g-C3N4 (prepared by carbonization of the CMp precursor complex at 450 °C, denoted as CMp-450)[100,217] were treated by sonication for 10 h (concentration of the dispersion: 0.5 mg/ml). After centrifugation (30 min. at 5000 rpm to remove bigger particles and aggregates) of the resulting dispersion, pale colloidal dispersions were obtained (Figure SI-4.3.1 (a,b)). As measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), the obtained 
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dispersion contains particles with a broad size distribution, with two main species centered at 246 nm and 4771 nm (with the bigger particles not sufficiently removed by centrifugation) (Figure SI-4.3.1 (c)). The colloid particles are negatively charged, with a surface zeta potential of -29 mV (Figure SI-4.3.1 (d)). This is in good agreement with earlier published values for the surface zeta potential of colloidal g-C3N4 and indicates a stable colloidal dispersion.[217,218] For the composite material, the dispersed g-C3N4 nanosheets should be mixed with dispersed nanosheets of the C2N carbon. For the C2N carbon, the material obtained from the carbonization of the squaric/urea 1:1 crystals at 550 °C (sample SaU-1-550, see chapter 4.2.2.2) was applied. Therefore, attempts were made to obtain SaU-1-550 nanosheets by sonication. After 10 h of sonicating a dispersion of SaU-1-550 in water (concentration of the dispersion: 0.5 mg/ml), followed by centrifugation, a brown, clear dispersion is obtained (Figure 4.3.1 (a)). According to DLS measurements, the dispersion contains species with particle sizes around 95 nm, 416 nm and 9420 nm (Figure 4.3.1 (c)). Thus, nanoparticles of the SaU-1-550 material can be prepared by sonication of the dispersion in water. Sheet-particles with lateral dimensions around 100 nm can be also observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Figure SI-4.3.2).   
Figure 4.3.1. Photographs of the SaU-1-550 dispersion after sonication (a) before and (b) after centrifugation. (c) Size distribution of the dispersed SaU-1-550 particles after sonication and centrifugation as determined by DLS. (d) Surface zeta potential of the dispersed SaU-1-550 particles after sonication and centrifugation.  
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The surface zeta potential of the dispersed particles was measured as -36 mV (Figure 4.3.1 (d)). This indicates a stable colloidal dispersion of negatively charged particles. However, after two days, already a precipitate of aggregated particles can be observed, which indicates no long-term stability of the obtained dispersion. To determine the concentration of the colloidal dispersion, the dispersion was freeze-dried after centrifugation and the mass of the obtained residue weighted. With this method, the concentration of the colloidal dispersion was determined to be ≈ 0.05 mg/ml, which corresponds to a yield of ≈ 10 wt% of dispersed particles. As determined by the zeta potential measurements, both the CMp-450 nanoparticles and the SaU-1-550 nanosheets have a negative surface charge. However, for the self-assembly experiments, it would be appropriate to have particles with different surface charges, as then attractive forces between the different materials can be increased by electrostatic interactions. It is known for g-C3N4, that the surface charge can be changed by protonation with concentrated hydrochloric acid, without destroying the graphite-like structure.[215,216] For this purpose, CMp-450 powder was stirred overnight in concentrated hydrochloric acid and subsequently washed with water. The obtained product (denoted as CMp-450-prot) can be dispersed in water by sonication, resulting in pale dispersions (Figure 4.3.2 (a,b)). The dispersed particles exhibit a surface zeta potential of +44 mV, indicating highly positive charged particles (Figure 4.3.2 (c)). Thus, protonation can switch the surface charge of the CMp-450 particles.   
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Figure 4.3.2. Photographs of the CMp-450-prot dispersion after sonication (a) before and (b) after centrifugation. (c) Surface zeta potential of the dispersed CMp-450-prot particles after sonication and centrifugation. (d) Size distribution of the dispersed CMp-450-prot particles after sonication and centrifugation as determined by DLS.  With DLS, particles with sizes around 98 nm, 470 nm and 5560 nm can be determined (Figure 4.3.2 (d)). Compared to the CMp-450 nanosheets obtained after sonication, the protonated CMp-450-prot nanosheets are of smaller particle size when sonicated for the same time. This indicates that exfoliation of the protonated CMp carbon nitride requires less energy. This observation is also reported for protonated carbon nitride derived from other precursors and is attributed to a disruption of the attractive forces (hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces) between the single carbon nitride layers due to their protonation.[215,216] PXRD of the protonated sample (without sonication) shows the typical peaks for g-C3N4 at 2θ = 13.9° (in-plane (100)-peak), 2θ = 27.7° ((002) stacking-peak) and 2θ = 43° ((101)-peak) (Figure 4.3.3 (a)).[56] With FT-IR, the signals for the breathing modes of the triazine units at 800 cm-1 and the stretching modes for CN heterocycles between 1200 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1 can be observed (Figure 4.3.3 (b)).[110] Hence, PXRD and FT-IR indicate that protonation does not affect the structure of the g-C3N4 sample. However, for the protonated sample CMp-450-prot, the optical absorption is blue-shifted in respect to the pristine sample CMp-450 and the protonated sample reveals a much brighter, nearly white color (Figure 4.3.3 (c,d)). This is also reported for protonated g-C3N4 derived from other precursors and indicates a widening of the band gap.[215,216] As protonation disrupts the attractive forces between the g-C3N4-layers, the band gap widening might indicate a partial delamination of the g-C3N4 layers, even without sonication. 
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Figure 4.3.3. (a) PXRD pattern, (b) FT-IR infrared spectra, (c) UV-Vis diffusive reflectance spectra and (d) photographs of the samples CMp-450 and the protonated sample CMp-450-prot.  The C/N-ratio of the protonated sample is slightly decreased (C/N-ratio of 0.89 for CMp-450-prot vs. 0.95 for CMp-450), whereas the hydrogen- and oxygen-content are significantly increased (3.4 wt% hydrogen and 10.9 wt% oxygen for CMp-450-prot vs. 2.7 wt% hydrogen and 5.4 wt% oxygen for CMp-450, see Table SI-4.3.1). In summary, these findings indicate that protonation of CMp carbon nitride does not lead to destruction of its chemical structure, but changes its surface charge and facilitates exfoliation.  
4.3.2 The g-C3N4/C2N composites for photocatalytic water splitting  The g-C3N4/C2N composites were prepared in two steps. In the first step, a colloidal dispersion of SaU-1-550 is prepared by sonicating a dispersion of SaU-1-550 in water (0.5 mg/ml), followed by centrifugation (30 min. at 5000 rpm, to remove bigger aggregates). In the second step, an excess of CMp-g-C3N4 (2 mg/ml) was dispersed in the SaU-1-550 colloidal dispersion, followed by ultrasonication, to exfoliate the g-C3N4. After 10 h of sonication, the dispersions were put overnight in a drying oven (100 °C), to evaporate the water and potentially allow for the nanocomposite- formation due to self-assembly of the nanosheets. Subsequently, the composites were tested for photocatalytic water splitting under white light irradiation. Two different composites were prepared, a composite between CMp-450 and SaU-1-550 (denoted as CMp-450-SaU) and a composite between the positive 
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charged, protonated CMp-450-prot and SaU-1-550 (denoted as CMp-450-prot-SaU). For fair comparison, the described procedure was carried out only with CMp-450 or CMp-450-prot, without adding it to the SaU-1-550-dispersion. The reference materials are denoted as colloidal CMp-450 and colloidal CMp-450-prot. The obtained composites are homogenous, dark-yellowish (CMp-450-SaU) or grey (CMp-450-prot-SaU) powders (inserts in Figure 4.3.4). Indication towards the formation of a composite material is given by elemental analysis, which reveals a small increased C/N ratio for the composites when compared to the pristine CMp-450 carbon nitride (C/N-ratio of 0.97 for CMp-450-SaU vs. 0.95 for CMp-450 and 0.91 for CMp-450-prot-SaU vs. 0.89 for CMp-450-prot, see Table SI-4.3.1). However, the fraction of the SaU-1-550 material in the composite is expected to be very small, as the concentration of dispersed SaU-1-550 nanosheets after sonication was determined to be only ≈ 0.05 mg/ml (see above). Thus, the maximum concentration of SaU-1-550 in the composite is ≈ 2.5 wt%. UV-Vis spectroscopy shows an increased optical absorption for the composites (Figure 4.3.4). However, from the UV-Vis spectra and elemental analysis data, it cannot be decided if the composite materials are just mixtures of CMp carbon nitride and SaU-1-550, or if they consist of assembled layers of g-C3N4 and the C2N carbon.   
Figure 4.3.4. UV/Vis diffusive reflectance absorbance spectra of (a) SaU-1-550, CMp-450 and CMp-450-SaU and (b) SaU-1-550, CMp-450-prot and CMp-450-prot-SaU. Inserts show photographs of the composite samples CMp-450-SaU (in (a)) and CMp-450-prot-SaU (in (b)).  The activity of the composite samples for the photocatalytic water splitting was tested with the addition of Pt as co-catalyst and triethanolamine as sacrificial agent.[56] The time dependent hydrogen evolution under white light irradiation is shown in Figure 4.3.5. With the 
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composite samples, hydrogen evolution rates of 388 mol h-1g-1 for CMp-450-SaU (Figure 4.3.5 (a)) and 360 mol h-1g-1 for CMp-450-prot-SaU are measured (Figure 4.3.5 (c)). For g-C3N4 materials, the obtained rates in hydrogen evolution are rather high. Compared to CMp-450 as bulk material, this is a two-fold increase in the hydrogen evolution rate (180 mol h-1g-1 for CMp-450, see Figure SI-4.3.3). However, compared to the reference samples which were also prepared by sonication (colloidal CMp-450 and colloidal CMp-450-prot), the composite samples show no significant superior photocatalytic activity. Both reference samples are in the same range regarding the hydrogen evolution rate, with rates of 344 mol h-1g-1 for the colloidal CMp-450 (Figure 4.3.5 (b)) and of 341 mol h-1g-1 for the colloidal CMp-450-prot (Figure 4.3.5 (d)). The slightly higher hydrogen evolution rates for the composites are within the experimental error of this method and do not allow for further conclusions. Thus, the high hydrogen evolution rate of the composites seems to be primary an effect of their increased surface area due to the sonication, rather than due to their composition. Without the co-catalyst Pt, for none of the samples the evolution of hydrogen can be observed.   
Figure 4.3.5. Rate of hydrogen evolution for the photocatalytic splitting of water with the materials (a) CMp-450-SaU, (b) colloidal CMp-450, (c) CMp-450-prot-SaU and (d) colloidal CMp-450-prot tested as photocatalyst. 
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Hence, the testing for photocatalytic water splitting does not give clear evidence for the formation of a g-C3N4/C2N nanocomposite with increased photocatalytic activity. An important parameter for the activity of a photocatalytic system is the mass ratio between the photocatalyst and the co-catalyst. For the g-C3N4/C2N system, C2N is supposed to take the part of the co-catalyst, which leads to an enhanced optical absorption of the photocatalytic system and decreases the charge carrier recombination rate. The maximum performance of a photocatalytic system is achieved only for a certain mass ratio between photocatalyst and co-catalyst. At too high loadings of the co-catalyst, the co-catalyst particles shield the active sites of the photocatalyst and decrease the intensity of light which penetrates into the reaction solution.[219] At too low concentrations of the co-catalyst, only a small amount of the photocatalyst particles is in contact with the co-catalyst. For the above introduced photocatalytic system of g-C3N4 and N-doped carbon from polypyrrole (ref. 82), a co-catalyst loading (which is the N-doped carbon) below and above 8.6 wt% lead to a tremendous decrease in the hydrogen evolution rate.[82] The loading of the potential co-catalyst SaU-1-550 in the composites presented here, is estimated to be ≈ 2.5 wt%. Thus, it can be assumed that the loading of SaU-1-550 in the composites is too low to significantly increase the catalytic performance of g-C3N4. Thus, the composite preparation via aqueous colloidal dispersions is technically limited, since exfoliation in aqueous dispersions is accompanied by too low yields. This however is a consequence of a certain mismatch in the surface energies of water and the C2N carbon. A commonly used solvent for the exfoliation of carbon materials is N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). It has a surface tension of 40.1 mJ/m2, which is equivalent to a surface energy of 
≈ 70 mJ/m2, matching well to that of graphite (70- 80 mJ/m2).[214,220,221] Compared to the aqueous dispersions, the dispersions obtained when sonicating SaU-1-550 in NMP are much more stable (Figure 4.3.6 (a)). For the centrifuged dispersions of SaU-1-550 in NMP, even after several months no aggregation can be observed, whereas in the case of the aqueous dispersions aggregation can be observed after a few days. Also CMp-450 carbon nitride can be dispersed in NMP (Figure 4.3.6 (b)).  
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Figure 4.3.6. Photographs of colloidal dispersion obtained after sonication of dispersions of (a) SaU-1-550 and (b) CMp-450 in NMP, before and after centrifugation.  Hence, the preparation of the CMp-450/SaU-1-550 composites in NMP could be a way to overcome the problem of the low SaU-1-550 loading. However, due to the high boiling point of NMP (b.p. = 204 °C), the challenge here is the removal of the solvent to obtain the composites as powders. A way to circumvent this problem can be a solvent-exchange step by dialysis. For future attempts to prepare the composites by the self-assembly of nanosheets, it would be also interesting trying to allow more time for the self-assembly process. For instance, self-assembly of the mixed dispersed nanosheets can be attempted by aging the mixture at elevated temperatures in an autoclave, as reported by Quiao et al. for the successful self-assembly of g-C3N4 nanosheets and carbon nanotubes.[83] Another interesting approach would it be to mix the dispersed SaU-1-550 nanosheets with the water soluble g-C3N4 precursor dicyandiamide. A similar approach was reported by Quiao et al., who prepared a nanohybrid of g-C3N4 and N-doped graphene by mixing dicyandiamide with aqueous dispersions of exfoliated graphene oxide.[85] Here, the positively charged dicyandiamide deposited on the negatively charged surface of the graphene oxide nanosheets. After lyophilization and carbonizing, g-C3N4 layers were grown in-situ on the graphene oxide surface.   
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5 Summary and Conclusion  The central aim of this thesis on hand was the preparation of an “all-carbon” heterojunction composite solely based from carbon materials, where differences in electronic properties of the single components are achieved by the introduction of different nitrogen motifs into the carbon lattice. For such a composite, the combination of the advantages of its single components as well as synergistic behavior like the formation of electronic heterojunctions can be expected. The realization of such a material was motivated by the quest for appropriate catalysts for the photocatalytic spitting of water. In the context of global warming and dwindling fossil resources, photocatalytic water splitting provides an interesting way to obtain hydrogen from water and sunlight. Here, the organic semiconductor g-C3N4 is a promising candidate as metal-free photocatalyst, which combines a suitable band structure with the advantages of high chemical stability, high stability against photocorrosion, insolubility and the opportunity to be prepared from cheap and non-toxic precursors. However, inherent limitations for this material are a low optical absorption in the visible light part of the spectrum and a relatively high rate of charge carrier recombination. It was the approach of this work, to overcome these limitations by making a composite between g-C3N4 and another carbon/nitrogen compound, which was the recently described semiconductor C2N. For a g-C3N4/C2N composite, it was predicted that at the interface a type II heterojunction is formed, which decreases the rate of charge carrier recombination and thus leads to an increased quantum efficiency.[89] It was furthermore predicted that the composite has an increased optical absorption in the visible light part of the spectrum and that the composite formation from the single components is exothermic.[89]  However, as C2N is an only recently described compound, special emphasis was given on processing this material, which includes finding a potential new precursor system. From a synthetic viewpoint, this work was focused on applying pre-organized precursors, which allow for the targeted modification of the carbon properties already on the stage of the precursor.  The practical application of this concept was introduced in chapter 4.1., which was focused on g-C3N4 as component one of the composite. Here, it was the idea to increase the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4 by the introduction of defects or surface terminations. This 
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was done by applying a supramolecular hydrogen-bonded precursor complex from cyanuric acid and melamine, where caffeine as “growth stopper” molecule was meant to induce structural vacancies in the 2D complex. After carbonization at 500 °C, these vacancies should be preserved as defects or surface terminations in the obtained g-C3N4, which are known to increase the (photo)catalytic activity.[103-105] It was found that caffeine addition does not affect the chemical composition and binding motifs of the obtained g-C3N4s, but greatly affects the morphology. With caffeine addition, hollow g-C3N4 tubes with a length of several m were obtained. Also the electronic properties of the obtained g-C3N4s were influenced by the caffeine addition. UV-Vis spectroscopy and photoluminescence measurements indicated the formation of defect- or surface states in the electronic band structure of the g-C3N4s prepared with caffeine. When tested for the photocatalytic degradation of the organic dye Rhodamin B, the samples prepared with caffeine showed an increased activity. This was attributed to the defect- or surface states, which can decrease the rate of charge carrier recombination and thus enhance the photocatalytic activity. Hence, the obtained results indicate that caffeine as “growth stopper” for the CM complex induces structural vacancies, which are preserved as defects or surface terminations in the obtained g-C3N4 and lead to an increased photocatalytic activity. Thus, this chapter showed how with applying pre-organized supramolecular complexes as precursors, desired properties of the carbon/nitrogen materials can be addressed already on the precursor stage.  After introducing the concept of “pre-organization on the precursor-stage” with the example of the “caffeine-doped” g-C3N4, in the second part of this work the focus was shifted to the other component of the composite, which is the just very recently discovered C2N. In chapter 4.2.1, another opportunity for processing a C2N precursor, which is the eutectic between hexaketocyclohexane and urea, was presented. It was shown that the eutectic crosslinks with the polysaccharide chitosan, which leads to gel monoliths or beads. After drying the gels with supercritical CO2, mesoporous polymer monoliths or –beads were obtained, with apparent BET surface areas of 76 m2/g and 168 m2/g, respectively. The polymer monolith and –beads could then be transformed into nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths or –beads by carbonization at 500 °C. As determined by elemental combustion analysis, the obtained samples revealed nitrogen contents of 12 wt% and 11 wt%, respectively. The porosity of the gels could be retained during carbonization. The carbonized monolith and beads are mesoporous materials with apparent surface areas of 348 m2/g for the monolith and 445 m2/g for the beads. However, the local atomic composition of the obtained 
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materials is not resolved yet and it can be only speculated if the materials contain C2N domains. To resolve this question, further analytical techniques with a high spatial resolution (like HR-TEM or STM) would be highly interesting. From a synthetic viewpoint, the applied preparation method is an interesting route towards mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon in monolithic shape: Contrary to the usually applied routes towards monolithic carbons, it does neither require toxic chemicals like phenolic resins, nor hard-templates, binders or additional steps like activation. An interesting application for the monolithic carbon is indicated from the CO2 adsorption behavior. As calculated from CO2 adsorption isotherms by applying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the monolithic carbon has a high isosteric heat QSt for CO2 adsorption of 36 KJ/mol. It has been recently proposed that nitrogen containing carbons with good CO2 adsorption properties are promising materials for electrocatalytically switchable CO2 capture.[179-181] As revealed by DFT calculations, pyridinic/ pyrazinic nitrogens in carbon/nitrogen compounds can be applied as electronically switchable CO2 adsorption sites.[180] The material derived from the hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor is rich in pyrazinic nitrogen,[69] which makes the obtained monolithic material an interesting candidate for the first practical experiments on electrocatalytic switchable CO2 capture. With dye absorption experiments, it was furthermore shown that the monolithic pore system is also accessible to larger molecules. In chapter 4.2.2, another precursor system for C2N carbon was explored. Following the concept of pre-organization on the precursor stage, squaric acid and urea were chosen as compounds for a potential C2N precursor. Squaric acid, which is known for the formation of layered 2D complexes with several organic amines, was chosen as structure-directing compound, since 2D layers are the basis for graphitic materials.[189-193] Urea was chosen as bridging agent to the squaric acid units and as nitrogen source. From 1:1 mixtures of squaric acid and urea, hydrogen-bonded organic crystals with a layered morphology were formed by proton-transfer from squaric acid to urea. After carbonization at 550 °C, materials with a composition of “C5N2H2O0.6” were obtained, which is the same elemental composition as obtained for the C2N materials from Fechler et al. and Baek et al.[69,70,71] The formation of a material with a graphitic structure was confirmed by PXRD and CP MAS 13C NMR. From the diffraction pattern, an in-plane periodicity with a distance of 8 Å was observed, which is in the same range as the distance between the pyrazinic pores in C2N (8.3 Å).[70] However, PXRD also indicated a rather defective material without long-range order. The position of the aromatic signal in CP MAS 13C NMR indicated the incorporation of nitrogen atoms in the carbon lattice. The layered morphology of the precursor crystals was retained after 
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carbonization and is retained even until temperatures of up to 900 °C. With variations in the ratio of squaric acid: urea in the precursor, after carbonization a material with the same elemental composition, but a tube-like morphology was obtained. TGA- measurements and temperature-resolved FT-IR- and UV-Vis-measurements indicated that from the squaric acid/urea crystals at temperatures > 170 °C squaramides are formed by trans-amidation, which around 230 °C condensate into conjugated, N-heterocyclic intermediates. Further condensation could then lead to a C2N structure. However, to confirm the existence of C2N motifs in the obtained materials, further analytical techniques like XPS, STM or HR-TEM still have to be applied. It was also demonstrated, that the squaric acid/urea crystals as potential C2N precursor can be processed by salt-templating. Here, it was taken advantage on the ability of urea to form deep eutectics with ZnCl2.[209,210] As it has been revealed that an excess of urea in the precursor mixture does not affect the materials composition after carbonization, from precursor mixtures with additional urea and ZnCl2 microporous materials with a specific BET surface area of 865 m2/g were obtained after carbonization.  Finally, in chapter 4.3, first attempts towards the preparation of a g-C3N4/C2N-composite were made. Here, the composite formation was attempted by the self-assembly of exfoliated nanosheets of g-C3N4 and C2N carbon. Exfoliation should be achieved by sonicating aqueous dispersions of the respective materials. As g-C3N4 component for the composite, the material obtained from carbonizing the CMp precursor at 450 °C was applied. It is already known, that by sonicating aqueous dispersion of this material, nanosheets can be obtained.[217] For the C2N component, the material obtained from carbonizing the squaric acid/urea precursor at 550 °C was applied (sample SaU-1-550). It was demonstrated, that also for this material nanosheets with sizes around 95 nm can be prepared by sonication. However, the dispersions of the SaU-1-550 nanosheets were obtained in low concentrations of ≈ 0.05 mg/ml. For the colloidal dispersions of both materials, negative surface zeta potentials of -29 mV (for the g-C3N4 nanoparticles) and -36 mV (for the C2N nanosheets) were determined. However, with the idea to enable self-assembly of the nanosheets also by ionic interactions, attempts towards changing the surface charge of the g-C3N4 nanoparticles were made. This was achieved by protonation with concentrated hydrochloric acid, from which after sonication g-C3N4 nanoparticles with sizes around 100 nm and a positive surface zeta potential of 44 mV were obtained. For the preparation of the composites, g-C3N4 from the CMp precursor was sonicated in the dispersion of the SaU-1-550 nanosheets, followed by water evaporation at 
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100 °C. The same procedure was applied for composites between the protonated g-C3N4 and the C2N carbon. Both obtained composites showed an increased optical absorption when compared to the pure g-C3N4s. When tested for photocatalytic water splitting, the composites showed high rates of hydrogen evolution, with a two-fold increased rate when compared to bulk- g-C3N4. However, when compared to nanosheets of solely g-C3N4, the composites revealed only slightly increased rates of hydrogen production, which led to the conclusion that the high rates of hydrogen production for the composites were an effect primary due to their increased surface area, rather than to their composition. It was assumed, that for a composite with a significantly increased photocatalytic activity, a higher concentration of the SaU-1-550 nanosheets as co-catalyst has to be applied. This might be achieved with colloidal dispersions of SaU-1-550 in NMP, for which a higher matching in surface energies and thus a higher degree of exfoliation can be expected.[214,220,221] Even if in this final project the formation of a g-C3N4/C2N heterojunction with significantly increased photocatalytic activity was not observed, the performed experiments showed that nanosheets of the C2N carbon from the squaric acid/urea crystals can be prepared by liquid exfoliation. As future experiments, the self-assembly under hydrothermal conditions was suggested. Another approach towards the composite material would be a co-synthesis approach, i.e. the in-situ synthesis of one or both carbon/nitrogen compounds in the composite instead of mixing the final carbon/nitrogen materials. For the materials applied here, an interesting co-synthesis approach would be the mixing of dispersed SaU-1-550 nanosheets with the water-soluble g-C3N4 precursor dicyandiamide, followed by solvent-evaporation and carbonization, to allow the in-situ formation of g-C3N4 on the C2N nanosheets.  In conclusion, this thesis provided precious synthetic contributions to the class of carbon/nitrogen materials. This regards the processing into materials of desired shape and morphology, as it was shown for the preparation of binder-free mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and –beads without the use of hard-templates or additional activation steps. As an approach to achieve more control over the carbonization process without additional agents but solely from the choice of the precursor molecules, the concept of pre-organization on the precursor stage was shown. This can be realized with hydrogen-bonded supramolecular precursor complexes, as it was shown for the “caffeine-induced” surface terminations, or with highly ordered organic crystals, as it was shown for the C2N carbon obtained from the squaric acid/urea crystals. 
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Furthermore, with the squaric acid/urea crystals another precursor system for the novel carbon/nitrogen compound C2N has been found. However, here further analytics to clarify the local atomic composition still have to be done.   
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I Appendix 

I.I Abbreviations 

 AcOH - Acetic acid ATR – Attenuated total reflection CB - Conduction band CNT – Carbon nanotube CTS - Chitosan CV – Cyclic voltammetry DFT – Density functional theory DLS – Dynamic light scattering DSC – Differential scanning calorimetry EA – Elemental analysis EDS - Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy EELS – Electron energy loss spectroscopy FT-IR – Fourier transform infrared FTO – Fluorine doped tin oxide HER – Hydrogen evolution reaction HR-TEM – High resolution  ICP-MS - Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry IL - Ionic liquid MS – Mass spectrometry MWCNT – Multi-walled carbon nanotube NaOH – Sodium hydroxide NDC - Nitrogen doped carbon NHE - Normal hydrogen electrode NMP – N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone NMR – Nuclear magnetic resonance OER – Oxygen evolution reaction PAA - Polyacrylamide PEG – Polyethylene glycole PIL - Poly-ionic liquid PMMA – Poly(methyl methacrylate) PVA – Polyvinyl acetate 
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PVP – Polyvinyl pyrrolidone PXRD – Powder x-ray diffraction QSDFT – Quenched solid density functional theory RhB – Rhodamine B SEM – Scanning electron microscopy STM – Scanning tunneling microscopy SWCNT – Single-walled carbon nanotube TCSPC - Time-correlated single photon counting setup TEM – Transmission electron microscopy TEOA - Triethanolamine TGA – Thermogravimetric analysis VB - Valence band VdW – Van der Waals WAX – Wide angle x-ray diffraction XPS – X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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I.II Applied Methods  Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) In infrared spectroscopy, molecular vibrations are initiated by excitation with infrared radiation. As different functional groups and molecular entities have specific energies for certain modes of vibration, specific wavelengths are absorbed for excitation. However, excitation by electromagnetic radiation is only possible for vibration modes which lead to a change in the electronic dipole moment of the respective molecular entity. For the measurement, the amount of absorbed photons as a function of the excitation wavelength is measured. This provides information about the molecular structure of the sample, e.g. about the existence of functional groups and changes in their chemical environment (e.g. due to protonation or hydrogen bonding). For this thesis, infrared spectroscopy was performed with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) setup. With this technique, the sample is placed on an internal reflection element, which totally reflects the incident infrared laser beam. Near the surface of this element, the reflected laser beam creates an evanescent wave, which can be absorbed by the sample due to the excitation processes. This leads to an attenuation of the reflected laser beam which is then detected. The main advantage of this configuration is that both powder and drop samples can be measured without further preparation.  FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Varian 1000 spectrometer with an attenuated total reflectance setup.   
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Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) With x-ray diffraction, information about crystallinity, crystal structure, and unit cell parameters of a sample can be obtained. For crystalline materials, the periodic arrangement of the atoms can be described by lattice planes, which are characterized by their relative positions in regard to the unit cell. When an electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength similar to the distance between the lattice planes, i.e. x-rays, is shined on the crystal, diffraction patterns can be obtained. The condition for constructive interference for scattered x-rays at a certain lattice plane is given by the Bragg-equation (Equation 2), where θ is the incident angle,  the wavelength of the x-rays, d the distance between the lattice planes and n the diffraction order:  ∙ ∙ = ∙  (Eq.2)  In x-ray diffraction experiments, the intensity of the scattered x-rays is measured as a function of the incident angle θ. From the obtained diffraction pattern, the crystal structure and unit cell parameters of a crystalline sample can be determined. In powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD), a powdered bulk material of a crystalline solid, rather than a single crystal is examined. Here, also information about the size of crystalline domains in a certain crystallographic direction can be obtained. This is described by the Debye-Scherrer equation (Equation 3), where L is the length of a crystalline domain in a certain crystallographic direction, β the full width half maximum of the corresponding reflection,  the angle of the reflection,  the x-ray wavelength and K the shape factor (a constant):  = ∙∙  (Eq.3)  For not purely crystalline materials, this also allows for estimating the amount of amorphous domains: The broader the reflections, the higher the amount of amorphous domains.  PXRD patterns were measured on a Bruker D8 Advance instrument with Cu-Kα radiation. The lattice distance d was calculated from the position 2  of the respective reflection in the obtained diffraction patterns using the Bragg-equation (see Equation 2), with the diffraction order n = 1 and the wavelength λ = 1.540561 Å for Cu-Kα radiation.[222]  
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Microscopy methods In this work, three types of microscopy were applied: Optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The resolution of an optical imaging technique is limited by the wavelength of the source of illumination. Electrons have a much smaller de Broglie wavelength than visible light, and less energy than electromagnetic radiation of the same wavelength. This means that by using electrons as an illumination source, a higher resolution than with optical light can be achieved, without inducing too destructive interactions with the most specimen materials. In scanning electron microscopy, an electron beam which is produced by a hot cathode at the top of the microscope is focused with electromagnetic lenses on the specimen. When the electron beam interferes with the specimen, electrons can be backscattered by elastic scattering or secondary electrons can be emitted. Both types of electrons can be detected. However, in the usual measuring mode, the image of the specimen is produced with detection of the secondary electrons. The amount of secondary electrons which reaches the detector depends on the topography of the sample, which allows for topography imaging with SEM. To prevent too high charging of the specimen during measurement, non-conductive samples are usually sputtered with a thin film of a conducting metal (usually gold or platinum) before measuring. In transmission electron microscopy, electrons which transmit the specimen are detected. This requires sufficiently thin samples (not more than a few hundred nanometers). On the way through the specimen material, the electron beam interacts with the material (backscattering, diffraction, absorption) and gets attenuated, which allows imaging the thickness of the sample by detecting the intensity of the transmitted electrons. However, this intensity not only depends on the thickness of the sample, but also on the sample composition.  Optical microscopy images were taken with an Olympus BX41 optical microscope. SEM measurements were performed with a Gemini Leo-1550 electron microscope. Prior to the microscopy measurement, the samples were sputtered with platinum. TEM measurements were perfomed on a Zeiss EM 912 microscope.  Elemental analysis Elemental combustion analysis is a technique which allows for quantifying the elemental content of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and sulfur. A certain mass of the sample is 
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quantitatively burned at high temperatures under an oxygen atmosphere and the characteristic combustion products (CO2, N2, H2O, SO2) are quantified using heat conductance detectors.  Elemental combustion analysis was performed with a Vario Micro device.  UV/Vis absorption-spectroscopy and emission-spectroscopy Electronic transitions within a material can be achieved by excitation with visible and UV-light. In UV/Vis-spectroscopy (optical spectroscopy), the absorption of UV- and visible light by a sample due to electronic transitions is measured as a function of the excitation wavelength. This provides information about the electronic structure of the sample, e.g. about 
π-conjugated systems for molecules or about the structure of metal complexes. Optical spectroscopy on semiconductor solid state materials provides information about the band gap of the material or the existence of defects. The attenuation of a light beam traveling through a solution of an optically absorbing material is described by the Lambert-Beer law (Equation 4):  = = ∙ ∙  (Eq.4)  Here, I0 is the intensity of the incident light beam, I the intensity of the light beam after passing through the solution, A is the absorbance, ελ the molar decadic extinction coefficient for a given wavelength , c the concentration of the solution and d the distance which the light has to travel through the solution. In optical spectroscopy, usually the absorbance A is plotted as a function of the wavelength . Thus, by applying a literature reported ελ –value, UV/Vis-spectroscopy can be used to determine the concentration of a chromophore in a solution. In this thesis, this method is used to determine the concentration of the dye Rhodamine B in dye degradation and –adsorption experiments. Since light cannot penetrate opaque solid powders, UV/Vis spectra for powered samples are obtained with a different setup. Here, the diffusive reflectance of a sample is measured. To achieve this, the powder sample is placed in an integrating sphere, which collects all the reflected light. By comparing the reflection intensity of the sample with the one of a non-absorbing reference sample, the relative amount of absorbed light can be determined.  
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UV/Vis absorption spectra were measured on a Varian Cary 50Conc UV/Vis spectrometer with neoLab semi-micro polystyrene cuvettes of 1 cm length. UV/Vis diffusive reflectance spectra were measured on a Shimadzu UV2600 spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere.  In emission spectroscopy, the wavelength of the emission (photoluminescence) of electromagnetic radiation is measured. Emission is due to electronic transitions from higher energy states to states of lower energy, with the energy of emitted photons corresponding to the energy difference between the states. To achieve photoemission, electrons are excited to states of higher energy by absorbing light with an appropriate energy. In a photoluminescence measurement, electronic transitions are induced by laser irradiation and the intensity of emitted light is measured in respect to the emission wavelength. From the emission wavelengths, the structure of electronic states of the sample can be determined.  The emission spectra were measured on a LS-50B Perkin Elmer instrument. The photoluminescence lifetime was determined with time-resolved fluorescence measurements using a time-correlated single photon counting setup (TCSPC) with a Becker & Hickl SPC-130 acquisition system and a multichannel PML-16-C-1 PMT detector. The excitation at  = 405 nm was done with a PicoQuant PDL-800B CW laser with a repetition rate of 2 MHz and the emission was monitored at  = 500 nm.  Nitrogen physisorption Nitrogen physisorption is a method to determine the surface area, the pore volume and the pore size distribution of a porous sample. Here, the volume of the adsorbate (nitrogen) which is adsorbed by the adsorbent (the solid, porous sample) is measured in respect to the relative pressure (p/p0) of the adsorbate. The measurement process is conducted at the boiling point of nitrogen (77 K) and under ambient pressure, to ensure equilibrium conditions. At these conditions, nitrogen is adsorbed only by weak interactions, i.e. van der Waals interactions, and multilayer-adsorption occurs. In a typical experiment, first the adsorption process is measured by detecting the adsorbed nitrogen volume with increasing the relative pressure until p/p0 ≈ 1. Then, the desorption process is measured by lowering the relative pressure. For both processes, the adsorbed volume is plotted as a function of the relative pressure, resulting in an adsorption- and a desorption isotherm. From the shape of the isotherms, information about the pore size and -shape can be obtained. Regarding their sizes, usually three types of 
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pores are distinguished, i.e. micro-, meso- and macropores. According to the definition given by the IUPAC in 1985, pores with a diameter below 2 nm are classified as micropores, pores with diameters between 2 nm and 50 nm as mesopores and pores with diameters above 50 nm as macropores.[223] The IUPAC also classified six types of physisorption isotherms, which are shown in Figure A1.[224]   
Figure A1. IUPAC classification of physisorption isotherms, according to ref. 224. Orange arrows indicate adsorption isotherms, blue arrows indicate desorption isotherm.  The reversible type I isotherm is typically observed for microporous solids with a small external surface. This isotherm type is characterized by a steep increase in the nitrogen uptake at low relative pressures, followed by the approach of a limited uptake value. The steep increase at low p/p0 values is due to enhanced interactions between adsorbate and adsorbent in small micropores of molecular dimensions. If all micropores are filled, the limit in the uptake is reached. Type I(a) is the typical isotherm shape for materials with small micropores (with a width < 1nm) and a narrow pore size distribution. For microporous materials with a broader pore size distribution, type I(b) isotherms are obtained. Reversible type II isotherms are typically observed for non-porous or macroporous solids. The physisorption process on these materials is characterized by unrestricted monolayer/ multilayer adsorption. The isotherm can display a sharp knee (point B in Figure A1), which marks the end of the monolayer adsorption and the beginning of multilayer adsorption. For type III isotherms, no knee (as in type II isotherms) can be observed. This indicates relatively weak adsorbent/ adsorbate interactions, where no distinct monolayer formation occurs but molecules are clustered at favored adsorption sites of the non- or macroporous solid. 
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Type IV isotherms are observed for mesoporous solids. Here, adsorbent/ adsorbate interactions as well as interactions between adsorbate molecules in the condensed state determine the adsorption process, as here mono- and multilayer adsorption is followed by pore condensation. For type IV(a) isotherms, pore condensation leads to a hysteresis loop in the isotherms. For smaller mesopore widths, completely reversible type IV(b) isotherms can be observed. Type V isotherms are typically observed for relatively weak adsorbent/ adsorbate interactions, where at higher relative pressures molecular clustering and then pore filling occurs. Reversible, step-like type VI isotherms are observed for non-porous materials with a very homogenous surface, where adsorption occurs in a layer-by-layer fashion. Both, the type V and type VI isotherms are relatively uncommon and only observed for certain materials. By relating the adsorbed volume to the thickness of the adsorbed mono-and multilayers, the area covered by the adsorbate can be calculated. This value, the specific surface area, represents the internal surface area of the porous material. For this relation, different theories have been developed. The first theory developed was the Langmuir theory, which assumes the formation of only monolayers and thus is not applicable for mesoporous materials.[225] A further development of this theory which also takes into account the formation of multilayers, is the commonly used BET theory (named after their developers Brunauer, Emmett and Teller).[226] In this thesis, this theory is used to determine the specific surface area from the physisorption isotherms. The BET equation is given in Equation 5, where p/p0 is the relative pressure, Vads the total adsorbed volume, Vmono the volume of a monolayer and C the adsorption constant.  

− ∙ = ∙ + −∙ ∙  (Eq.5)  If the term on the left side of the equation is plotted as a function of the relative pressure p/p0, the volume of the adsorbed monolayer Vmono can be determined from the slope of the obtained line and the intersection with the y-axis after extrapolation. With Vmono, the specific BET surface area S (in m2/g) can be calculated according to Equation 6, with NA being the Avogadro constant,  the surface area covered by a single N2 molecule in dense package (0.162 nm2), Vmol the ideal gas volume and mAds the mass of the adsorbent:  
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= ∙ ∙∙  (Eq.6)  With physisorption, also the pore size distribution of a porous sample can be determined. Here, different methods have been developed. Macroscopic, thermodynamic models like the BJH model (named after their developer Barrett, Joyner and Halenda)[227] are based on the Kelvin equation (Equation 7). This equation describes the relation between the relative pressure p/p0 at which pore condensation occurs in a cylindrical pore and the radius rmenisc of the meniscus of the condensed liquid in the pore. Here,  is the surface tension of the gas/fluid interface, Vmol the ideal gas volume, φ the wetting angle, R the ideal gas constant and T the temperature.  = − ∙ ∙∙ ∙ ∙  (Eq.7)  From this equation it can be concluded, that pore condensation occurs at higher relative pressures in pores with a larger diameter (and thus a smaller curvature of the meniscus). However, this model is only applicable for cylindrical pores and pore diameters above 2.5 nm. In micropores with a smaller radius, interactions between the pore walls and the adsorbate become dominant, which are not considered for the Kelvin-equation. Further developments are microscopic methods, which are based on the density functional theory (DFT) and are applicable for meso- and micropores. For this thesis, the quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT) method was chosen to determine the pore size distribution, as this method takes into account the surface heterogeneity of porous carbon and carbon/nitrogen materials.[228]  The nitrogen physisorption measurements were performed at 77 K on a Quantachrome Quadrasorb SI porosimeter. Prior to the physisorption measurements, the samples were degassed for 20 h at 150 °C under vacuum. The apparent surface area was calculated with the BET model, which was applied on the isotherm data points of the adsorption branch for p/p0 < 0.3. The pore volume was calculated from the physisorption data with the program QuadraWin (version 5.11), with the mesopore volume calculated by subtracting the micropore volume from the total pore volume. The pore size distribution was determined by the program QuadraWin (version 5.11) by using the QSDFT-theory for slit/cylindrical pores applied on the nitrogen adsorption isotherm. 
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Carbon dioxide physisorption Besides nitrogen, carbon dioxide is a gas which is commonly used for the characterization of porous materials by physisorption. CO2 physisorption measurements are usually carried out at temperatures of 273 K or 298 K and under ambient pressure. Due to the higher thermal energy of the adsorbate CO2, adsorption occurs also in ultramicropores, which are micropores with a very small diameter (< 0.8 nm). This is an advantage in comparison to nitrogen physisorption, where the detection of very small micropores is not possible. The strength of the interaction between the porous material and the adsorbent CO2 is described by the isosteric heat of adsorption QSt. It can be calculated from the sorption isotherms obtained at different temperatures by applying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Equation 8), where R is the ideal gas constant, P is the CO2 partial pressure, T is the temperature and qa is the CO2 adsorption capacity (in mmol g-1).  − = ln/  (Eq.8)  When for a constant CO2 loading qa the corresponding partial pressures P at different temperatures T are plotted as  against 1/T, Qst can be determined from the slope of the obtained straight line.[174]  The CO2 physisorption measurements were performed at 273 K, 284 K and 302 K on a Quantachrome Quadrasorb SI porosimeter. Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed for 20 h at 150 °C under vacuum. The isosteric heat of CO2 adsorption was calculated from the CO2 physisorption isotherms obtained at different temperatures by applying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (as described above, see Equation 8).  Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique, which gives information about the electronic environment of certain NMR-active isotopes and their interactions with neighbored atoms. Hence, NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method to characterize the structure of molecular and solid-state compounds. The technique is based on nuclear magnetic resonance, a physical phenomenon which describes the absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation of certain nuclei in a magnetic field. The resonance 
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frequency, which is in the radio frequency range, depends on the strength of the magnetic field and the magnetic properties of the isotopes. Therefore, the absorption frequency depends also on the electronic environment of the isotopes and coupling effects to adjacent isotopes can be observed. From the frequency shifts observed due to that, information on the structure of the sample can be obtained. Requirement for nuclear magnetic resonance is a nonzero nuclear spin. The most frequent examined isotopes in NMR-experiments are 1H and 13C, which makes NMR spectroscopy especially interesting for the structural elucidation of organic molecules. NMR spectroscopy experiments are typically performed with dissolved samples, as in this case Brownian motion averages the orientation dependency of interactions between isotopes and their electronic environment. However, the anisotropy of these interactions is a problem for NMR spectroscopy on solid samples, and leads to broadened signals. This problem can be bypassed by spinning the sample with a high rotation speed in the so-called “magic angle”, i.e. in an angle of 54.7 ° in respect to the external magnetic field, which leads to an averaging of the anisotropic isotope interactions (magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR). However, there can still be a dipolar coupling between nuclear spins, which leads to broadened signals in solid state NMR despite the magic-angle spinning. A technique to obtain stronger signals in solid state NMR, is the cross-polarization (CP) NMR spectroscopy, where a magnetization transfer from more sensitive nuclei (e.g. 1H) to less sensitive nuclei (e.g. 13C) takes place.  13C CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer at 100.6 MHz with a 4 mm double resonance probe-head, operating at a spinning rate of 10 kHz.  Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) With thermogravimetric analysis, the mass change of a sample during heating is observed. A sample on a balance is heated with a certain heating rate and the mass of the sample is recorded as a function of temperature and time. This apparatus can be coupled with a mass spectrometer (TGA-MS), which allows for in-situ detection of evolving products. The obtained mass/temperature curves typically have the shape of steps, in which the single steps are related to decomposition or reaction processes (when heating a reaction mixture). With TGA-MS, the steps can be linked to the evolution of certain products, which allows for information regarding the sample composition or the reaction mechanism.  
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Thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spectrometry was performed on a Netsch thermogravimetry TG 209F1 Libra connected to a Pfeiffer Vacuum Omnistar gas analysis system with 194 cycles and with a Mw detection range from 10 Da to 195 Da under nitrogen atmosphere. The heating rate was 2.5 K/min.  Dynamic light scattering (DLS) With dynamic light scattering, the hydrodynamic radius of dispersed or dissolved particles can be determined. When a laser beam is directed on particles which are much smaller than the wavelength of the laser, elastic scattering of the light in all directions occurs (Rayleigh scattering). For the light scattered by the different particles, interference occurs, which combined with the Brownian motion of the particles leads to fluctuations in the intensity of the scattered light. The diffusion coefficient D of the particles can be determined by analyzing the intensity fluctuations as a function of time. The diffusion coefficient D is related to the hydrodynamic radius r of the particles by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 9).  = ∙6 ∙ ∙ ∙  (Eq.9)  Here, kB is the Boltzmann-constant, T the temperature and  the viscosity of the dispersion medium.  Dynamic light scattering measurements were performed with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90.  Zeta-Potential measurement The zeta potential is the electric potential difference between the stationary layer of an interfacial double layer around a charged particle and the dispersion medium. A high zeta potential indicates a high surface charge for the dispersed particles, which goes along with a high stability of the colloidal dispersion. The zeta potential can be measured by electrophoresis. Here, an electrical field in the measurement cell forces the charged particles to move in a certain direction. The motion speed depends on the charge of the particles, and therefore correlates with their zeta potential. The velocity of the particles is usually measured with laser Doppler velocimetry, a technique 
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which uses the Doppler shift of the scattered light of a moving object when illuminated with a laser beam.  Zeta potential measurements were performed with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90.  Photocatalytic dye degradation The photocatalytic dye degradation experiments with the g-C3N4 from the “caffeine doped” CM precursor were carried out with the organic dye Rhodamine B. For the photodegradation experiments, 10 mg of the respective g-C3N4 sample were dispersed by stirring in 10 ml of a RhB solution (20 mg/l) and illuminated with a white light emitting LED (  > 410 nm, 50 W light output, OSA opto lights). Aliquots were taken before illumination and then every 10 min, to determine the RhB concentration with UV/Vis spectroscopy from the RhB maximum absorption wavelength (  = 554 nm). Before taking the first aliquot, the dispersion was stirred for 1 h in the dark, to allow the adsorption of RhB on the catalyst surface. The degradation efficiency was determined by plotting the relative RhB concentration c/c0 as a function of the time t, with c being the RhB concentration at a certain time t and c0 the RhB concentration before illumination (t = 0). According to the Lambert Beer law (see Equation 4), it is c/c0 = A/A0 with A and A0 being the optical absorbance of the RhB solution at the time t and t = 0, respectively, as determined by UV/Vis spectroscopy.  Dye adsorption The dye adsorption experiments with the nitrogen-doped carbon monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500) were carried out with Rhodamine B. For the adsorption experiments, 5 mg of the powdered sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500 were dispersed in 5 ml of a Rh B solution (20 mg/l and 200 mg/l) and placed inside a closed box (to prevent photodegradation) on an automatic shaker. To determine the RhB-concentration, aliquots (0.2 ml for the 20 mg/l solution and 25 l for the 200 mg/l solution) were taken at t = 0 min. (before dispersing the sample in the RhB solution) and t = 10 min, 60 min, 180 min, 24 h and 48 h (after dispersing the sample in the RhB solution). The RhB concentration ct at the time t was determined by UV/Vis-spectroscopy, by calculating the concentration from the absorbance A at the maximum absorption wavelength (  = 554 nm) according to the Lambert-Beer equation (Equation 4). For the extinction coefficient at 554 nm, the literature reported value of  = 88000 (cm mol/l)-1 was used.[229] As the Lambert-Beer law is only valid for diluted solutions, the aliquots were diluted to achieve an absorbance A < 1. The RhB uptake qt 
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at the time t was then calculated according to Equation 10, with the concentration ct at the time t, the initial concentration c0 at the time t = 0 (before addition of the sample), the volume V of the dispersion (5 ml) and the mass W of the sample m-CTS/HkU-sc-500 (5 mg):  = − ∙  (Eq.10)  To subtract out factors which might contribute to a decrease in the RhB concentration besides the adsorption by the sample (e.g. adsorption at the glass surface, photodegradation), the RhB concentration of a reference sample which contains only RhB solution (20 mg/l or 200 mg/l) was determined in parallel. However, under the given experimental conditions, no changes in the concentration of the reference samples could be observed. As maximum adsorption capacity, the adsorption capacity for the 200 mg/l RhB solution after 48 h was taken.  Photocatalytic water splitting The testing for photocatalytic water splitting was performed in a tightly closed reaction chamber with a quartz-window for illumination and connection to a pressure measuring unit to detect the amount of evolved hydrogen (Scheme A1).   
Scheme A1. Setup for the photocatalytic water splitting. Blue arrows indicate valves. During measurement, only valve 3 (connection to the pressure measuring unit) is opened. The chamber between valve 1 and valve 2 allows for enlarging the volume for collecting hydrogen. 
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For the measurement, 50 mg of the sample were dispersed in 34 ml water, with 3.8 ml triethanolamine (TEOA) and 39.4 l H2PtCl6 (8 wt% aqueous solution). All reagents were degassed and purged with argon prior to the measurement. After purging the reaction chamber with argon, it was filled with the reaction mixture and under stirring and illumination with a LED-light (White light, 50 W light output, OSA opto lights) the pressure in the reaction chamber was recorded. The reaction chamber is connected with a thermostat, the experiments were performed at 25 °C. The amount n of evolved hydrogen was calculated from the pressure p in the reaction chamber by applying the ideal gas law (Equation 11):  ∙ = ∙ ∙  (Eq.11) With the free volume V of the reaction chamber (i.e. excluding the volume of the liquid reaction mixture), the gas constant R = 8.3145 J mol-1 K-1 and the temperature T (here: 298 K). The hydrogen evolution rate (in mol h-1g-1) was calculated as the amount of hydrogen evolved in a certain time per mass of the photocatalyst, for the time range in which the amount of evolved hydrogen increased linearly.   
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I.III Experimental Part 

 Chemicals 
 

Table A.1. List of all chemicals applied Substance Chemical formula (CAS number) Purity Supplier Acetic acid, 0.1 M CH3COOH (CAS: 64-19-7) Titripur® Sigma Aldrich Acetone CH3COCH3 (CAS: 67-64-1) ≥ 99.7 % Sigma Aldrich Caffeine C8H10N4O2 (CAS: 58-08-2) ReagentPlus® Sigma Aldrich Chitosan, medium molecular weight  (CAS: 9012-76-4)  Sigma Aldrich Cyanuric acid C3H3N3O3 (CAS: 108-80-5) 99 % Alfa Aesar 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazine C9H9N5 (CAS: 91-76-9) 97 % Sigma Aldrich Hexachloroplatinic acid (8 wt% aqueaous solution) H2PtCl6 (CAS: 16941-12-1)  Sigma Aldrich Hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate C6O6 � 8 H2O (CAS: 527-31-1) 97 % Sigma Aldrich Hydrochloric acid, 37 % HCl (CAS: 7647-01-0) Reagent grade Sigma Aldrich Melamine C3H6N6 (CAS: 108-78-1) 99 % Sigma Aldrich NaOH solution, 0.1 M NaOH (CAS: 1310-73-2) Titripur® Sigma Aldrich N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) C5H9NO (CAS: 872-50-4) ≥ 99 % Alfa Aesar Rhodamine B C28H31ClN2O3 (CAS: 81-88-9) 95 % Sigma Aldrich  
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Table A.1 (Continuation). List of all chemicals applied 3,4-Dihydroxy-3-cyclobutene-1,2-dione (Squaric acid) (HO)2C4O2 (CAS: 2892-51-5) ≥ 99.7 % Sigma Aldrich Triethanolamine (HOCH2CH2)3N (CAS: 102-71-6) ≥ 99.5 % Sigma Aldrich Urea NH2CONH2 (CAS: 57-13-6) BioReagent Sigma Aldrich Zinkchloride ZnCl2 (CAS: 7646-85-7) ≥ 99.995 % Sigma Aldrich   Synthesis  Carbonization All carbonization reactions were carried out in a chamber oven (Nabertherm N7/H chamber oven with a P300 temperature controller), under nitrogen flow and with a heating rate of 2.5 K/min. For that purpose, the respective precursors were placed in a lid-covered ceramic crucible and heated up to the respective carbonization temperature. This temperature was kept for a certain time (for the respective carbonization times: see below). Subsequently, the samples were kept in the oven under nitrogen flow until they equilibrated to room temperature.  4.1 g-C3N4 with enhanced photocatalytic activity from a “caffeine doped” CM precursor Synthesis of the “caffeine doped” CM precursor complexes: 10 mmol cyanuric acid, 10 mmol melamine and x mmol caffeine (x = 0 for CM, x = 0.5 for CM-5C, x = 0.75 for CM-7.5C and x = 1 for CM-10C) were grinded together and then shaken in 50 ml of water for 12 h. The milky suspensions were then vacuum filtrated, washed with water and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C.  Synthesis of carbon nitride from the “caffeine doped” CM precursor complexes: The carbon nitride materials were obtained from the respective precursor complexes by carbonization for 4 h at 500 °C.  
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4.2 C2N carbon 4.2.1 Nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and –beads by structuring the hexaketocyclohexane/ urea precursor with chitosan Synthesis of the CTS/HkU precursor gels: The HkU precursor was synthesized according to ref. 69. 208 mg hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate and 120 mg urea were mixed in a glass vial and molten in an oil bath at 90 °C (molar ratio hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate : urea = 1:3). After melting, the mixture turns to deep red and the evaporation of water and gases can be observed. When this process is completed, 3 ml water were added to dissolve the liquid deep eutectic. The solution is stirred for additional 5 min. in the oil bath, and then taken out to allow cooling down to room temperature. The HkU precursor as reference sample (for the FT-IR measurements) was prepared as solid precursor, i.e. in the same way as described above but without addition of the water. To prepare the CTS/HkU precursor gels, first a chitosan solution was prepared by dissolving 200 mg chitosan (CTS) in 10 ml water, followed by the addition of 50 l 0.1 M acetic acid and sonication for 5 min. For the preparation of the monolithic gels, the CTS solution was homogenously mixed with the solution of the HkU precursor (as described above) in an autoclave glass tube (diameter: 2 cm, height: 8.5 cm). The autoclave glass tube was placed in a tightly closed steel autoclave bomb (Parr instrument company, diameter: 4.5 cm, height: 13.5 cm, with Teflon-inlet) and put for 12 h in an oven at 100 °C. Afterwards, the obtained deep red gel monolith was carefully taken out and washed by repeatedly placing it in a beaker with 300 ml water (3 times for 10 min. each). Afterwards, drying with supercritical CO2 or freeze drying was applied. For the preparation of the gel beads, the CTS solution was dropped slowly with a syringe into a 0.1 M aqueous solution of NaOH. The obtained gel beads were washed with water until a neutral pH was reached and then put into the autoclave glass tube, followed by the addition of 6 ml water and the solution of the HkU precursor. Hydrothermal treatment (12h at 100 °C) and subsequent washing was carried out as described above for the monolithic gels.   
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Drying of the CTS/HkU precursor gels: For freeze-drying, the respective gel samples (monolith or beads) were frozen in a freezer. After being completely frozen, the gels were dried with a freeze-drier (Lyotech LYO SG2-10) at -48 °C and 0.04 mbar. For supercritical CO2 drying, first the water in the gels was replaced by acetone. For that purpose, the respective gel samples were placed for 2 h each in erlenmayer flasks with water/acetone mixtures with an consecutively increased acetone content (starting with 5 vol% acetone, then 10 vol%, 30 vol%, 50 vol%, 70 vol%, 90 vol%, 96 vol% and then pure acetone). The gels were then dried by supercritical CO2 with a Leica EM CPD300 supercritical drier, with 12 repetition cycles of exchanging CO2 against acetone.  Carbonization of the dried CTS/HkU precursor gels: The dried CTS/HkU precursor samples were carbonized for 1h at 500 °C.  The reference samples were prepared as described above, but without addition of the HkU precursor (samples x-CTS-y and x-CTS-y-500). The freeze dried reference samples m-CTS/U-f and m-CTS/Hk-f were also prepared as described above, but with the addition of dissolved urea (sample m-CTS/U-f) or dissolved hexaketocyclohexane octahydrate (sample m-CTS/Hk-f) instead of the HkU precursor.  4.2.2 C2N carbon from organic crystals between squaric acid and urea The squaric acid/urea crystals were prepared by suspending 1.14 g (10 mmol) squaric acid and urea (600 mg (10 mmol) for SaU-1, 1.2 g (20 mmol) for SaU-2) in 10 ml water, followed by heating up at 90 °C, to allow complete dissolution of the educts. Afterwards the solution was allowed to cool down to room temperature, which leads to the crystallization of the precursor complexes. The obtained crystals were filtrated, washed with small amount of cold water and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. To obtain the carbonized materials, the precursor crystals were carbonized for 1 h at the respective temperatures (200 °C for SaU-x-200, 235 °C for SaU-x-235, 550 °C for SaU-x-550, 800 °C for SaU-x-800 and 900 °C for SaU-x-900). The ZnCl2 templated sample SaU-2-550-Zn was prepared by grinding 1.14 g squaric acid and 1.2 g urea with 2.34 g ZnCl2 and carbonizing this mixture for 1 h at 550 °C. To remove the Zn-species from the obtained carbon material, the sample was grinded and stirred in 
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1 M hydrochloric acid for 12 h. Afterwards, the sample was washed with water, then with ethanol and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. The ZnCl2 templated sample SaU-1-550-Zn was prepared in the same way, but from 1.14 g squaric acid, 600 mg urea and 1.74 g ZnCl2 as precursor mixture.  4.3 The g-C3N4/C2N composites Preparation of CMp-450 g-C3N4: 10 mmol cyanuric acid and 10 mmol 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazine were grinded together and then shaken in 50 ml of water for 12 h. The milky suspensions were then vacuum filtrated, washed with water and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. The dried powder was then carbonized for 4 h at 450 °C.  Protonation of CMp-450 carbon nitride (sample CMp-450-prot): For protonation, 100 mg of CMp-450 were stirred for 12 h in concentrated hydrochloric acid (37 %). Afterwards, the sample was centrifuged (10 min at 3000 rpm) and then three times washed with water by centrifugation (10 ml water each, centrifugation for 10 min. at 3000 rpm). The sample was then dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. Yield: 87 %.  Preparation of the SaU-1-550-, CMp-450- and CMp-450-prot- colloidal dispersions in water and NMP: 7.5 mg of the respective samples (SaU-1-550, CMp-450 or CMp-450-prot) were suspended in 15 ml of the respective dispersant (water or NMP) and sonicated for 10 h in a low-power ultrasonication bath. To remove bigger particles and aggregates, the obtained dispersions were afterwards centrifuged for 30 min. at 5000 rpm.  Preparation of the composite samples CMp-450-SaU and CMp-450-prot-SaU: 30 mg of the respective carbon nitride samples (CMp-450 for CMp-450-SaU and CMp-450-prot for CMp-450-prot-SaU) were dispersed in 15 ml of the SaU-1-550 dispersion (after centrifugation, prepared as described above) and sonicated for 10 h in a low-power ultrasonication bath. To obtain the composite as solid powder, the water from the obtained dispersions was evaporated by heating the dispersion for 12 h at 100 °C in a drying oven. The reference samples (colloidal CMp-450 and colloidal CMp-450-prot) for the testing for photocatalytic water splitting were prepared as described above, but the respective samples (CMp-450 and CMp-450-prot) were suspended in water and not in the SaU-1-550 dispersion. 
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I.IV Supporting Figures and Tables 

 

4.1 g-C3N4 with enhanced photocatalytic activity from a „caffeine doped“ CM precursor  
Table SI-4.1.1. Elemental composition (as obtained by elemental combustion analysis), yields for the carbonization step and BET-surface area (as obtained by N2 sorption measurement) for the caffeine doped CM and CMp complexes and the carbon nitride materials prepared out of them. Sample N [wt%] C [wt%] H [wt%] Yield [wt%] BET-surface area [m2/g] CM-500 58.8 34.1 2.2 19 31 CM-5C-500 58.8 34.0 2.2 19 41 CM-7.5C-500 58.9 34.2 2.2 21 21 CM-10C-500 58.9 34.1 2.2 22 20   
Figure SI-4.1.1. (a) FT-IR spectra and (b) X-ray diffraction patterns of the CM complex (orange) and the caffeine doped CM complexes CM-5C (blue), CM-7.5C (yellow), and CM-10C (red). For comparison, in (a) also the FT-IR spectra of cyanuric acid (magenta), melamine (black) and caffeine (brown) are shown. 
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Figure SI-4.1.2. SEM images of the (a) CM complex (sample CM), and the CM complex with addition of (b) 5 mol-% caffeine (sample CM-5C), (c) 7.5 mol-% caffeine (sample CM-7.5C) and (d) 10 mol-% caffeine (sample CM-10C) before carbonization.   
Figure SI-4.1.3. Higher magnification SEM image of the sample CM-7.5C-500. 
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Figure SI-4.1.4. Nitrogen sorption isotherms and specific BET surface area of the samples CM-500 (orange), CM-5C-500 (blue), CM-7.5C-500 (yellow) and CM-10C-500 (red).   
Figure SI-4.1.5. Photographs of the samples CM-500, CM-5C-500, CM-7.5C-500 and CM-10C-500 (from left to right).   
Figure SI-4.1.6. (a) PXRD pattern and (b) FT-IR spectra of the sample CM-5C-500 after the third RhB photodegradation cycle. 
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4.2 C2N carbon 

 

4.2.1 Nitrogen-doped carbon monoliths and –beads by structuring the 

hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor with chitosan  
Table SI-4.2.1. Elemental composition (as obtained by elemental combustion analysis), yields for the carbonization step, BET-surface area (as obtained by nitrogen pysisorption measurement), total pore volume and mesopore volume (as obtained by nitrogen physisorption measurement, with the mesopore volume calculated by subtracting the micropore volume from the total pore volume) for the CTS supported samples. Sample N [wt%] C [wt%] H [wt%] C/N-ratio Yield [wt%] BET-surface area [m2/g] Total pore volume [cc/g] Mesopore volume [cc/g] m-CTS/HkU-f 8.8 38.3 6.0 3.7  - - - m-CTS/HkU-sc 8.3 38.9 6.0 4.0  76 0.21 0.17 b-CTS/HkU-f 8.3 39.4 5.9 4.7  - - - b-CTS/HkU-sc 7.9 38.8 5.7 4.9  168 0.87 0.80 m-CTS-f 6.1 39.0 6.3 5.5  - - - b-CTS-f 7.4 41.5 5.9 5.6  - - - b-CTS-sc 7.5 42.4 6.5 5.7  39 - - m-CTS/HkU-f-500 12.0 69.5 3.4 5.8 38 - - - m-CTS/HkU-sc-500 12.0 73.0 3.1 5.2 35 348 m2/g 0.71 cc/g 0.57 cc/g b-CTS/HkU-f-500 12.1 70.9 3.4 5.9 35 - - - b-CTS/HkU-sc-500 10.8 73.1 3.2 6.8 34 445 m2/g 1.14 cc/g 0.97 cc/g m-CTS-f-500 10.4 73.2 3.3 6.0 28 - - - b-CTS-f-500 10.9 74.7 3.3 6.9 33 - - - b-CTS-sc-500 10.5 75.1 3.3 7.1 30 - - -  
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Figure SI-4.2.1. Photographs of the CTS reference samples prepared with the addition of only urea, only hexaketocyclohexane and without any additives, after the hydrothermal step (top row) and after drying (bottom row). The reference samples (a) m-CTS/U-f (prepared with addition of only urea), (b) m-CTS/Hk-f (prepared with addition of only hexaketocyclohexane) and (c) m-CTS-f (prepared without additives) are freeze dried. (d) Supercritical dried beads b-CTS-sc (prepared without additives).   
Figure SI-4.2.2. SEM images of the freeze dried (a,b) CTS/HkU precursor gel monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-f) and (c,d) CTS/HkU precursor gel beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-f). Inlets show photographs of the respective samples. 
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Figure SI-4.2.3. Nitrogen sorption isotherms and specific BET surface area of the supercritical dried CTS gel beads (sample b-CTS-sc).   
Figure SI-4.2.4. SEM images of the freeze dried and carbonized (a,b) monolith (sample m-CTS/HkU-f-500) and (c,d) beads (sample b-CTS/HkU-f-500). Inlets show photographs of the respective samples.   
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4.2.2 C2N carbon from organic crystals between squaric acid and urea  

Table SI-4.2.2. Elemental composition (as obtained by elemental combustion analysis), yields for the carbonization step and BET-surface area (as obtained by N2 sorption measurement) for the SaU-samples. Sample N [wt%] C [wt%] H [wt%] O [wt%] C/N ratio SaU-1 15.4 34.3 3.5 45.9 2.2 SaU-2 22.7 30.9 4.2 n.a. 1.4 SaU-1-200 16.8 37.2 3.2 n.a. 2.2 SaU-2-200 25.8 34.7 3.7 n.a. 1.3 SaU-1-235 20.2 41.5 3.1 n.a. 2.1 SaU-2-235 25.8 35.3 3.4 n.a. 1.4 SaU-1-550 25.9 61.50 2.3 9.9 2.4 SaU-2-550 26.6 60.7 2.3 9.9 2.3 SaU-1-800 20.7 75.4 1.1 10.0 3.6 SaU-2-800 20.6 74.7 1.1 n.a. 3.6 SaU-1-900 18.0 80.0 1.0 n.a. 4.4 SaU-2-900 17.1 81.0 1.0 n.a. 4.7 SaU-1-550-Zn 17.7 45.4 3.4 n.a. 2.6 SaU-2-550-Zn 22.3 43.5 3.6 20.9 2.0  
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Figure SI-4.2.5. Optical microscopy images of the (a) 1:1 squaric acid/urea crystals (sample SaU-1), (b) 1:2 squaric acid/urea crystals (sample SaU-2), (c) re-crystallized squaric acid and (d) re-crystallized urea.   
Figure SI-4.2.6. PXRD pattern of the eutectic hexaketocyclohexane/urea precursor carbonized at 550 °C (black) and 800 °C (red).  
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Figure SI-4.2.7. Solid state CP MAS 13C NMR spectra of the 1:1 squaric acid/urea-crystals after carbonization at 550 °C (sample SaU-1-550). Spinning side bands are marked with asterisks.   
Figure SI-4.2.8. SEM images of the samples (a) SaU-1-900 and (b) SaU-2-900 obtained after carbonization at 900 °C.   
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Figure SI-4.2.9. Nitrogen sorption isotherms and specific BET surface area of the samples (a) SaU-1-550 and (b) SaU-2-550.   
Figure SI-4.2.10. Photographs of the SaU-1 crystals after thermal condensation for 2h at 200 °C (sample SaU-1-200, right), 235 °C (sample SaU-1-235, middle) and 550 °C (sample SaU-1-550, left). 
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4.3 The g-C3N4/C2N composites  

Table SI-4.3.1. Elemental composition (as obtained by elemental combustion analysis) for the samples CMp-450, CMp-450-prot, CMp-450-SaU and CMp-450-prot-SaU. Sample N [wt%] C [wt%] H [wt%] O [wt%] C/N ratio CMp-450 47.3 45.0 2.7 5.4 0.95 CMp-450-prot 43.8 39.1 3.4 10.9 0.89 CMp-450-SaU 45.3 43.8 2.8 n.a. 0.97 CMp-450-prot-SaU 44.4 40.3 2.8 n.a. 0.91   
Figure SI-4.3.1. (a) Photograph of the CMp-450 dispersion after sonication and before centrifugation and (b) after centrifugation. (c) Size distribution of the CMp-450 dispersion after sonication and centrifugation, as determined by DLS. (d) Surface zeta potential of the CMp-450 dispersion after sonication and centrifugation.  
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Figure SI-4.3.2. Transmission electron microscopy images of the SaU-1-550 dispersion after sonication and centrifugation.   
Figure SI-4.3.3. Hydrogen evolution rate for the photocatalytic water splitting with the material CMp-450 (as bulk material) as photocatalyst.   
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